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DIVISION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN'S SPORTS

the Divi ion for Girls and Women's Sports is a nonprofit edua-
Ilonal organvation designed to serve the needs and interests of ;id-
numstrators. teachers, leaders, and participants in sports programs
for g.rls and women. It is one of eight division.; of the American
Assoilation for Health. Physical Education and Recreation. Active
nizmbers of the Division are women members of the American
Association for Health. Physical I-ducation. and Recreation who arc
interested in sports for girls and women and who participate in the
work of the Division. "these women me professional leaders in
schools, colleges, community centers, industrial plants, military
serviies. public and private clubs, and ageniies.

The purpose of the Division for Girls and Women's Sports is to
foster the development of sports programs for the enrichment of the
life of the participant.

The Division for Girls and Women's Sports attempts to pmmote
desirable sports programs through
I. Formulating and publiiiting guiding principles and standards for

the admintstrator leader, official and player
2. Publishing and interpreting rules governing sports for girls and

women.
3. Providing the means for training, evaluating and rating of

officials.
4 Disseminating information on the ionduct of girls and women's

sports.
5. Stimulating, evaluating and disseminating research in the field of

girls and women's sports.
h. Organizing various units of AAIIPI.R concerned primarily with

girls and women's sports in order to exert effective leaderslor
Sht.rulg to till interests of othe, AMIPFR divisions andfor
sections In promoting sports programs.

S. Cooper ttmg with allied groups interested in girls and women's
sports in order to formulate policies and rules that affect the
conduit of w omen's sports

DIVISION FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN'S SPORTS 5



SPORTS GUIDES AND OFFICIAL II.ES COMMITTEE
INTEREST INDICATOR

I he SGOR Committee is endeavoring to broaden its base or
persninel and to strengthen its services to Guide remit:is Hie
purpose of this form is to oiler readers an opportunity to Join us in
meeting this need Please complete this Corm and send it to the
SGOR Associate ( hairman-elect, whose name and address appear on
page 1 6

Name

Professional Address_ .__

City State Zip Code
I. Chtels the Sport C onmuttect st wind) would he of interest to

Uli
- Aquatics field Hockey _ Softballrctico _ Golf Speedball13 idminion - Gymnastics - 1 emsBask cf ball - ierosse Frat 1, and I lc Id

(3my - Outing Acti% stivs Voile) ball
1 owing - Riding - Vs inter Sports

Soccer

2. Would you hke to serve as a member of a Sport, Guide Com-
mittee of OUT interest" r Yes No

3. Would you consider submitting an art ictc to a Guide Committee
as a prospective author" _Yes _No
Possible topic or title

4. Can you suggest topics for articles which you would like to hale
included in future Guides' (Nease indicate sport.)

5. Are there others whom you would recommend for consideration
as possible committee members or authors' Please indicate below.
( Use additional paper if necessai y

Name_ Sport(s) --
Protessional Address__ . --

y State . Lip ( ode_
Sports Committee mei»lier ProspeLii%e Author (('het.). one)

6 ricws TRACK AND FIELD GUIDE



DGWS STATEMENT OF BELIEFS

Iv( bort lc that opportunities for instruction and participation tosports should be included in the educational experiences ot everygirl, Sports are an integral part ot the culture in which we lire
Sports skills and sports participation are valuable social and recre-ational tools winch may be used to enrich the lives of women in outsociety.

We bchei e that sports opportunities at all levels ot skill should be
available to girls and women who wish to take advantage ot these
expmences. Competition and cooperation may be demonstrated inall sports programs although the type and intensity of the com-petition Neill vart, ult h the degree or level ot skill of the participant,.
An understanding of the relationship between competition and
cooperation and 01 how to utihie both within the accepted frame-work of our society is one of the desirable oi.i,:omes of sports
participation.

{Yr bales(' in the importance of physical activity in the main-
tenance of the general health ot the participant

We ',circle that paiticipation in sports contributes to the develop-
ment of sent-contulence and to the establishment of desirable
interpersonal relations.

I'or these reasons, we believe that gills and women ot all agesshould be provided with crunprehensne school and comimunty
programs of sports and recreation. In addition, they should hestrongly and actively encouraged to take part in such piogiAns

PROGRAM
vve belies(' that sports programs for gills and women should he

broad, %ailed and planned for participants at differing levels of skill,
I here should be lull .mareness of the slide span ot indnidual diner-
( Aces so that all types, ages, and skill lec els are considered in the
planning ot sports programs In conducting the various ph,lseS ulsports plograins, principles must guide action. I hese principles
should be based on the latest and soundest knowledge regarding

I. Grossih and development factors
2. Motor learning
3. Social and individual maturation and adjustment
4. 1 he values of spoils participation a, iecognued m our culture.

Elementary Schools (grades 1.6)
We believe in planned, comprehensive, ind balanced pi ()warns ot

physical education for evely girl in the element.* plogiam. nese
should provide experiences Iii basic mo%ements toi e \ample, skip
DGWS STATEMENT OF BELIEFS
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ping and simple dance steps, bending, reaching, and climbing and ina wide variety of activities which require basic sport skills such ascatching, throwing, batting, and kicking.
We believe that intramural sports experiences in appropriatelymodified sports activities should supplement an instructionalprogram for girls in grades 4, 5, and 6, and that in most eases theseexperiences will be sufficiently stimulating and competitive for thehighly skilled girl. We believe extramural sports activities, if includedin the upper elementary grades, should be limited to occasional playdays (sports groups or teams composed of representatn es ironseseral schools or units). sports days, and invitational events.

Secondary Schools (grades 7-12)
We believe that in secondary schools a program of intramural and

extramural participation should be arrange I to augment a sound and
comprehensive instructional program in physical educcaon for allgirls. tramural programs should not be organized until there arebroad instructional and intramural programs and a sot limn( allot-ment of time, tacdmes, and personnel for new programs.

Colleges and Universities
We believe that college and university instructional programsshould go beyond those activities usually included in the high schoolprogram. l'here should be opportunities to explore and develop skillsin a variety of activities, with emphasis on individual sports It isdesirable that opportunities for extramural experiences beyond theintramural program be accessible to the highly skilled young womenwho wish these opportunities.

Forms of Competition
Minimum! competition is sports competition in which allparticipants ale identified with the same school, community center.club, organization, institution, or industry, or are resul.nts otdesignated small neighborhood or community.
Extramural competition is a plan of sports competition in whichparticipants trom two or more schools, community centers, clubs,

oiganizatiGns, institutions, industries, or neighborhoods competeI he forms of extramural competition includeI. Spoils days school or sports group participates as a unit2. Telegraphic meets results are compared by wire or mail
.3 Invitational events symposiums, games, or matches to which aschool or sports group invites one or more teams or individuals to

participate,

4. Interscholastic, intercollegiate, or interagency programs groupswhich are trained and coached play a series ot scheduled games
8 DGWS TRACK AND FIELD GUIDE
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I

and/or tournaments with like teams from other schools, CitleS, or
Organizations.
International Competition involves play' r, diffei en( nations

and provides sports experiences for indivi.;ua:s or groups with
exceptional ability and emotional maturity. Th.. type of com-
petition under some conditions could include secondary school girls,
but usually it is planned for more mature participants.

Coretreationa/ activities are designed to give boys and girls oppor-
tunities to participate on the same team against a team of like com-
position, piovided the activities do not involve body contact. The
basis for formation of teams should be to promote good team play.
We believe that girls should be prohibited from participating (I) on a
boys intercollegiate or interscholastic team. (2) against a boys inter-
collegiate or interscholastic team, and (3) against a boy in a

scheduled intercollegiate or interscholastic contest.

ADMINISTRATION

We believe that certain safeguards should be piovided to protect
the health and well-being of participants. Adequate health and
insurance protection should be secured by the institution. First aid
services and emergency medical :arc should be available during all
scheduled interscholastic sports events, Qualified professional leaders
should ensure a proper period for conditioning of players, a safe
environment including equipment and facilities, a schedule with a
limited number of games, and similar measures

We believe that sports oil/outing should be the responsibility of
those who know and use I)GWS approved rules. Officials should
hold curie ut ratings in those sports in which ratings are given.

We believe that the entire financing of girls and women's sports
programs should be included in the total school budget. it is sug-
gested that income be handled as a regular school income deco.

We believe that the scheduling of sports activities for girls and
women should be in accordance with then needs and that their
schedule should not be required to conform to a league schedule
established for boys and men's sports.

We believe that excellence of achievement should be given
recognition and that the intrinsic values which accrue from the
pursuit of excellence are of primary importance We believe that,
when awards are given, they should be inexpensive tokens of a
symbolic type, such as ribbons, letters, and small pins.

We believe that expert teaching and quality programs generate
their own best public relations. It is suggested that an effective plan
be developed for interpreting the values of the sports program to
parents, teachers in other fields, and interested members of the

OGWS STATEMENT OF BELIEFS 9



s, hoot or college c °minium , including the press A procedure
which has proed successful is to invite key groups to a selection of
demonstrations and sports eent, at different lock, so that the
inaN sec et tecti% e programs in action.

LEADERSHIP
We behee that good leadership is essential to the desirable

conduct of the sports program. The qualified leader meets the
standards set by the profession, including an understanding of (1 /
the place and purpose of sports in educidion, 121 the growth and
cleeloplihmt of children and youth, CO the effects of exercise on
the human organism, (4) first aid and accident presention, (5) under-
standing of specific skills, and (6) sound teaching methods. Personal
ex.perience in organized extramural competition is desirable for the
young M.001.10 planning to become a leader or teacher of women's
sports. I he leader should demonstrate personal integrity and a
primary concern for the welfare of the participant

POLICY- MAKING

.nd finally, we believe that ail leaders, teachers, ind coaches of
girls and women's sports should be encouraged to take an actie part
in the policy decisions which affect planning, orgamtmgind
conducting sports programs for girls and women. Leaders should
make sure that qualified women are appointed to the goerrung
sports bodies at all levels local. state, national, and international to
ensure that programs are in the best interest of those w ho partic-
ipate.

10 '1GWS TRACK AND FIELD GUIDE



STANDARDS IN SPORTS FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN
Standards in .ports activ it le; for girls and women should be based

upon the tollowmg
I, Sports activities for girls and w omen should be taught. coached,

and officiated by qualified women whenever and wherever possi-
ble.

2 Programs should provide every girl with a wide variety of activi-
ties.

3 .1 he results of competition should be judged in terms of benefits
to the plli (I( wants rather than by the winning of championships
of the athletic or commercial advantage to schools or organiza-
tions.

Health and Safety Standards for Players

Careful supervision of the health of all players must oe provided
by
1. An examination by a qu. tilled physician
2 Written permission by a quail! ied physician after serious illness or

IillLiry
3. Removal of players when they are injured or overtatigued or

show signs of emotional instability
4. A healthful, safe, and sanitary environment for sports act'- ay
S. Limitations of Competition to a geographical area which will

permit players to return at reasonable hours, provision of safe
f ranspo

General Policies

I. Select the members of all teams so that they play against those of
approxmately the saint, ability and maturity.

2 Ai range the schedule of games and practices so as not to place
demands on the team or player 's Inch would jeopardize the
cducatiohal objectives of the comprehensive sports program.

3. Discourage any girl front practicing with, or playing with. a team
for more than ope group while competing in that sport during
the same sport season.

4. Promote social events in connection with all forms competi-
tion

STANDARDS IN SPORTS FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN 11

SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND SERVICE
The various services are offered by committees. All requests forinformation of services should be addressed to the chairman of thecommittee into whose field of w -k the inquiry falls Inquirie,,which cannot be readily classified snkadd be addressed to the DGWSvice- president.

AUDIO-VISUAL COMMITTEE Reviews films, advises on produc-tion, provides lists of up-to-date films available for rental orpurchase.
Chairman' JEAN PUTNAM, Central Washington State College,Ellensburg, Washington 98926

OMM ISSION ON INTERCOLLEGIA ru Ammics FORWOMEN Sponsors DGWS national and postal tournaments and
establishes procedures for regional development and for sanction-
ing intercollegiate events. CLAW will be replaced by the AssoLF
anon for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women in July 1972.
Chairman LUCILLE MAGNUSSON. Pennsylvania State Ulmer-say, University Park, Pa. 16802

DIVISION HISTORIAN Maintains file of historical records and
publications which are available oil loan.
Histonan HAZEL PETERSON. limy of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho83483

LIAISON Maintains relationships with allied national sportsorganizations.
Chairman MILDRED BARNI S, Central Missouri State College,
Warrensburg, Mo. 64093

NA1 IONAL INTRAMURAL SPOR1S COUNCIL A joint councilof DGWS and DMA to provide leadership to inmate and to
improve intramural programs at all educational levels.Chaiiman. CA FlIERINE GREEN. Dept. of Intramural Activities.Univ. of Wash., Seattle, Wash. 9810

OFFICIATING SERVICES AREA Tests and rates women officials,
directs policies of local boards,
Chairman. CIIARLOTTE WEST, Southern Illinois Umv , Carbon-dale. III. 62901

PHILOSOPHY AND STANDARDS AREA States and interprets
standards for girls and women's sports.
Chairman JANET ATWOOD, Pennsylvania State Univ., Univei-sity Park. Pa, 16802

PUBLICATIONS CO NI NI ITTE E Solicits, receives edit,publishes special publications and produces sports tedmiquecharts.
Chairman. NANCY DAVIS, Skidmore Colleg,e, Saratoga Swings.N Y. 12866

12 DGWS TRACK AND FIELD GUIDE



RESEARCH COMMITTEE Carries out special studies, advises on,
research problems, edits DGWS research articles.
Chan man DOROTHY HARRIS, Pennsylvania State Univ., Uni-
versity Park, Pa. 16802

SPORTS GUIDES AND OFFICIAL RULES COMMITTEERevises
and interprets official rules, edits and publishes sports guides and
technique charts
Chairman: BETTY BROWN, Newcomb College, New Orleans, La.
70118

STATE CHAIRMEN Each chairman organizes committees for edu-
cational and informational work within her state. See list in
current DGWS Basketball Gmcle.

STUDENT SPORTS ORGANIZATIONS- Organizational and
program service to GAA's and WAA's maintained through NGAA
Project and CWS.
Consultant. BETTY FLINCIIUM, AAHPER, 1201 Sixteenth St.,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036

Publications

SPORTS LIBRARY FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN- see inside front
cover.

SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS -see inside back cover.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION AND SERVICE 13



MS EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
1971.1972

Vice President JoAnne Thorpe, Southe' rn Illinois Univ., Carbondale,
III. 62901

Vice President-elect Betty Hartman, Kent State Univ., Kent, Ohio
44240

Past Vice President Edith Betts, Univ. of Idaho. Moscow, Idaho
83843

Area Chairmen

District arid State Services: Marilyn Conklin, Connecticut College.
New London, Conn. 06320
Central: Janet Nuzman, Washburn Univ., Topeka, Kans. 66620

(1971-73)
Elect. Ina Anderson, Univ. of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebr. 68508

(1973-75)
Eastern. Marilyn Conklin, Connecticut College, New London,

Conn. 06320 (1970-72)
Elect: Ann Venezia, Newark State College, Union, N.J. 07083

(1972-74)
Midwest. Lucille Burkett, Shaker !lights Public Schools, Shaker

heights, Ohio 44120 (1969-72)
Elect: Genevieve IIartzler, Jackson High School, Jackson,

Mich. 49501 (1972-74)
Northwest. Dorothy Dobie, Marylhurst College, Marylhurst, Ore

97036 (1971-75)
Southern- Roberta Boyce Stokes, Miami-Dade Jr. College, South

Campus, Miami, Fla. 33156 (1971-73)
Southwest Le Ha Ogden, Orem Iltgh School, Orem, Utah 84057

Elect. L-72o)k ye Painter, Logan Junior High School, Logan, Utah
64321 (1972-73)

Liaison- Mildred Barnes, Central Missouri State College, Warrens-
burg, Mo. 64093 (1971-73)

Officiating Services: Charlotte West, Southern Illinois Univ.. Carbon-
dale, Ill. 62901 (1971-72)
Elect. Elsie Cobb, North Texas State Univ., Denton, Texas 76203

(1972-73)
Philosophy and Standards. Janet Atwood, Pennsylvania State Univ..

University Park, Pa. 16802 (1970-72)
Elect. Lou Jean Moyer, Northern Illinois Univ., DeKalb, Ill.

60115 (1972-74)
14 DGWS TRACK AND FIELD GUIDE



Elect Mary liemecke, Lawrence Univ.,
Appleton, Wis. 54911 . 1971-73

Field Hockey

Mary Lou Thornburg, Bridgewater State College,
Bridgewater, Mass. 02324 1970-72
Elect. Fran Ramser, Roanoke College, Salem,

Va. 24153 . 1972-74

Flag Football

Carolyn Ilewatt, Univ. of Texas, Austin,
Texas 78700 1970-72
Elecr Mary Grace Colby. Univ. of Santa Clara,

Santa Clara. Calif. 95053 1972-74

Golf

Dodd y Michalson, 2103 Upper Dr., Pullman,
Wash 99163 1971-73
Elect. Andrea Ilauge. L ockhaven State College,

Lockhaven, Pa. 17745 1973-75

Gymnastics

Lu Wallace, Brigham Young Univ., Provo,
Utah 84601 1971-73

Lacrosse

Jacqueline Pitts, Sanford School, llockessin,
Del. 19707 1970-72
Elect: Agnes Bixler, Sunny Dills,

Ilockessin. Del. 19707 1972-74

Outing Activities

Mildred Lenten, Indiana State Univ., Terre
Ilaute, Ind. 47802 1971-73

Soccer

Keturah Cox, Queens College, Flushing,
N.Y. 11367 1970-72
Elect: Dolores Faber. Nassau Community College,

Garden City, N.Y. 11533 19 12.74

Softball

Dorothy Dobie, Marylhurst College,
Marylhurst, Ore 97206 . .. 1972-74

SPORTS GUIDE AND OFFICIAL RULES COMMITTEE 17



Speedball

Sarah.J. Erbaugh, Purdue limy., Lafayette,
Ind. 47907 1970-72
L lc( t Barham Lundy, Montrose High School,

Montrose, Mich. 48457 1972-74

Squash

Betty Brown, Newcomb College, New Orleans,
La. 70118 . 1970-72
//cc t Marigold klwards, Univ. of Pittsburgh,

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213 . . . . 1972-74

Tennis

Mimi Knight, Bost on-Bouvj College, Northeastern
Univ., Boston, Mass. 02115 1970-72
Hea Patricia Sherman, State Um of Iowa,

Iowa City, Iowa 51240 1972-74
Track and Field

Donuts -1 Thompson, Ulm of Hawaii
Honolulu. Hawaii 96822 . 1972-74

Volleyball

Lynne Iliggins, Illinois State Univ.,
Normal, III. 61761 1971-73

Winter Sports

Joanne Washburn, Washington State Dm
Pullman, Wash. 99163 1971-73

ADVISORY
Past Chairman

Nancy ( hapinan, Illinois State Univ., Normal, III. 61761

Officiating Services Area Representative

Charlotte West, Southern Illinois Um., Carbondale, Ill. 62901

Consultant

Mary F. Rekstad, AAIIPI.R, 1201 Sixteenth St., N,W., Washington,
D.C. 20036

Staff Editor

Constance G. Lacey. AAIIPIR, 1201 Sixteenth SI., N.W., Washing-
ton, I) C. 20036

18 DGWS TRACK AND FIELD GUIDE



COMMISSION ON INTERCOLLEGIATE
ATHLETICS FOR WOMEN

1971-1972

Commissioners

LUCILLI MAGNUSSON, Commission Chan man,105 Waite Bldg.,
Pennsylvania State Univ , University Park, Pa. 16802

CAROLE OGLESBY, Commissioner fin National Championships,
Purdue Univ., Lafayette, Ind. 47907

DORIS SO LA DAY, Commissioner for Regional Derelopnient, Syra-
cuse University, Syracuse, N.Y. 13210

BECKY SISLEY, Commnszoner fur Sanctioning, Univ. of Oregon,
Eugene, Ore. 97403

SPORTS ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

Badminton

Chairman. BETTY BROWN, ' wcomb College, New Orleans,
70118

BA RBAR A BURRIS, Last Stroudsburg State College, East Strouds-
burg, Pa. 18301

MARGARET MILLER, California State College, Long Beach 90801

Basketball

Chairman LOU JEAN MOYER, Northern Illinois Univ., DeKalb,
III. 60015

JILL IlUTC111SON, Illinois State Univ , Normal, III 61761
CAROL ECKMAN, West Chester State College, West Chester, Pa.

19380

Golf

Chairmun BARBARA SANFORD, 71 Elm St., Melrose, Mass.
02176

MARY CAVE, San Diet'o State College, San Diego, Calif 92115
ELIZABETH MURPHEY, Univelsit} of Georgia, Athens, Ga. 30601
BARBARA HUBBARD, New Mexico State Univ., Las Cruces, N NI.

88001
MARY CAVE, San Diego State College, San Diego, Calif. 9211

Gymnastics

Chan man. LU WALLACE, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah
84601
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ELIZABETH HANLEY, Pennsylvania Ftate University, University
Park, l'a. 16802

CHARLES JACOBSON. Grand View College. Des Moines, Iowa
50316

Swimming

Chawitan BER !HAMA FAIRBANKS. 126-6 Green Moor Way,
Henrietta. N Y 14467

MONA PLUMMFR, Arizona State Ulm eisity I elope. An/. 85281
MARY WOLVER1 ON, Um ot Cincinnati. Cincinnati, Ohio 45221
EDNA VANDERBECK, Illinois State Uoiversity, Normal 61761

Track and Field

Chat/man NELl. JACKSON. University ot Illinois, Urbana. III
61801
GGY GAZI.T11.. I-astern «ashington Stale College. Cheney,
Wash. 99004

NANCY I AY. Univ of I enney.ee. Kno \ville, I enn. 37016

Volleyball

Chew-man. Roman BOYCE STOKES. Miami-Dade Junior College.
South Campus. Miami, Fla 33156

MARLENE MAWSON, University of Kansas, Lawience, Kansas
66044

ANN HECK, California State College, Long Beach 9080;

Publicist for National Championships

JOANNA DAVI.NPOR I , Univ of Illinois tirh..n.i. Ill 61801
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DGWS TRACK AND FIELD COMMITTEE
1970-72

FRANCIS WAKEFIELD, Chairman. College of the Canyons, 25000
Valencia Blvd., Valencia, Cain.

DONN IS TIIOMPSON, C hairman-cle( 1, University of I I awan, lono-
lulu 96822

PHOEBE WINKE, Past Chairman. Walt Whitman School, Wheeling,
Ill. 60090

LINDA GARRISON, Mt. San Antonio College, Walnut, Calif, 91789
LINDA LANGLY (deceased)
MARILEL MA FEER ()WORE, Lincoln Iligh School, Stanwood,

Iowa 52337

JANI1 JOIINSON MCCLURG, Ingraham Iligh School, Seattle,
Wash. 981 33

FRANC ES (SANDY) NEUF Y. 4628 S.F. Windsor Ct., Portland,
Ore. 97206

BARBARA PALM, State University of New York, Albany 12203
EVF LYN PE LLA l'ON, California State Polytechnic C'illege, San

Luis Obispo 93401

JUDY RINKFR, Southwest State leachers College, San Marcos,
'I ex. 78666

LIZABI SA DLI. R, University Breckenridge School, Morehead
State University, Morehead, Ky. 40351

KIN1131' RLY 15690 Rose Lane, Westminster. Calif.
92683

Advisory Members

Chairman of DGWS Sporty Guides and Olin nil Ruler Area BECKY
SISLEY, University of Oregon, Eugene 97403

:13sociate Chairman of Da WS Sports Guides and Official Rides Area,
NANCY CHAPMAN, Metcalf Laboratory School, Illinois State
University, Normai 61701

Chairman of I rack and ield incipler and Techniques of Offici-
ating Committee, KAROL KAIIRS, Ott ahem College, Wester-
ville, Ohio 43081

Chairman of Trash and Field Evainmations and Ratings Committee,
LYNNE DAILI.Y, Sunnyside High School, Tucson, An/. 85706
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DG WS Representative to the l.lU and U.S. Olympic Duch andheld Committees, PHOEBE-. WI ENKE, Walt Whitman School,Wheeling, Ill. 60090
news Representative to the LS, back and held redo anon,EL1ZABb fll \I( ( AIN, Stuslam, High School, Florence, Ore47439

DGWS Itepresentotire to the USCSC Track and held C'ommittee,MARIA SEX ION, The College of Wooster, Wooster. Ohio 44691

MAW HANDBOOK

A handbook of policies and interim operating procedures ofthe new Association for Inteicollegiate Athletics for Women isnow available It contains statements on the structuie,
purposes and membership of A1AW; policies and proceduresfor DGWS national nitercollegiate championships, and sanc-tioning information. A schedule of 1971-72 championships inthe following sports is included badminton, basketball, golf,
gymnastics, swimming and diving, track and field, and volley-
ball. This booklet leplaces the earlio Plocedioes for Women's
Intercollegiate Ithlene Erents, which is no longer available1971 32 pp (243. 25228) SI 50. vo cascount on quantityorders.

1
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DGWS TRACK AND FIELD COMMITTEE
1972-1974

DONN'S II. f HOWSON, Chimman, University ot Hawaii, Honolulu
96822

1 RA N('ES WAK HAL LD, Past Chairman, College ot the Canyons,
Valencia, ('ahf. 91355

JULIA C A RVER, New Mexico State University, Boy 3M, Las Cruces
88001

ANNIE CROOM, University 01 Northern Iowa, Cedar halls 50613
SWIM!. Y J. HOWARD, Hazelwood Sen, s High, Florissant, Mo.

63031
VIRGINIA M. IRIS" ED, University of Washington, Seattle s)8118
Ni LL JACKSON, University of Illtuc.ss, Urbana, III. 61801

RI TA JACKSON, Girl Scouts of America, Albuquerque, N.M.
87112

KLNNIDY, Woodward State Hospital, Woodward, Iowa
50613

BARBARA A NII-ULLI R, St. Benedict high School, Chicago, Ill.
60613

JANI-T NI. MURCHISON, Baldwin high School, Waikiki', Maui,
Hawaii 96793

ANGF LIN h NALARA I IAN, Athens College, Athens, Ala. 35611
hRANCLS NI ELI- Y, 482$ S.F. Windsor Ct., Pottland, Ore. 97206
BARBARA J. PALM, State University ot New York, Albany 12203

LIZABH11 SADLER, Morehead State University, Morehead, Ky.
40351

PA I RICIA S. SULLIVAN, Marynoll High School, I lonolulu, Haw an
96822

Advisory Members

,iisetc rale Chau man of IX; Sports Gutde,s and of 11(10 Ruh's .1 ea.
JANICE PI-A RCF, Utah State University, Logan 84321

Chairman of back and Field Mtn( spies and Technique of Off !o-
uting Committee, BONNII- PA RKHOUSh, Norris Gymnasium,
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis 55455
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Chauman of Track and Field kxammatioms and Ratings Committee
KA I IIRYN RUSSELL, I1niv, o: Ancona, Tucson 85721

DGIVS Representative to the ilAU and U. S. Olympic Track and
Field Committee. PHOEBE W1ENK I.:, Walt Whitman School,
Wheeling, III. 60090

DG B'S Representative to the US Track aid Field Federation,
ELIZABETH MCCAIN, Suislaw High School, Florence, Ore.
974 39

DGIVS Representative USCSC Track and Field Committee, DORIS
BROWN, Seattle Pacific College, Seattle, Wash. 98119

DGWS Track & Field Rules Committee
1972.74

Chairman, SANDY': NEELLY, Oregon College of Education,
Monmouth. Ore, 97361

Rules Interpreter. P110EI3E WEINKE, 27 E. Duncan, Columbus,
Ohio 43202

VIRGINIA PARKER, Staples High School, Westport, Conn. 06880
EVELYN PELLATON. California Polytechnic College, San Lois

Opispo 93401
ELEANOR C. RYNDA, University of Minnesota, Duluth 55812
Track and Meld Principles and Techniques of Officiating, BONNIE

PARKHOUSE Norris Gymnasium, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis 55455
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EDITORIAL COMMENT

It is with pleasure that your Guide Committee presents this Guide
to the girls and women in track and field throughout the nation.
Your continued interest and enthusiasm have made our work
enjoyable and fully worthwhile these two years. The growing
excellence of instruction and coaching reflect this national interest
and your questions reflect a quest for accuracy.

Each committee member has served well, each one is capable of
any assignment and has given faithfully to the many tasks asked of
her. I want to express deep thanks to all, for each unfailingly gave
her efforts to make this Guide a credit to the women of athletics and
physical education.

Please read the Guide sections carefully, make use of the
excellent cuticles and aids. Refer to present or incoming committee
members to assist whenever possible. Here, then, is our Guide for
"Faster, Higher, Farther."

Frances Wake! ield
Editor
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Putting the Horse Before the Cart*
DONNIS H. THOMPSON

Domes Thompson is an assistant professor at the Unmersztyofllawan and state coordinate, of girls' track in lkwan. She hashad extensive coaching experience with both the 1962 USATrack Team and the women's track team at the University ofHawaii. She is also author of Women's Track and Field.
The purpose of this article is to present techniques and methodsfor organizing a state track and field championship meet for girls.However, setting up a state meet without a comprehensive programis like "putting the cart before the horse." For this reason, the firstemphasis should involve the development of a state wide programwhich will culminate in a state meet.
A state coordinator should he appointed early in the school yearso she can provide leadership fcr developing the program. She needsto select a committee of knowledgeable people to represent eachdistrict in the state. These individlals can disseminate information,motivate district personnel, articulate the needs and interests of thecommunities, and assist as haison bet v,een the state and the district.The state coordinator, with the help of the committee, mustsecure resource people to hold district workshops and clinics Theclinics should provide information related to track and fieldtechniques, conditioning procedures, methods of organizing com-petitive programs, officiating techniques, etc. They can also behelpful in developing student ir crest in track and field as well as acompetitive program. The woixshop/chnics are a necessary part ofthe program, for rarely will one wish to coach an activity aboutwhich she knows little or nothing, and without the coach, there is nocompetitive program. This phase must be available to the leachers/coaches a semester prior to the competitive season because once theseason has started it is frequently too late for the coachespreparation.

In addition to securing resource people, the state committee mustdecide eligibility requirements, rules pertinent to competing, thelength of the competitive season, and dates of the state preliminariesand finals. Schools should also be appointed to host the statechampionships on a rotation basis.

*The frame of reference used Jor tins article is' the ':.etc of llawan. We hunkconducted state championships in sit sports since 1964 There are 700 girlsparticipating on high school varsity track teams competitive seas-on isFebruary 1 lo Mal, 2.
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The state coordinator, with the advise of the committee, should
meet with personnel in each district and appoint a coordinator for
each district. This person would the' meet with all of the coaches in
her district and set up a schedule a lutI, triangular, and invitational
meets for within the area and for the dis.trict championships. In
addition, the clarification of rules and regulations peculiar to each
district must be set. They should not he in conflict with state
policies or DGWS recommendations.

A state seeding committee representing each district should be
selected to establish qualifying standards for the state, meet. Each
coach and athletic director should receive a copy of these standards
along with the following explanations: any competitor meeting state
standards qualifies for the state meet, all winners of districi meets
automatically qualify, and qualifying standards can only be met at
bonafide meets.

At the request of the host school, the seeding committee will
meet after the final entry date to set up heats and lane assignments
for the state preliminaries and finals. Each coach should receive a
copy before the meet.

In planning the meet, the host school should go through the
entire gamut of meet organizations which can be found in most
sophisticated texts on track and field. For that reason, the author
will not pursue a full description of these responsibilities and
pi oced tires.

After the state championships, there should be air evaluation
session for the seeding committee and each distilet association. At
these sessions, recommendations should be written and sent to the
state coordinator. Changes are then considered, voted upon by the
state committee, and disseminated to the districts in time for
organizing next year's program.

The girls state meet in Hawaii is held in conjunction with the
boys meet. Our preliminaries are conducted on separate days, is are
the district meets, but the finals are !ICJ together. This organiza-
tional pattern has many advantages, namely.

I. Officiating is of the highest quality.
2. Both boys and girls are given more rest between events.
3. The gills' program cannot help but receive the same adminis-

trative support.
4. Facilities are excellent.
5. Spet.tators who would probably never see how sophisticated

the guts are in competition, will have the chance to observe
them di action.

There have been no adverse affects because of this joint venture.
At this point we would have it no other way.
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Blind Girls Run, Too!
LOUISE OWEN

Louise Owen received her B.A. degree from Bridgewater
College, Bridgewater, Virginia, her M.A. in physical education
from Ohio State University, Columbus, and her U.A. in specialeducation from George Peabody College, Nashville, Tennessee.She is presently teaching for the Los Angeles City Schools inCalifornia.

Track and field events for recreation, physical education, andinterscholastic competition among visually impaired stude-'s areamong the most popular and available physical activities in school.for the blind. Sighted students' events can be modified, as evidenced
in a list of events for blind students: standing broad jump, standing
hop, step and jump, one step high jump, and tandem running. Fewer
modifications are required for dashes, shot put, and throws for
distance. (Track meets for blind boys may even include the ropeclimb and tug-of-war).

The state schools for the blind in the United States are organized
geographically into associations. The experience of this writer wasobtained at the Ohio State School for the Blind which is a memberof the North Central Association of Schools for the Blind (NCASB).
Every fall, each school of the NCASB sends five girls to a girlsactivity weekend held at one of the member s.hools. Distances are
too great for additional meetings of the entire association, but it isquite common for several states whose schools are close together toarrange interscholastic events, usually in track and field or swim-ming. Telegraphic meets are also conducted.

Since there are no specific rules for track meets for blind girls,one of the most important arrangements is to have the competingteams agree in advance on the events to be included and anything
pertinent to their running. Beyond this, the challenge of working
with blind students in track and field is in teaching the skills.

Whatever effect the ability to see your opponent has on the
performance of a sighted runner is lost on blind runners. Therefore,
a different strategy must be employed. Basically, a blind runnershould be taught to run against the clock. The blind athletes with
whom this writer has worked have been keen competitors. They arecognizant of their own performances and inquisitive about the
performances of their friends or the best in the group.

Certain aids can be helpful. Most schools for the blind have guide
wires separating lanes for dashes. These are usually 110 yards in
length, with only end supports, and can be used for the 50-, 75-, and
100-yard dashes. The additional length allows some stopping room.
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Hooks or leather straps may be used by totally blind runners. One
end is held by the runner and the other end is attached to the guide
wire to help the runner follow a straight path.

Another aid in the dashes is to have the tape tied at the finish line
across each lane. The blind runners are taught that this represents
the finish line.

With these aids, some blind girls become quite proficient in speed
races. Longer distances are more difficult. Blind runners can learn to
follow a track whose composition is different from kts border.
However, it is impossible for a blind runner to stay in a lane and any
left or right movement adds greatly to the runner's time.

The tandem race provides an opportunity for distance running for
the blind. In this event a totally blind runner pairs with a runner
who has sonic sight. They may hold hands, link arms or each hold
one end of a short rope or strap. The method of pairing is dependent
upon the two runners and their abilities and preferences (i.e. linking
arms is easier but slower).

Another consideration in the running events is the starting gun.
Adjusting to its sound may be difficult, particularly for the t' tally
blind girls. This adjustment can be made easier by taking the gun a
greater distance from the starting line than for sighted girls. or in
some way muffling the sound. Also, have the runners anticipate the
soul d by learning the timing of the starting procedure. The latter
would be included in teaching the takeoff skill. blo ::::,,uid come
eal!y in the training of a newcomer.

f he use of starting blocks for blind girls is tenuous. This writer's
experience in teaching the takeoff from the block was very
discouraging. It is believed that this skill can be taught, but lik:.
ev, -ything else, it must be done in very small steps. This requires a
great deal of time before any flow of movement is noticeable.

I vents other than running require no aids. The running events are
modified by the elimination of the takeoff, as stated earlier. It is
necessary for the totally blind participant to be helped to her proper
starting position; however, there are no additional physical aids for
guidance.

The challenge of teaching track skills to blind girls offers a unique
experience. The failure of verbal explanations becomes evident when
you see a blind girl follow them literally. They are necessary, but
what is said must be carefully worded and presented in short,
sequential steps. The use of models may be helpful. Live models are
most easily understood because they require only a transfer
association of the position. When a higher level of learning is
achieved, smaller inanimate models can be used. Three dimensional
models are best. The effectiveness of two dimensional models is
questionable.
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Actually the medium used is not as important as the approach to
learning. This should be individualized and programmed. Backward
chaining, which is based on the completion of a skill as the first step
rather than the last, is particularly good because it offers an
immediate successful experience for the learner.

Blind girls do run too, and are eager to compete and to in prove.
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Deaf Athletes...
A Challenge To the Track and

Field Official!
LINDA MCARTHUR
EVELYN PELLATON

Linda McArthur, a student at the California State Polytechnic
College in San Luis Obispo, is one of the outstanding deaf
athletes in the United States. ;le represented the United
States in the 1969 World Games for the Deaf held in Belgrade,
Yugoslavia, and won a silver medal in 11w 400-meter relay.

Evelyn Pe Baton is an assistant professor of physical
and women's track coach at California State Polytechnic
College in San Luis Obispo.

Linda McArthur, coauthor of this article, is a 21-year-old senior
physmil education major who was a member of the 400-meter sprint
relay team that won second place and a silver medal at the World
Games for the Deaf. In doing so. the team broke the American
record. On her ( wA, she tied the U.S. record and took 6th place in
tl-e 400-meter 6,t 1 inda was the only American to make the final
heat in that .fven her story:

It did not apps at first sight to be very different from a
"normal" track meet as most of us know it m collegiate or AAU
competition. I had just arrived at Edwards Stadium in Berkeley.
California, where the tryouts for the Ilth International Games for
the Deaf were to be held. In 1969, the US was again sending a track
team to Yugoslavia where the Gaines for the Deaf were to be held.
Until two years before the Berkeley tryouts, 1 had not heard of the
Deaf Olympics despite the many times it has been held over the
years. I am sure that this is also true in the hearing world.

honically, it was my first all-deaf track meet after having run m
regular competition with hearing tracksters for many years. Nor-
mally, deaf athletes participate in all-deaf meets before venturing
into competition with the hearing. But, to the contrary. despite my
profound hearing loss, determined parents and teachers have put me
in a situation similar to the hearing. Now, what does this mean? I lip
read, and I can communicate verbally. When a deaf person succeeds
at this method, there is less need for the use of sign language.

The usual procedure at any large track meet is for all athletes to
register the day before the meet. "I Ins was true for this meet.
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However, much to my surprise it was like being in a foreign country.
Nobody spokethey all used sign language. In spite of my handicap
I was able to complete my registration and received my room
assignment. Believe MC, it was a harrowing experience as I moved
through the line using whatever primitive signs I could, hoping Iwould be understood.

That night we had a meeting for all participants to go over the
procedures for the meet. Again everything was in sign language, so Ihad no idea of what to expect at the meet the next day. I was
hoping that my past experience in normal meets would help, rather
than hinder me. 1 had my doubts. Were the officials going to be
deaf? What about the methods they use, would they be different?
Would I have to make last minute adjustments to my starting
technique out of the blocks to conform to their methods? I even
gave up the thought that hearing officials would be in charge and Iwould have no communication problems. Tomorrow I would knowall the answers.

What a wonderful surprise awaited me as I entered EdwardsStadiumI was handed a program. It is impossible for me to explainjust how very important this document was, but ,t certainlyanswered many questions for memy event, heat, time, lane, etc. AllI had to do was watch the clock and report for my event. In the
hearing world a public address system reminds the athletes of their
events but in the deaf world there is no need for one.

Scheduled to run in the 100meter dash, I reported to the starting
hne program in hand with my lane and heat assignment. To make
sure that we were in the correct position, the official checked ournumbersno conversation.

For an hour I had been observing the starter and his procedurefor starting a race. This is my usual procedure in any meet, so I will
not miss out during the starter's instructions trying to lip read. As
soon as the runners were in their starting blocks, the starter would
kneel down on the ground at the side and point his gun downward in
the direction of the runners. He then raised his other arm straight up
for the "set" position. How did the runners know when to run?
They could see the smoke from the gun.

Now it was my turn. This was the moment I had been waiting for.
As I drove" out of my starting blocks, heading toward the finish line,
a man suddenly appeared in front of us frantically waving his hands;there had been a false start. This official had been stationed about50 yards from the start to stop the runners at the second firing of
the gun. Ile, like the starter, could hear. The second start proved tobe a good one and all the runners raced across the finish line. As I
turned around and started toward the finish line in my lane, which is
the usual procedure in most meets, an official came running down
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my lane and turned me around so I would be walking backwards
toward the finish line. Sure enough, all the runners were doing the
same thing why's So the timers and finish judges could record your
time according to your lane and the number you wore on your
backno conversation during the entire procedure. When they were
finished someone waved us off the track.

Needless to say, I qualified for the 1969 International Games for
the Deaf. My work was cut out for me. Like so many athletes
preparing for the Olympics, I had to work out every day and
sometimes more, watch my diet, but unlike the athletes preparing
for the Mexico Olympics, I had to raise $1,800.00. Each deaf athlete
had to do the same. With the help of the many fine people at my
college, the townspeople, and so many others throughout the state
of California, I was able to raise my share for the trip to Yugoslavia.

My experiences and the excitement of representing the United
States in the Ilth International Games for the Deaf were beyond 'my
expectations. But that is another story. The important thing now, I
feel, is the implications this has for the officials of the hearing world.

The deaf population is increasing by vast proportions due to
population growth and types of diseases. This, in turn, will
undoubtedly increase the number of deaf participants in hearing
meets. Recently, deaf athletes have been encouraged to compete
with the hearing because of the availability of better competition
and to train with the hearing because of more advanced methods of
training. Since officials confronted with a deaf. participa It have to
make on the spot decisions, the need for trained officials for these
situations must be realized.

Every year more and more officials are being faced with the deaf
participant at hearing meets. I believe that the key to communica-
tions with the deaf is the use of signals. Perhaps this might be the
challenge for the track and field officials of tomorrow.
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Program for the Mentally Retarded
DAVE THORESON

Dave Thoreson, a teacher of special education at San Marcos
High School, San ilarcos, California, is also an international
competitor in decathlon Jar USA teams. 11e placed twice in
the top three in the national championships. Dave Thoreson
worked with three other people in the preparation of material
for this article. Paul Herman, two time national decathlon
champion and fourth in 1964 Olympics; Bill Toomey, world
decathlon champion zn 1968, and Jack WhittamoreSanta
Barbara County Coordinator of the John F. Kennedy
Olympics for the Mentally Retarded.

Before presenting the program for the mentally retarded, it is
necessary to discuss the attitudes and feelings of the mentally
retarded child. This child, with the proper training programs, can
improve in much the same way as the child of normal intelligence,
but the mentally retarded child must be met on its level which calls
for individual attention.

The mentally retarded child thrives on encouragement and
hearing Ins name. At first, lie finds it difficult to compete only
against himself. Ile does not seem to understand the importance of
competing against his own times rather than Concerning himself with
winning or losing. Nobody can win all of the tunic, and it is vei y
important to him to see sonic progres

This child has a short attention span, so a variety of disciplines
wd rks best. The margi i of leeway must be minimized so he can
concentiate on one thrag at a time. Repetitious workouts on actual
events arc iriportant. All children are endowed with rauscle and
bone, but the muscle must be strong enough to ovei Lome the child's
weight in order for him to move. When one stalls a movement, one
muscle resists the other in opposing action. To attain coordination in
any movement, one needs to re" at the movement until the two
muscles learn to work together -while one muscle works, the other
relses. If the cild has the groper diet, workload, attitude, and
guidance, he should continually improve in coordination and Liter,
in the specialized skill.

Improvement is not a sharp or abrudt climb, but usually a slow
and unrewarding experience at first. This yeai's work ss ill pay off
next year. The program one sets up must be enjoyable, consistent,
and self- satisfying so the child will stay interested in it, Flw diddle')
must understand the plateaus achievenzent that will occur and
must be prepared for this type of improvement.
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In setting up a track and held program for the mentally. 'larded
child, imaginauon is the key to coaching success. Use any physical
facility that might catch the interest and attention of the cluldien a
starting gun, track shoes, sweat suits, colored trunks, wall charts, or
even video television. Above all, the child must receive immediate
and constant praise and appraisal. Talk to the child about his
improvements, how he feels about his events. When you present a
concept, have the child to whom you are talking repeat it back to
you. \Valk through a new movement or workout over and over. Have
the child explain and go through the new movement until he can do
it without any help. !lave the other children watch their peers and
find the good attributes in each others' workouts so they can help
and encourage one another.

The children have to see how it is done properly and be
encouraged again and again. For example, the coach would say,
"You made a good try, but now let's see if it would be easier this
way." A key point is that a mentally retarded child's goal is to
achieve on a par with the normal child, he constantly strives to be
normal.

I he handicapped child, regardless of the type of handicap, will
require added attention on an individual basis. It is necessary for the
emotionally hand,.apped child to have a flexible program designed
individually for him so that his needs can be met. !here is no easy
solution to teaching the emotionally handicapped. Patience and a
firm but loving attitude are necessary for success.

Program

Move the mentally retarded child at his own pace. Develop the
program slowly, and vary it according to Ins interests

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

WA RMUP WA R M UP WA RM UP WARMUP I est
Events Events Events. I vents. or
Long Jump I ligh Jump Easy Running Long J unip \ 1 eet

Shot PIA Middle Distance Jog/Run Shot Put
Splint Work 4/220s at pace Sprint Nk ork

Starts 2/330s o: Starts
3/50s 1/660 at pace 5/50s
3/75s Jog-a-lap
1/150 Jog-a-lap Weignts
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Events

(These may be altered as desired for groups.)

100-yard d'ish 440-yard sprint
Long Jump Milecross country
Shot Put

Daily Warm Up Program

Loosening Easy jog for 1/2 mile
Ex 'icises 25 jumping jacks, 2 sets of 10 sit-ups. 2 sets of
10 pit :Ai-ups, -,tretching, toe touches, skipping hurdles, etc. 3 shake-
ups, easy. Rest between. 2 shake-ups, medium. Rest between.
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Gun's Up!
DEBORAH L. BLACKMORE

LINDA C. GARRISON

Deborah Blackmore received her B.S. degree from California
State Polytechnic College and is presently a physical education
instructor at Polytechnic School in Pasadena, California, She
holds a DGWS national official rating in track and field and
serves as a track and field official for the AA U.

Linda Garrison received her B.S. degree from Oklahoma
Central State College, Edmond, and her M.A. degree from
California State College, Los Angeles. She is presently an
instructor and women's track and field coach at Mount San
Antonio College in Walnut, California. She is a member of the
DGWS national track and field committee and serves as a
DGWS national official and an AA U official in track and field.

Acting as starter of a track and field meet appears to be a
relatively simple task from the description given in the DGWS Guide.
It would be ideal if the starter's job dealt merely with starting the
runners in each track event. However, not all track and field meets
are set up in the dream situation! The real duties of a track starter
are many. Often the Starter of a meet is the only paid official with
complete knowledge of the rules and must fill other capacities.
However, the responsibilities given in this article are not to be
confused with the specific responsibilities of the starter as given in
the officiating section of this Guide, but rather as responsibilities the
starter may actually be asked to perform at many dual, in, and even
larger track meets.

Pre-Meet Duties
The starter should always arrive early in order to inspect the track

to see that all lines are marked and measured properly. This is an
Important factor, for many times the track is improperly marked. It
also allows the starter to become familiar with the track. Another
responsibility of the starter might be to confer with the meet
director to discuss such matters as the time and event schedule, rules
or modifications, and other pertinent meet procedures. A meeting
with the finish judges and timers is Important so that they will
understand the starter's signals and coordinate with them.

Preparation

The efficient starter should always come prepared for the
unknown. She should carry a bag equipped with such items as a
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whistle, gun, holster, blank shells, rule book, tape measure, and
mallet. A red sleeve or jacket must be worn so that she can be
distinguished from others. Also, it ,s advisable for the starter to carry
a paperclip, safety pin, or other sucn item to clear the paper buildup
from the gun. Breaking flags should be among the equipment carried
and should be set out before the meet. Other items that could prove
valuable to the starter might be bandages, safety pins, hair pins,
towels, and tissues which might be requested on the starting line by
younger runners. Pencils and a pad of paper should not be forgotten.

Pre-Event Duties

Just prior to an event the starter should inspect her gun which
should be fully loaded. .11.:,. gun should always remain in the holster
until the starter is ready to begin the race. Phis will eliminate waving
the gun around while instructing the 'antlers.

Many times the starter will have to act as clerk of course and
place the runners in their lanes while ;narking their names on the
finish card. If there is a clerk of course, the starter should check with
her before giving instructions to we if all p rt:cipants arc present.
Time should be allowed for runnels to set their blocks if tney are
being used.

Race Instructions

A starter will discover that if her instructions are clear and brie:,
she will have fewer problems and fewer false starts. When giving race
instructions, the starter should have the full attention of all runners:
therefore, she must make an effort to eliminate all distractions The
following is an informal example of the verbal instructions that
should be given for the different types of races:

1. Flat race instructions. Name the event. Then, say. "Runners be
certain to place your bands and feet behind the starting hie
and toes in contact with the ground. I will use voice
commands, 'runners, take your mark, set,' and when you are
set and motionless, I will fire the gun. After two false starts
you will be disqualified. At the finish of the race, stay in your
lane and return to the finish line. Do you have any questions''"
Signal chief timekeeper.

2. Races from scratch. Name the event. Then say, "This race is to
be run limn a scratch line and a standing stall. When you cut
for the inside lane, be sure you are two full strides ahead of
the nearest runner. After you finish the race walk back I) the
finish line. 1 will use the voice command, 'runners set, and
when you are set and motionless, I will fire the gun; Signal
chief timekeeper.
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3. Staggeo'd race instructions. Name the event Then say,
"Runners he sure to place your hands and feet behind the
starting line and your toes in contact with the ground When
you finish the race stay in your lanes and return to the finish
line. I will use whistle commands. Sev(,tal short blasts of the
whistle alert judges and timers to be ready. Then one long
blast of the whistit tt for you to take your marks. A second
long blast will be gwe,1 for you to con,e to a set position.
When you are motio'iless, I will fire the gun." Signal duet
timekeeper.

4. Relay race instructions. The same race instructions as m a
staggered race are given, plus the rulings on passing, passing
zones, and instructions for the runners who may cut for the
inside lane, where pertinent The runners are then taken to
their passing zones. In addition to the race instructions, the
starter must be aware of runners wanting to use starting blocks
awl allow time for the adjustment of the blocks.

Signals

The first of the starter's signals should be a short series of whistle
blasts to the timers and judges to inform them that she ts ready to
start the race. When she receives their like signal in return, she
devotes all her attention to the runners. The starter's arm signals,
\Nhen used with either vocal or whistle commands, are important not
only to the tuners and judges, but also to the runnels. The gun is
held in the hand nearest the runners while the remaining aim is used
as the signal arm. When starting a race the starter raises the gun over
her head, points her signal hand toward the ground, and gives the
command, "runners take your mark." When all runners are in their
blocks and ready, she raises her signal arm over her head as she gives
the command, "set." rule raising of the signal arm alerts the tuners
and judges that the gun will be fired in approximately two seconds.

From the time the runners take their maiks until the gun is fired,
the starter watches carefully for motion in the blocks and false
starts. After the gun is fired, and as soon a: all of the runners have
passed her, she steps to the center of the track to watch for any
infractions as the runners progress down the track. Hien, and only
then, does the starlet begin to prepare for the next race.

Qualities
I he starter must be able to make decisions and cope \vith

problems or questions that may arise during the meet. If she is
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secure and knowledgeable, the runners will achieve greater success.
The starter must be able to adapt to different age groups and have
the ability to empathize with the runners, for the ability W establish
rapport with the runners is very important to success as a starter.
The success of a track meet is directly proportional to the success of
the starter'
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The Importance of the Coach-
A Student's View

KATHY MCDONNELL

Kathy McDonnell is a graduate of John A. Rowland High
School in Rowland heights, California. She is presently a
student at Mount San Antonio College in Walnut, California
where she is a managerial assistant for the women's track and
field team and the women's gymnastics team and an officer of
the College Sports A ssociation.

The problems of coaching track and field are many. Each season
the coach is faced with the task of forming an acceptable team from
nonskilled as well as skilled individuals. She must concentrate on
strengthening the abilities of the experienced team members for the
season's competitive events, while encouraging the novices.

However, the inexperienced members also afford a coaching
challenge. It is these less knowledgeable and less skilled individuals
who may well be next season's team. They will learn by observing,
listening, and actual coaching from teammates as well as the coach.

Athlete potential does not remain hidden for long, and It is the
experienced coach who is deeply Involved in developing initial
potential.

In track and field It is important that each team member
understands the ideal philosophy behind the meaning of the word
team. It isn't easy to give up the selfish trait of individualism, but
this is the first step toward a successful team. The coach must insure
that the girls learn the concept of group effort. Each member of the
team must learn to depend upon Wier members and feel that they
depend upo u her. They will bolster her ego when she is down and
bring he d )wn when she is riding too high. A competitor cannot
afford to get all wrapped up in herself, for she will be a loss both to
herself and her teammates.

Often a coach coddles her team so that they never learn to
function apart from her. This coach will never be able to trust the
team and feel secure in knowing that they can function alone when
the true test comes. The coach must teach the team to give as well as
receive, because a give and take philosophy proves valuable in
creating a good team relationship, and also teaches a lesson that can
be applied to life.

Because track and field is a highly intense sport, the coach and
team members may become emotional at times. The coach will
criticize and suggest, but must establish the feeling among team
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members that this is constructive, not personal criticism and that she
cares about how well the team members perform. When they are
able to accept this constructive criticism, the team members will
thrive on it and learn to trust and respect the coach.

The coach is a very uupoitant member of the team. [low the
team presents itself greatly reflects the coach's presentation of
herself. If the coach takes pride in her position and communicates
this to the team, the members will also be proud of what they
represent. This should include, and go beyond, the team and field
situation. The coach must be a living example of the ideals she
represents.
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Specific Conditioning Exercises
KIMBERLY TRICKETT

Kimberly Trickett has her master's degree m physical educa-
tion. She is currently Track and Field Chairman for DGWS
California South and is serving on the national DG WS Track
and Field Committee. She is also a nationally rated official m
track and field.

Since many track and field units are short in duration, it is
important for the students to receive their conditioning prior to the
unit. Running or Jogging every day is probably the best way to
condition the students.

The following exercises can be used for warmvos or conditioning
m any of the activities in which the girls participate prior to
beginning track and held.

General Conditioning

I. BenehStepping. This is a good activity because it is adaptable.
It may be used outdoors, or indoors on rainy days. One could start
the class on a low bench at a slov, "adence and increase the height of
the bench or quicken the cadence as the class Improves. Remember
to always challenge the students to do better or they will not
improve. It might be wise to use a spotter in front of each girl in case
one slips.

2. Rope-Jumping. Another adaptable activity is rope-jumping.
Again, a is an outdoor-indoor type of activity, It can be a timed
activity or a numbered activity. Always increase the tune or
repetitions for best conditioning. Students develop strength and
balance by using both feet, then one foot, and then the other.

3. Stair running. Running up flights of stairs or stadium step, is
excellent. Improvement will result by increasing repetitions and
having students alternate steps as they climb.

Specific Conditioning

1. Men's; pushups for the arms and shoulders. There is no reason
why girls cannot be taught to do push-ups. Stress with them the
importance of arm and shoulder strength. Someday their life may
depend upon that strength. Start them out slowly. Have them hold
the extended position. The next day have them hold, do one
push-up, and hold. The next time increase to two push-ups, with
holds in the beginning, in between, and at the end. Continue until
the desired number is achieved.
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2. Bent-arm hang for the arms. Ilave the girls assume a
palms-facing-the-face position on the horizontal bar. They may use a
chair or a helper to get into this position. They are to maintain a
bent-arm hang with their nose below the bar and the body extended
downward. Many girls will not be able to hold this position in the
beginning. But they will develop! As they do, increase the angle of
the elbow, first to 45 degrees, and then to 90 degrees.

3. Toe raises for the legs. Toe raises and dips on a curb or a
similar elevatod area develop faster ankle action through increased
strength of the gastrocnemius muscles. This is important for
sprinters and high Jumpers who need the fast ankle action.

4. Running in place for the legs. When doing this be sure that the
girls keep their knees high and use their arms. Begin with one
repetition of 30 seconds and increase as the girls improve. Three sets
of 30 seconds is a good warm up, but the more they can do, the
more improvement there will be.

5. L-hand on a fence for the abdomen. This is a modification of
the L-hand on the horizontal bar. By using a fence, the back is
supported and it is somewhat easier. (Be sure that you do not
overload the fence!) Begin by having the girls flex at the hips and
bend both knees as they bring them up. Next, have them bend one
knee and straighten the other. For general classes there is no need to
straighten both legs. Develop the girls so that they can hold the L
position for about 30 seconds.

Remember that any of these can be used prior to the beginning of
a track and field unit for conditioning as well as during the unit
itself.
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Notes on Training
JOHN T. POWELL

John T. Powell attended the Liverpool College of Physical
Education and Loughborough College, School of Athletes,
Games and Physical Education, in England. He received his
doctorate at the University of Illinois, Champaign, Urbana. He
has coached commonwealth, international, and olympic cham-
pions, and is presently a professor and the director of the
school of physical education, University of Guelphe, Ontario,
Canada.

Bet' >re one can recommend the type and duration of a training
program, each individual athlete should be pronounced fit for
training. This implies not only an adequate physical (organic)
exaannation by a medical practitioner, but also a series of adequacy
tests by a qualified exercise specialist,

Many coaches have expressed wonderment at the lack of athletic
success of those in whom they have identified potential and who
have trained assiduously, Numerous athletes train hard and are
prepared to accept advice, but simply do not succeed in competi-
tion.

It is well known that a person does not get fit by competing, he
should get fit to compete, So what is the use of training if the
athletes are not adequately prepared for the program! It is time to
realize that even training does not necessarily' get a person fit for
participation in a contest.

When a coach recommends training, it is to prepare the whole
body for competition. But that body often breaks down and cannot
comply with the demands made upon it so training is adjusted to
make fewer demands, with fewer psychological and phy,:ological
changes, and in consequence, poorer eventual results.

flow much more sensible it would be to utilize known physical
efficiency tests to show the body's potential i the areas of speed,
power, mobility, balance, strength, and endurance. 'I he tests can
help the coach to measure these qualities and assess inadequacies and
adequacies, so he can recommend work to overcome weaknesses,
improve flexibility, acquire faster reaction, create power, aid
balance, and promote endurance.

A coach has a right to expect an athlete to be ready to train.
Training does not rectify weaknesses, it builds and mimics an athlete
for the violence of competition. It can only build upon what is
there, and develop initial potential into optimal achievement. It can
not create strength from weakness.
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On the other hand, the athlete must not be pushed into a narrow
training method. The program must suit the individual, particularly
tempermentally, and the methods used should not have to be
determn ! by physical incompetencies.

Training

There are two types of training, general and specific
I. General training. This type of training is only a form of

physical conditioning in which all participants are exercised together
through a full range of movements for a protracted period of time.
All the muscle-groups are exercised. This is performed regularly
preseason, ind is an excellent preparation (provided it is done
rhythmically and beyond the point of sweating) for the more
strenuous work to come. Tin, type of training is useful as a team
builder and will enable a Intl to assess the preparedness of
individual members to attempt .raining.

Specific training. Phis type of training cannot be considered
until basic physical conditioning is established. llowever, tt is a long
term program, and should relate to definite events, experience, time
available, objectives, necessary techniques, individual preferences,
and the intelligence and devotion of both athlete and coach to the
goals.

Some other factors to consider in establishing a training program
are

(1) Training can he skill or endurance oriented.
(2) htness and training are closely allied. Training should

produce fitness for the task to be performed. Skill need not
be related to fitness.

(3) The pattern of all training should be graduated according to
severity.

(4) i he principles of types of training may be applied to many
sports and games. !fere they are in 'elation to track.

Interval Training
'I he essence of interval training is changes of pace over accurately

measured and timed distances. Usually 400 yards is accepted as the
basic training distance. The principle is always the same, a fast run
followed by a slow run. Accurate timing and recording for all
distances encourages speed and stamina through an appreciation of
pace. A muscle will not gain in strength if it simply performs
movements of the same intensity, so it is physiologically sound to
increase resistance. We must, therefore, give progressive resistance in
training through speed as well as repetition.
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Repetition running. A given distance is run in a given time with
complete rest between eftorts. This is most exhausting.

Tone dials. This is the last aspect of training before actual
competition.

Pressure twining. Pressure training is skill oriented. It involves
performing many repetitions in a few mmutes with great intensity. It
demands much diligence and concentration.

Circuit training. Morgan and Adamson of Leeds University
published the first book in this area on their work. Originally, it
involved performing three laps of a gymlike obstacle course, and was

based on the overload principle. It was not concerned with skill.
Circuit training is used to develop strength and endurance. The

number of exercises in a circuit depends upon the time available, the
apparatus, and the requirements of the performer. There are usually
10 simple exercises to perform. The performer learns the exercise

and is then tested on each to obtain ht.: work rate. After this,
training around the circuit is encouraged until he can complete three
laps at a training rate (a specified time). This is also designated as

target time.
Then it is decided whether the performer should so as many

repetitions as possible, or as many as vssible in 30 seconds. These

are termed Minimum, or 30-second items. llowever, if the exercise is

of low resistance, it is done as a Maximum or 60-second item, A
minute rest is given between repetitions. Later they are done three
times at a reasonable pace with the time recorded.

Eventually, 'he total time is reduced by one-third. This becomes

the new large Chum training may be done outdoors. four
times each w, .. If it is done at the normal training time, each item
is performed after the prescribed schedule has been completed.
Progression (when target time is eclipsed) may be done by any of the
following methods: 1. keep the target tune the same and increase the
number of repetitions: 2. change the length z ; the circuit. include
more items, or change the items, 3. leave the items the same, but
retest at maximum speed, then reduce this by one-third and progress
towards a new target tune.

Here are 10 points consideied to be basic principles of training'

1. function determines structure, a tremendous amount of
running is necessary for building up a rimier.
bast and slow work must be

3. I he limner must be strong whole body strong a runner is
as strong as his weakest muscle.

4. "I here must be overloading in limning; as strength and
endurance improve, the athlete must continue to twain with
greater intensity and for a longer duration.
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5. A certain callousness to fatigue must be developed. To quote
Ken Doherty, "To feel tired is not to be tired."

6. A knowledge of pace is essential,
7. There must be proper balance between training and competi-

tion. A runner cannot train a lot, race a lot, or ;ompete a lot.
8. Self-confidence is produced by sound training and sound

competition.
9. Nutrition and rest are important.

:0. Training must be an integral part of life.
"Without toil there have triumphed a very few." These are

Pindar s words in his I I th Olympian Ode and they are still
applicable to preparation for training and training Itself.
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The Coaching Class-Why Not Coed?
BERNY WAGNER

Berny Wagner has coached many years at the secondary and
college levels, and zs now the track coach at Oregon State
Unzverszty, Corvallis. He received both his B.A. and M.A.
degrees from Stanford Umverszty, Stanford, California.

In most cc;.ntries of the world, track meets are for men and
women, not men or women. in the USA, track is split. There are
men's meets and women's meets. In increasing instances, invitational
and championship meets are going "international" and scheduling
both men and women. Almost always, however, the coaches of both
the men and the women are men.

The experienced coaches in the USA, the people in "prestige"
jobs, are mostly men. There is a great need for women coaches. We
have many excellent women teachers, and coaching is teaching.
Some of the very best teaching is done by women. This is universally
understood. Why, then, shouldn't we have women coaches? Tech-
niques are the same for men and women within the same limits of
individual differences. I can't think of a reason for not presenting
the methods and techniques of coaching track and field to both men
and women in the same classroom.

First, it must be recognized that a coaching class is not a "how to
do" class, and not a class for becoming personally adept in the
techniques of all events. Understanding the techniques and their
variations is necessary, but we want to treat the methods of teaching
the techniques. We are dealing with how to teach not how to do.
There are no major differences between the needs of men and
women in the learning of these processes.

There are many aspects of the coaching job which are concerned
with things other than techniques of events. Women need to know
these ramifications of the total coaching job if they arc to fill the
need for women coaches in this country. Again, their needs in
learning these aspects of coaching are the same as those of men. We
recognize, too that Itre are some physiological, anatomical, and
psychological difte.em, , which have a bearing on participation in
the sport (e.g., the angle of the femur's attachment to the pelvis, leg
length with respect to total body height, strength, etc.) It takes only
a moment to point out the differences in events, or body strengths
and lunitations, while discussing an event. In fact, having both men
and women in a class helps keep before the ::tv:!-nts the ye'y
important fact that athletes are individuals and each is different
from the other regaidless of sex.
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We currently treat all events except the pole vault as coed. The
triple-jump? Yes. Women may move into this event just as they have
into the distances, and into the higher hurdles which are for them
truly high hurdles, compared to their average leg length On the day
we treat the pole %atilt, the women may meet with one of the
Instructors in the women's department who has had some experience
with track and field, and discuss problems peculiar to women's track
and held, be they psychological, physiological (such as menstrual
cycle problems), or whatever.

Generally we have 18 or 19 onehour class meetings, and 10
two-hour lab sessions during the term In which to handle the class
material. Some time must be taken for organization and testing, but
usually 10 class meetings and 6 labs are devoted to the technique of
events, while 6 class sessions and 4 labs are used to cover other
topics which, I feel, are as important as technique to the overall job
of a coach. We consider strength building programs, motivation.
pro MO tion and staging of meets, officiating, equipment and facili-
ties, prevention and care of injuries, press relations, encouragement
of athletes to participate, and obtaining officials and fans at all levels
of competition. In the classroom we lecture and discuss, in the lab
we try events as a coach would clenzonstrate them, a part at a tune,
and we teach "..oach) classmatLs, and discuss and/ot use equipment.

In all phases of the course, much duplicated information is
distributed, such as technique tip sheets, nu-et management manuals,
motivational materials, forms used for meets, mstruchon sheets for
off weight and isometric training programs, sources of equip-
ment, supplies and visual aids, etc. This material, plus 'elated items
of information brought in by the students, arc to be i'..volated
into an organized notebook tot the student's future use,

Thiooghout the class we stress that track technique is not static,
but ever- changing. 1 he coach must continue to learn and change all
through Ins cared as improvements in techniques arise. We stress
too, that to evaluate new innovations and individual differences in
technique, the coach must be aware of the why Willa is based upon
scientific knowledge of human performance. (Example' The coda
should learn the mechanical pundples related to the velocity and
angle of telease in a throw rather than slavishly following a
technique just because it is done that way now.)

I believe that men and women can benefit !note from studying
these problems together, than by doing so alone. Coaches need the
same insights, skills, and knowledge tot excellence in coddling hack
and field, Iegauclless of their sex.
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The Long Jump
JOHN COOPER
PAUL TAYLOR

John Cooper is associate dean and director of graduate studies
in the School of Ilealth, Physical Education, and Recreation at
Indurna University, Bloomington, and past president of the

A IIPER. Ile is the coauthor of Track and Field for Coach
and Athlete and Field Fundamentals for Girls and Women.

Paul Taylor competed in track at Kansas University. while
studying for his B.S. degree, Ile received his M.S. degree from
the University of Colorado at Boulder, where he coached track
for three ) ear s, Ile is currently a teaching associate at Indiana
University, Is orkzng on his doctorate.

Description

The long jump consists of four integrated phasesthe runup, the
takeoff, the flight in the air, and the landing. Each will he separately
dfscussed.

The Runup. The runup for the long jump must he long enough
for near maximum speed to be attained by at least three to four
strides before the takeoff board is reached. I his distance varies with
the experience of the jumper, beginning with 20 feet for the novice
and extending to 100 feet or mole for the top competitor. Initially,
as many as three check marks may be used to determine the three
designated loot marks to be indirect by the jumper. llowever, the
jumper should avoid looking at these marks as she approaches the
takeoff board because eventually she must do away with the use of
all but perhaps the first mark. A jumper who is consciously Or
unconsciously looking for check marks as she runs is an inhibited
jumper and her performance will reflect her inhibition.

The jumper must practice her approach many times before she
attains the consistency necessary for properly lulling the takeoff
board. She should gradually accelerate as she approaches the takeoff
board. I he last three or four strides before takeoff should be used to
gather the body for the explosive movement to be made from the
board. During this gather before takeoff. the strides should be
quick( :led, but not shortened, and only the next to last one
lengthened. The juniper should not be allowed to settle during her
gather since this will cause a lowering of the body weight to an
undesirable jumping position. The 3umpes must be running at a fast
cut controlled speed in order to be able to effectively contact the
takeoff board.
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The Takeoff. At the point of contact with the board, the body's
center of gravity must be slightly behind the takeoff foot and then
moved to a position directly above the foot as takeoff progresses. If
the center of gravity is in front of the takeoff foot, the forward
rotation of the body will be so great that the feet will land in the pit
much too soon. If a correct position is assumed during the initial
contact, the juniper will appear to be leaning backward. The forward
knee must be driven upward simultaneously with the thrust made
from the board by the takeoff foot. The faster the speed of the
approach and the higher the runner jumps into the air (up to 45
degree angle), the longer the distance of the jump will be. The step
against the board is similar to that of a normal running step so that
undue braking action does not occur.

The Flight in the Air. The path of the body in the air has already
been determined once the jumper's foot clears the takeoff board.
The only usefulness of any action made by the juniper during the
flight phase is to prepare her for an efficient landing. It is the belief
of the authors that the hitch-kick action is the most efficient of the
current in-the-air techniques used by most jumpers. This technique is
not difficult to master if proper progression is used during the
learning. process. The progression may be broken down into three
parts which may be practiced as distinct entities.

First, the jumper leaves the board :Ind drives the lead knee up as
high as possible with the takeoff kg extended and the trunk held in
a vertical position. Thus, the juniper lands in the landing pit in a
straddle position. Next, the Pamper repeats the first action as
mentioned above, but she adds another movement. After the lead leg
is extended, the leg positions are reversed and again the juniper lands
in a straddle position; only the takeoff leg is in front of her.

Last, the procedure used is to repeat the previous ones and then
hold th takeoff foot in the forward position and bring the other
foot up even with it in preparation for the landing. The proper
movement of the legs during flight involves alternately extending
one knee while the other leg is being swung backward, and then
flexing the other knee during the forward recovery movement. I hen
both legs are extended as the landing is anticipated. These actions
provide forces that help cheek the forward rotation of the trunk
during the flight in the air.

The Landing The proper execution of the landing phase in the
long jump often means the difference between the accomplishment
of an excellent jump and a poor or mediocre jump. The Russian,
Igor Ter-Ovanesyan, is probably the most efficient jumper in the
world in tit; execution of this phase of the long jump. Ile uses a
telescoping-like a. tion that allows his body to collapse to one side as
his feet contact the landing pit. Most other jumpers land in a tucked
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I,

position and attempt t- '1 forward over their heels after they land.
This latter technique is isidered to be inferior to the one used by
the great Russian jumper.

The long jump is an exciting event and the real reward hes in
attempting to exceed one's previous personal record. It then
becomes well worth the time and effort devoted to the mastery of
this event. r; men can expect to compete in this event successfully
without fe , anatomical or pAysiological harm.

Predictions
he women long jumpers of the future should far exceed the

present-day performers. This may be cone by the long jumper
developing the proceo are of lengthening the next to last stride
before takeoff and quickening the last step with the use of a slightly
greater bend in the knee of the takeoff leg. Thus, she should be able
to achieve a greater vertical height. Another possible technique to
use would be to keep the center of gravity farther behind the takeoff
foot and let the body ride over the takeoff foot in a vault-like
action. If this could he accomplished without the loss of forward
momentum, a longer jump would result. Presumably, greater running
speed could then be utilized by the jumper at takeoff. Another
rather far-out possibility has been tried by a few athletes, who
execute a full forward flip during their flight in the air so advantage
can be taken of the rotary component that occurs in long jumping.
These are some of the possibilities for use in the future. Hopefully,
these and many other newer Ideas will be explored and perhaps
perfected by women jumpers in the next few years.

In summary, it women jumpers of the future are able to utilize
greater velocity in the run, a higher vertical angle at take-off, and
greater extension of the legs at landing, a 25 foot jump is not
beyond the realm of possibility.
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Applications to Speed in Hurdles
E0 JACOBY

Ed Jacoby received his M.S. degree front the University of
Idaho, Moscow, and his M.S. degree front Colorado State
University, Fort Collins Presently the track coach at College
of the Canyons ni Valencia California, he has coached for
several years at the secondary and college levels. lie has
published several articles on carious aspects of track and field

Today as never before, it must be understood that good
performances in any hurdle event can conic about only through the
maximum usage of speed in all-out sprinting. It is, therefore, most
important for coaches to study and experplent with certain basic
mechanics in individual skills which tend to make up the total
scheme of hurdle running.

With the mention and application ot mechanical principles, we
are seeking only one item speed. All of the manipulations into,
and coming from, the hurdle are designed to either hold constant or
increase the normal sprinting speed of the athlete.

The start to the first hurdle

hurdle start has two primary differences from the normal
sprint tart. First, the hurdler must be up and out rather than out
and up. An efficient hurdler is into full sprinting position in
approximately 4 yards. Second, the hurdler is concerned with
achieving an exact distance per stride, which is necessary for her to
be at a predetermined spot prior to the actual takeoff. I.° cover the
distance of 39'41/2" from the start to the first barrier, the proficient
hurdler usually utilizes a maximum of seven steps. The criterion is,
however, a number of strides that allows full sprint power without
chopping or overstretching, both ot which are detenmental to the
necessary high leg action characterized by sprnting. The takeoff
distance would vary Iron) 61/2 to 7 feet away from the hurdle,
depending upon the height and lead leg speed of the athlete.
However, note that the takeoff distance to :he first barrier will he
slightly less than is ideally found over the remaining hurdles, on the
premise that it takes from 25 to 30 yards for the athlete to reach lull
speed.

There can be no maximal power exerted from a flat, on-the-heel
runner. It is of greatest importance for the hurdler to run as high on
her toes as possible. This is expressed for a variety ot reasons, but
most important, it makes the athlete taller, thus reducing the need
to raise the center of gravity as she passes over the hurdle.
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The last step prior to reaching the hurdle must be slightly shorter
than the previous four or five strides. This allows the center of
gravity to readjust for the upcoming jump and makes it possible for
the hurdler to leave the ground with the upper body weight well
forward of the hips. The basic objective here is to enable a hurdle
clearance that follows a long gradual horizontal curve rather than a
miort vertical curve which, of course, would kill initial momentum.

Mechanics over the hurdle

It should be rememberee that no real power can be developed in
the air. Therefore, all power and speed must be generated while
sprinting, With this in mind, all teaching must begin with the leading
foot and the upper body as it moves into the jump phase. The faster
the lead leg is picked up and driven to and the hurdle, the closer the
athlete can actually get down on th, barrier. Conversely, the slower
the lead leg conies up, the higher the athlete has to be during
clearance. 1 he lead leg rn fist move into position while flexed at the
knee. Hie reason is twofold: first, it the athlete approaches the
hurdle with a straight leg, the upper body will be forced back, killing
speed: second, if the leg is extended, it may force rotation of the kg
around to the side of the hurdle, thus throwing the body out of
alignment.

The trail leg
The first consideration of getting the Iod ler over the barrier as

quickly as possible actually begins with placing the lead leg down
with no hesitation. This does not come about simply by a conscious
effort of pushing the kg down, but is initiated by the amount of
forward rotation of the upper body, by the downward movement of
the kadmg arm, and filially, (perhaps the controlling factor), by the
trailing leg coming through as quickly and smoothly as possible
Although much emphasis must be given to getting a quick trail leg, it
must not be jerked through, for if the leg comes through too t ast
(ahead of the opposite arm), the hurdler will experience a loss of
balance as all of the body weight drops to one side. Observation
(side view) will indicate the correct speed of the trail kg. II

performed correctly, the knee of the trail leg will cross the hurdle at
the exact time as the hips. If the knee is behind, the hurdler will land
on her heels, and if it is in front, she will stumble.

The finish

While progressing over the last two or three hurdles, the athlete
begins to tire: only consistency gained through naming will produce
the needed constants to properly finish a race. Hie usual advice
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given is simply to run through the tape at the finish. however, the
technical hurdler will conic to know the exact number of steps fromthe last hurdle to the finish. With this in mind, it is possible toperfect a noticeable body lean ont step before reaching the tape.This lean may mean the dam ence between winning and losing therace.
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An Introduction to the Pentathlon
JANET JOHNSON MCCLURG

Janet McClurg is an instructor of physical education at
Ingraham Senior High School in Seattle, Washington. Size
received her H.S. degree from Seattle Pacific College, Seattle.
She compel in the 1967 Pan :Inzerwan Gauzes in Wzmzepeg,
Canada ri the pentathlon after placing third in the AAU
national meet that year.

It is now becoming obvious that a new and exciting event is being
made available in girls track and field programs, one that allows a girl
to utilize extensive ability. The one one event that a:lows a girl to do
this is the pentathlon, a miniature track meet in itself. The
pentathlon Includes, in one event, the shot put, long jump, high
jump, 80-meter hurdles, and 200-meter dash.

It is different from regular track competition in several ways. To
begin with, the athlete is not limited to three events and a relay; she
competes in fire events which are diverse enough so that her
capabilities are thoroughly tested. It is a test of psychological
endurance as well as physical endurance, because the athlete does
not perform and then receive a ribbon. She receives points for each
of the five events. These points are accumulated over the two days it
takes for the event to be run (or two sessions if a one-day meet) and
the girl with the greatest accumulation of points is declared the
winner. The fact that the competition takes place on two different
days can 1,e hard psychologically on an athlete, especially if her
weak events are the ones which are run first. She must have the
confidence to believe that her performances in the remaining events
will bring her up in the point standings.

One of the major questions confronting a coach or athlete is:
Who should train for the pentathlon? What qualities should she
possess? We must first of all consider the fact that she must be
highly competitive. In other words, she must possess a driving desire
to do better than her opponent, and better than her best,
continuously. this is necessary not only when competing in a meet,
but during each practice session. This is a program that takes
self-discipline to the point that the girl training for this event is
willing to spend at least one hour every day, five to six days a week,
learning the skills. The events may have similarities in skills, but they
are diverse enough that it takes an extended amount of time and
discipline to learn all of the events well. Above all, the girl must have
better than average ability in all of the individual events in the
pentathlon.
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Ilk second major question is. What type of training program is
needed? 'low soon should new events be introduced and in what
order should they be presented? A girl new to the pentathlon should
work on at least two, and possibl, three events a day. If the girl has
had no previous experience in track and f:eld competition it would
be best to start with the event for which she displays the greatest
skill. This will give her a consistent feeling of accomplishment and
recognition.

Along with this initial event, two other events should be
introduced. If possible, the second event should also be one in which
the athlete has had some experience. If she has no background in
another event, the 200-meter dash should be introduced as the
second event. It is also essential that one of these first three events
be the hurdles.

11 hurdling is entirely new to the competitor. the emphasis in
early training should be placed primarily upon conditioning. The
objectives should be flexibility, strength, and endurance. Then, after
she has had enough experience to develop some self-confidence and
displays a true acquisition of skills, form and speed with the hurdles
can be emphasized.

If the hurdle event is not new to the athlete and is being used as
the first or second event, the third, fourth, and fifth events should
be introduced in the same manner. First, there is conditioning for
the event, then as skill in the other events increase, there is a gradual
increase in emphasis on the form and skills necessary for the new
event. This program should be followed until the athlete is working
on all five events within a two day span.

When the athlete is finally practicing all five events, her training
schedule should include running every day (mostly interval training)
with t-.o of the remaining four events being worked on one day and
the ot,.er two the next day. Also, the high jump should be worked
on one day and the long jump the next. to prevent too much stress
A h could possibly injure the athlete's jumping leg, a distinct
possibility if both jumping events are worked on during the same
practice.
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Cross-Country in Physical Education
Classes?

BARBARA STENINGER

Having received her /3..4. degree from Colorado State Univer-
sit. Fort Collins. Barbara Steninger teaches at Lakeview
Junior and Senior High School, Lakeview, Oregon. She is a
member of the Oregon state DGIVS committee and has
published in the Oregon Association of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation Journal.

Cross-m antry was used ..1 our junior and senior high school
physical education classes with overwhelming success this past fall.
We would like to share our new program with you.

Due to overcrowded classes and limited field space, we decided to
try cross-country along with the field hockey program. Girls were
divided into teams for both sports and scheduled to run at least once
a week in competition. A 11/2 mile course was set up in and around
the school grounds. The major part of the course was over rough
terrain away from normal school traffic. However, the finish was on
the main school grounds.

Each team was taken around the course and given instruction on
the rules concerning cross-country, how to run the course, and how
the meets are scored. "I hey were instructed to walk if they felt it
necessary. but to keep going on the course. All of the scores were
computed instead of only those for the top five runners, as is done
in the scoring of an official cross country meet.

It was necessary to have an even number of runners on each team.
The use of numbered gym pinnies distinguished teams and indi-
viduals. Finish times and places weie recorded in the same manner as
a regular cross-country meet.

In the beginning, we expected a certain amount of complaints,
but received none. Advance class coverage set the stage, so the girls
had been preparing for cross-country competition from the begin-
ning of school. They eagerly met the challenge of the course and
team competition. At the finish they were tired, but pleased with
their individual achievement and determined to improve.

As competition continued, all indwidual tunes and team scores
were posted with improvements noted. Sonic cut their tunes by as
much as three minutes. The team approach to cross-country
competition instilled an active group spirit from the first to the
second third runs. "*.i he last girls in the race were important to the
teams and were cheered on by team members, This group effort
helped the weaker mid heavier girls to a strong finish.
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Physical education assistants and students with medical excuses
from class activities were stationed along the course to assist girls
who had difficulties and to insure proper running of the course. All
age groups and physical fitness levels obtained unproved self-
confidence, endurance, and fitness from the activity. The girls were
quite proud of their accomplishments early in the program and set
higher goals for themselves which resulted in marked individual
improvement.

We were quite pleased with the new sport we added to our
physical education program. Significant accomplishments were
obtained in improved physical fitness and group effort attitudes with
large numbers of girls. This was particularly gratifying as no
additional equipment or financial investment was required to
conduct the cross- cour.ry program.
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Pole Vaulting for Women*
JANET LEWIS

Janet Lewis is a physical education major at San Diego State
College in California. She has been researching the pole vault
since 1969 and has conducted clinics on vaulting for women.
She is a nationally rated DCWS track and field official and a
southern Pacific AAU

Although pole vaulting is thought of as something outside the
domain of women's athletics, today's interest seems to be a revival
of an earlier interest. The world's record is held by Dian Bragg who
vaulted to 8'6" in 19521. The famous Mildred (Babe) Didrikson,
excelled in vaulting, also. Sargent College, one of the leading schools
of physical education at that time, included vaulting in its
curriculum from 1927 to 1929, but gave it up as "not being a good
activity for girls and women."2 With today's advanced coaching
technology, Improved equipment, and new trends, there is no reason
why women cannot begin to vault again.

Once again we arc presented with the old prejudice of what
women should and should not do. However, here is a concept to
consider, vaulting is essentially a gymnastic stunt done on top of a
pole. It requires no more strength, agility, or coordination than the
uneven parallel barsand consider what women are doing on the
unevens today.

One should take another look at the equipment. It involved the
same factors that make vaulting as unsafe for men as for women.
Without the new soft foam pit, a vaulter would fall to the ground
from approximately the same height that he had vaulted, while
having to concentrate on landing on his feet. Today, a vaulter can be
assured of a safe landing and can put most of his effort into the
vault.

*Editor's Note Although the pole 'atilt is not an official event for
DGWS, the material presented in this article seemed worthy of
consideration on an experimental basis for those who would like to
attempt to learn a new activity. Janet Lewis has done a pilot study of
teaching the pole vault for two years at San Diego.

Pete Polhill, Women's ''rack and Field World Yearbook (Claremont,
California: Women's Track and Field World, 1969),

2Corresponchnice 12/12/69 with Gretchen Schyler, Assistant Registrar,
University Recorder, Boston University,
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For women, the new fiberglass pole is lighter and easier to
manage. It is smaller in diameter for an easier grip Each new
fiberglass pole that is developed has less chance of breakage. The
characteristic bend of the pole allows a vaulter to get a higher
handhold withJut losing momentum at the plant. The higher the
handhold, the more time can be allowed in the vault and the higher
the possible vault.

For those who want to try vaulting, here is a method of teaching
it.

Analysis of the Pole Vault (Using a steel pole)
Gig). With the pole held vertically in front of her, the vaulter

grasps the pole with both hands. thumbs up. hands spread about a
foot apart.

Guo. I Figure La and b). Keeping the grip, place the pole on the
right side of the vaulter. 'Hie right arm will be behind the body. T he
weight and length of the pole will determine exactly how the vaulter
will carry her pole. It should be carried comfortably balanced at her
right side. with the tip of the pole aimed at the box.

Handhold. tune goes on, the vaulter should be able to clear
the height of her handhold The beginning vaulter should still t out
with a seven foot handhold and work her way up as she goes. The
top hand ahiars stays in the original position. "I he bottom hand will
shift for stability. \once the separation of the hands in Figure
and c.

Approach. I he exalt approach depends on the amount of
momentum the vaulter can build up. I he full approach begins at half
eftoit and becomes an almost all-out eftoit near .he end, which is
gathered five strides before the plant. by es should be focused at the
box.

Pole Plant. During the last three strides of the approach. the pole
should be lowered into the box. As it strikes the hack of the box.
the pole should he above the vanlIci's head with the top arm directly
above the takeoff foot and the pole squarely in line with the
vaulter's nose. I he arms are extended upward.

Upswurs,,. (Figuie I.c). Drive forward with the right leg and push
oft with the left leg Eyes look to the sky as the knees pull up to the
chest (Figure Ed). I he arms are still extended.

Pull up (Figure I.e). Extend the knees so that the feet are at the
end of the pole. Pull the body along the pole (Figure 1.1). -1 he eyes
are still focused at the sky.

%um As a Lontinuation of the pull up. the right leg swings ovei
the lett. initiating a body turn so that the vaulter wall be looking
down the runway (I figure i g).
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flUtue Vault Teclumiuos

Push up Alter the tihn. the saultet should be tight On top of the
bar facing the runwa}. Simply push the pole awa} front the bar so
that it \sill not make the bar fall. (Figure 1.1i).

IThese techniques are for steel pole vaulting. It still be difficult
and sostl} to obtain a fiberglass pole at first. \lea's broken poles can
be cut at I() to 12 feet, it there are no cracks in the part of the pole

to be used If a fiberglass pole is available, the bastes ate tissentially
the same. ! he biggest differences imolse the handhold and the
upswing. I he handhold will he forthe, apart with a drise thiough the
lower arm and a pull front the upper arm. Ilse upsw, mg ssould be
executed late; as the pole straightens out.

Easy Teaching Steps
Keeping the vaulting techniques nn Mind, the iolloking is a simple

and sticsesstill progiession to teach w.omen how to vault. I his
progression Ina} be used for sal toes age groups.
1. Show the student the correct grip
2 With a spotter supporting the pole in the box, instruct the

student to take three to live steps, hold the pole \\ ith the correct
grip, and sti. mg through to sit in the pit. instruct her to dint
forward with the atilt knee on the urght sine of the pole.
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G

Figure 2. Beginning Vaulting

3. When the vaulter can do step 2 smoothly, instruct her to do it
again, and this time bring her knees to her chest.

4. Lengthen the approach to five or more steps and add the
following progressions, one at a time. Instruct the student to do
all the preceding plus:
a. "After the drive, look up and find the end of the pole. Did

you see your feet there?"
b. "This time when you look up, put your feet up there."
c. "As your feet are reaching for the sky, pull your body along

the pole,"
5. Give,the pole to the vaulter. Instruct her to do a simple three step

drill to prepare for the pole plant, Then say, "Step left-right-left.
brag the pole from over the head to the plant, with the pole
lined up in front of the nose. The hands are above the takeoff
foot and ready for the drive."

6. Let the student determine an approach run of about SO feet.
Remember she wants to take off to vault on her left foot. Run
through it a few times practicing the pole plant. The last three
steps guide the pole into the Ix x. The box will do the rest of the
work.

7. With the 50foot approach, do steps 2 through 4 again.
Umphasize the drive and hand. Proceed with the progression. "I he
student should.
a. Grip the pole correctly
b. Lift knees
c. Look up at the end of the pole
d. Put her feet at the end of the pole
e. Pull the body along the pole.

8. Place the bar at three feet and let the student try for height.
Instruct her to let go of the pole. Keep raising the bar. A spotter
should be there to catch the pole.
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9. As these progressions are mastered, the handhold can be moved
up. Move It up no more than three inches at a time and do not
move it up until she gets the movements down smoothly at the
present handhold. Remember, her step will move back in relation
to each handhold change, and her top arm has to be above the
takeoff foot. As she executes these drills, she should take the
pole with her into the pit, but she should be in the pit before the
pole

10. As the handhold rises, the vaulter has more time to execute her
vault. Now is the tune to add the turn winch will give her more
height. As the feet extend to the end of the pole and the body is
pulled along the pole, the right leg should be extended over the
left to turn the whole body around so that the vaulter is looking
down the runway. She then simply pushes the pole away.

I1. Now the vaulter is ready for sophistication of forni and higher
vaulting with time and work.

This progression has been successful in my teaching experiences
(women ages 18 to 34). TeaLlung should be done in small numbers
no more than three at a time individual attention is important, A
student can get through steps 7 or 8 the first day. Steps 9 and 10
take more time to master. 'rake them one at a time and do not move
on until the preceedmg step can be done with ease. Always have a
spotter present to guide or catch the pole. The bar can be added in
conjunction with step 7 for motivation. Use the high jump standards
from around three to four feet. With a seven-foot handhold all the
vaulter has to do is pick up her legs to clear four feet. A girl can
easily clear her own height the first day.

The Quality of the Vault
The physical effort of the vault is essentially gymnastic. Like

gymnastics, vaulting requires body control and awareness in the
Inverted position. Successful vaulters use gymnastic stunts as training
for the vault. Exercises to get beginning vaulter into condition
should strengthen the abdomen and shoulders.

Two exercises that incorporate the vault form are the rope swing
and the back extension over a bar. The rope swing simulates the
plant, upswing, and extension along the pole. it is done exactly like
step 4c of the teaching steps, run and grab the rope and swing
through. There is no pit to land in so the vaulter does not let go of
the rope and ends the exercise in an inverted position. This exercise
gives the feeling of swinging through with the movements of the
vault. The back extension takes over from the inverted position to a
push off over the bar. It is executed exactly like a back extension.
When the body is in the inverted position, the arms push. and the
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body is flipped over the bar. (Figure 3.). Begin with the bar at six
inches.

g
..,--------r Figure 3. Back Extension Exercise

©

' Vaulting is a sophisticated sport; perfection will come with time
and work. Yet, like any sport, not everyone was born to be a good
vaulter. A good vaulter has more qualities of a gymnast than a track
and field Athlete. A woman needs more abdominal strength because
most of her weight is in her hips whereas a man needs more strength
in his shoulders because his weight is concentrated higher Once a
girl has experienced vaulting, she will want to do it again. It is a
beautiful, exciting, and challenging event that women will enio!, as a
part of track and field. Now is the time to be Innovative in your
programs. It could be a very rewarding experience for students to
have the opportunity to try this event.
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ed. London: Amateur Athletic Association, 1967.

THOMPSON, DONNIS HAZEL. Women's Track and Meld, Boston,
Mass.: Allyn and Bacon, 1969. Excellent detailed coverage of all
events. Sections related to strategy and basic training techniques
including Isometrics and weight training. Clear and concise
learning experiences/drills to enable reader to practice th,: skills
presented.

Teaching and Coaching Girls and
Women Track and Field, Boston, Mass.: Allyn and Bacon 1971,

Track and Field Techniques for Women. Los Altos, Calif.: Track and
Field News (distributor), Box 296, 1965. A book for the female
by women who participated in, coached, and adnumsterea track.

WAKEFIELD, FRANCES; HARKINS, D., and COOPER, J. M.,
Track and Field Fundamentals for Girls and Women. St. Louis,
Mo.. C. V. Mosby, Co., Revised 1970. Specific and general
information related to all areas in track and field. Written for the
teacher, the beginner, and the most advanced performer.

Periodicals
Athletics Arena. S5.00 ner year, S 10.00 air mail. Track and Field

News, Box 296, Los Altos, Calif. 94022 British manthly.
Interviews and features on technical, historical topes, photos,
slats, much more.

Athletics Weekly. S 13.60 per year. Track and Field News, Box 296,
Los Altos, Calif. 94022 British tract weekly, Covers intonational
meets, results, photos, techniques, features, etc.

Track and Field News. S5.00 per year. Track and Field News, Box
296, Los Altos, Calif. 94022 America's only track news
periodical. Year-round coverage.
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Women's. Track and Field World. S4.00 per year. P.O. Box 371,
Claremont, Calif. 91711. Excellent monthly devoted ,:.litirely to
women's and girls' track around the globe. Res,dts, photos,
opinion pieces, stats for all age groups.
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Selected Track and Field Visual Aids
Revised by ELIZABETH SADLER

Films Strips and Loops

1968 Champions. Women's Loops. Relay, 880m., hurdles, long
jump, shot put, javelin, discus. Track and Field News, Box 296,
Los Altos, Calif. 94022.

Women's Series 16 mm. Women's Loops. b&w. Set of slow
motion films featuring famous women athletes and covering
sprint start, sprinting, hurdles, high Jump, discus, shot put, long
Jump, running. Olympic Sportshelf, P.O. Box 634, New Rodie:le,
N. Y. 10503.

1960 Women's Olympic Loops. 16 nim.. loops, S1.75: 8 mm.
loops, $1.45. These loops are not in cartridges. Complete listings
available upon request from the address below, includes quality
loops of top ranking athletes, both men and women. Loops were
taken during Olympics, Olympic trials, national, and mternational
meets. Response to requests for ',formation and orders is prompt
when using airmail. Available from Gary Butler, Little lladham,
Ilert fordshire, England.

Women's Track and Field. Super 8min. loop, color. S18.95 a set,
5144 complete. Outstanding sports techniques loops featuring
national champions and U.S. Olympic team members. Athletic
Institute, 805 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, III. 60654.

Films

Fundamentals of Track and Field for Girls. Color, sd., Part
1-1 rack Events. Part 11-Field Events. 16 mm., Part 1-14 min.
S152.50. Part 11-22 mm. $220. Rental S25 plus mailing. "I hese
films are specifically designed as teaching tools, emphasizing form
and technique. They are also designed to stimulate the interest of
girls. Each event is presented in overall performance, with general
principles broken (lc wn and analyzed, highlighted at key points.
Association Film Services, 3419 W. Magnolia Blvd., Burbank,
Calif. 91505.

Girls' Track Chnic. 16 min. b&w, sd., 14 nun. Organisational
aspects of track stressed. Shows guidance of high school beginners
in practice and in meet participation. U.S. Olympic Headquarters,
57 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016
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Olynipic Films. 16 min. Rental and sales. The films listed are
available for rental from Track and Field News. Payment with
order or official school or institution purchase order required.
The 1960. 1964, 1%8 instructional films are for saleprices on
request. 1954, 1956, 1960, 1964. Both instructional and enter-
taming. !rack and held News, Box 296. Los Altos, (AM. 94022.

1965 OR mine Instructional. Full le,.gth, 75 :on. 16 mm., b&w.
Rental S25 per day. S50 per week. Slow motion studies of place
vv inners in all field events and most running events. Women's
1 racl am' Field World. P.O. Box 371, Claremont. Calif. 91711.

1968 Ohinpic Instructional Film. 16 mm. and 8 mm. b&w,
20 minutes. 16 min. is S15 per day. 8 mm. is SIO per day. and
super 8 mm is S20 per day. Includes 400-in. relay, 800-m., 80-in.
hurdles. long jump. shot-put, javelin. Tra,K and Field News. Box
296. Los Altos, Calif. 94022.

Sit Steps to the World Record (1967). 10 nun , b&w, sd S90.
sale, S10 rental. This :.'oeumentary is a tribute to Vera Nikolic.
the Yugoslav recordholder and European champion of the 800-in.
McGraw-11W, Films, a div. of McGraw-Hill Book Co., 327 W. 41st
St., New York, N.Y. 10036.

1 olvj 0 0/v ininad. color, sd., S50 rental. A Jack Douglass
presentation of the XVIII Olympic Games. The film depicts the
revival of the Olympics after 1500 years of neglect. Ideal Pictures,
34 NlacQuesten Parkway So., Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10550.

Track and Field for kkinentar) School Children and Junior High
Girls. Color, se., S18, color, si., S15.25. Dashes, hurdles, relays,
baton passing, long jump, high Jump, ball throw. shot put.
Athletic Institute, 805 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, III. 60654.

Track and Field for Girls and Women. S15 per day rental.
Includes running and relays, jumping events, weight events. Made
in cooperation with AAU and Dr. Richard W. Willings. Teaching
Aids Service, Visual Education Center, Floral Park, N.Y.
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Officiating Services Area
OSA (Officiating Verrices 'treat Thi+ area, one of +even in the

DGWS structure, i% devoted to the training and rating of officials
Its I xecutive Board, which meets annually prior to the AAIIi I R
national convention, is composed of
I A chairman. a chair/rum-eer. and a past chairman 'I he

chairman.elect i elected in an open meeting at the national
convention

2 A sccretarr, who send+ rating cards to hoards and rxene%
application% for new boards She Is elected by mail ballot
alternate years by the local board+ of official+

3. A treasurer, who i% responsible for collecting board dues She
also is elected b} mail ballot in alternate years by the local
boards of officials.

/' cY l of 0 (Prim zples and Techniques of Officiating) I hi%
committee i% concerned with the method% used by referee+
umpires, and judges to officiate game+ and matches The P & "I of
0 chairman i% a member of and is elected by the Ixecutne
Board A sabcommit tee in each %port I% ,esponsible for evaluating
and revising the officiating techniques and for writing the
Technique% of OffLiat mg article published in it+ re+pective +port+
guide. Membership i% by appointment If you base question+
concerning the techniques of officiating, write to the appropriateI' & of 0 chau man.
,t I? ( xanzination.s and Ratingi) Hien! t+ ai 1: & R committee
for each of the nine +port+ in which ratings are given. I ach
chairman and her committee are responsible for preparing,
revising, and analysing the officiating theoretical examinations
The general chairman and an associate ehairman (who is the 1. &
R chairman-elect) coordinate the subcominittees and compile the
general material for the sports packets. The chairman of f. & R is
an appointed member of the OSA I. xecutive Board. It you need
information regarding the study question+ in the Ginde% or a
question in the examination, write to the appropriate 1 & R
chairman.

/'(/'ditarial and Puhlu.ayons) This commutet I% responsible for
editing the ()SA porhon of the Guides. 'Hie chairman i+
appointed for a two-y( ar teen of office and 1% a member of the
executive Board.

DOG {District Officiating Coordinator) There is oae DO(' in each of
the six district% of AAIIPUR She serve% a% I.akon between the
boards of officials ID her district and the ()SA bxecutive Board.
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Canadian Representative

Patricia Lung. Pelham St. So.. Fonthill. Ontario

Advisory
MARY E. REKSTAD. AAIIPER Consultant in Physical Educationand Girls and Women's Sports. 1201 16th St.. NAV., Washington,

D.C. 20036
JOANNE THORPE, DGWS Vice President, Southern Illinois Univ..Carbondale. III. 62901
BET1 Y BROWN. Chairman. DG WS Sports Guides and Official RulesCommittee, Newcomb College. New Orleans, La. 70118LOU JEAN MOYER, Former Past Chairman, Officiating SerrwesArea. Northern Illinois Univ.. DeKalb. Ill. 60115

PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES

OF OFFICIATING COMMITTEE

PAT SENI. Chairman. Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park. Pa.16802
Badminton JEAN PANKONIN. Illinois Slate Univ.. Normal. III

61761
Basketball' VIRGINIA HUNT. College of Wooster. Wooster. Ohio44691
Gymnastics KITTY KJELDSEN. Univ. of Massachusetts,Amherst, Mass. 01003
Softball: ELSIE WULF, Franklin Twp. Junior High School,

Wanamaker. Ind. 46239
Swimming. CAROL COOPER, Southern Illinois Univ.. Carbon-dale. III. 62901
Srnchrom:ed Swimming MARY KA ZLUSKY, Mt. Holyoke

College. South Iladley. Mass. 01075
Tennis ANNE PITTMAN, Arizona State Univ., Tempe. Ariz.85281
Track and Field BONNIE PARKHOUSE. Univ. of Minnesota.Minneapolis, Minn. 55455
rolleyball KAY CORCORAN. College of Mt St. Joseph. Mt. St.

Joseph, Ohio 45051

EXAMINATIONS AND RATINGS COMMITTEE

ELEANOR SANDERSON, Chairman. Southern Connecticut StateCollege. New Haven. Conn. 06515
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CAROL SWIM, Associate Chairman, Bemidji State College, Bemidji,
Min. 56601
Badminton- PATSY CALDWELL, Box 7023, North Texas State

Univ.. Denton, Texas 76203
Basketball- DORIS COPPOCK, McPherson College. McPherson,

Kans. 67460
Assoczate ANISE CATLETT, Univ. of Kansas. Lawrence

Kans. 60044
Gymnastics VARINA FRENCH, Rte. 1, Box 245. Forest Grove.

Ore. 97116
Associate HELEN TIMMERMANS, Univ. of South Carolina,

Columbia, S.C. 29208
Softball LORENE RAMSEY, Illinois Central College, Dirksen

flail. East Peoria, III. 61611
Swimming: CAROL COOPER, Southern Illinois Umv., Carbon

dale, 111. 62901
Synchronized Swimming Co- chairmen, TIIERESA C.

ANDERSON, 2109 Fortieth St., Des Moines. Iowa 50310. and
JANET MOLDENIIAUER, Wisconsin State Univ.. Oshkosh,
Wis 54901

Tennis CURLY NEAL. Stanford Umv., Stanford, Calif. 94305
Track and Field' KATIIRYN RUSSELL. Umv. of Arizona.

Tucson, Ariz. 85721
Volleyball: NANCY STUBBS. Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville,

Tenn. 37916
Associate: NANCY LAY. Univ. of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn.

37916

TRACK AND FIELD PRINCIPLES AND
TECHNIQUES OF OFFICIATING COMMITTEE'

BONNIE PARKHOUSE. Chairman, 101 Norris Gym. Univ. of
Minnesota, Minneapolis 55455

JILL HUTCHINSON, Illinois State Univ., Normal 61761
MARY O'BRIEN, Larkin High School, Elgin, HI. 60120
PHOEBE W1ENKE, 27 E Duncan, Columbus. Ohio

TRACK AND FIELD EXAMINATIONS
AND RATINGS COMMITTEE

KATHRYN RUSSELL, Chairman, Um. of Arizona. Tucson 85721
MARY ALLEN, Concordia College, Moorhead, Mum. 56560
LYNNE I)AILEY. Sunnyside High School, Tucson, Arizona 85706
JEAN FRIEDEL, Western Michigan Univ.. Kalamazoo, Mich. 49001
FRANCES NEELEY, 2702 S. Peck #11, San Pedro, Calif. 90744
CAROLYN RAYBURN. Henry D. Sheldon high School. 2455 Willa

Rennie Rd., Eugene Ore. 97401
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INDIANA
Eastern Indiana Board of Women Officials

Chairman: Sandra SWILL, Bail State Univ., Muncie 47306.
Chairman-elect Nikki Assmann, Ball State Univ., Muncie 47306.
Track & Field Chairman Nikki Assmann (same as above)
Ratings given in basketball. swimming, track & volleyball.

Northern Indiana Board of Women Officials
Chairman. Patricia Roy. East Gary High School. 3304 Parkside

Ave.. East Gary 46405.
Track & Field Chair man: Nancy Walsh. William A. Wirt High

St,hool, Gary 46403.
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, track & field,' volleyball.

OHIO
Cleveland Board of Women Officials

Chairman. Jane Forbush. 17598 Mil 'brook Dr., Chagrin Falls
44022.

Chairman-elect: Joanne Shiley, 4b53 Emerson Rd.. South Euclid
44121.

Track & Field Chairman. Maralyn West. 18700 Shawnee Ave.,
Cleveland 44119.

Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, softball, track &
volleyball.

Youngstown Area Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Eleanor Roller, R.D. 45. Salem 44460.
Track Field Chairman' Mrs. Roberta Sullivan. 380 Cranberry

Run, Youngstown 44512.
Ratings given in-basketball, rack & field, volleyball.

1,ES1 VIRGINIA
Southeastern West Virginia Board of Women Officials

Chairman. Georgia Swan, 209-1/2 Vermillion, Athens 24712
Track & Field Chairman: Georgia Swan, (same as above),
Ratings given in badminton, track & field, volleyball.

WISCONSIN

Fox River Valley Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Helen II. Briwa, Wisconsin State Univ., Oshkosh

54901
Track & Field Chairman. Chris Fritz, lloiace Mann Junior Iligh

School, Sheboygan 53081.
Ratings given in basketball. flack & field, volleyball.
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La Cio,se Board of Women Officials
Chairman Lee Stephenson, Willie!) Ilan. Wisconsin State Univ.,

La Crosse 54601.
Dack Chairman Lee Stephenson same as above).
Ratings en in badminton. basketball, gymnastics, swimming,

synchronized swimming, track & field, volleyball.

Milwaukee Board of Women Officials
Chairman Carol Wolter, 3862 75th St , Milwaukee 53216
hack ct Field Chairman Barb Kramer, 3561 S Woodland Dr,

New Berlin 53151
Ratings given in basketball, softball, track & field, volleyball

southeastern Wisconsin Board of Women Officials
Chairman Marcy Weston, Wisconsin State limy Whitewater

190
( hanman-elect Mary Ann Rico° Wisconsin State Univ

Whitewater 53190
rack (t. held Chairman Jo Ann Schaffer, 405 5th Ave,

Walworth 53184
Ratings given in basketball, .huming, thick ct field, volleyball

NORTHWEST DISTRICT

District Officiating Coordinator" Jan Boyung,, C entral W'ashington,
1,11ensbing, Wash 98926 (1970-73)

1,1 ct J.an Necc,, 1 astern Oregon College,
La (amide, Ore 97850 (1973-75)

OREGON
Northern ()sego') Board of Women Officials

luw20na Oma Blankenship, S W Park and Hall, I oithind

lia1.72n0a1n-diet 1-ran Gannon, NI High School, Portland

Track cC ield Chairman Margaret Ileyden, Portland State limy ,
Portland 97207

Ratings gn n in basket ball, gynutastics, tennis, track & held,
volleyball.

AFFILIATED BOARDS CF OFFICIALS
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SOUTHERN DISTRICT
District Officiating Coordinator. Jill Upton,

Box 1400, Mississippi State College for Women,
Columbus, Miss. 39701 (1970-72).

Elect. Aileen Britton, Edward White Senior high School,
Jacksonville, Ha. 33210 (1972-74).

KENTUCKY

Kentucky Board of Women Officials
Chairman. Dolores Mullins, 3718 Stanton Blvd., Louisville

40220.
Chiurinan-elect. Becky Hudson, limy, of L.,..,f,-no i oinsville

40208.
I rack ct Field Chairinan Dot Ilaikins, Fasten] Kentucky Univ.,

Richmond 40475.
Ratings given in basketball, track & Held, volleyball.

SOUTHWEST DISTRICT
Ontrict Olin luting Coordinator. Karen Johnson,

California State College,
Los Angeles, Calif. offt,32 1970-72).

//cc/. I ern Gardner, Utah State Univ , Login, Utah 84321.

CALIIORNlA

Long Beach Board of Women Officials
Chairman Sha ,n Love, 961 I Oasis Ave., Garden Glove 92644.
'hack rancis Neeley, Los Angeles Ilarnor

College, W:Imington 90704
Palings given in basketball,* softball,* swimming, trick & held,*

volleyball ".
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STANDARDS FOR OFFICIALS RATINGS

Badminton, Basketball, Softball, Swimming, Tennis, Track-Field, and Volley.

ball

I here are five officials ratings. Each is designed to meet the needs
of various levels of sports events and to stimulate interest of
individuals who desire to officiate. All ratings are transferable, and
none is a prerequisite to any other rating

The Intramural rating qualifies the Hider to offmate games in
the school in which she is .;nrolled or games of comparable level.

The crocrate rating qualifies Cie holder to officiate games which
may be adequately controlled by a lesser experienced official.

The Local 'wing signifies that the holder is capable of officiating
the typical interschool or recr,mtional league game.

The Honor-art' rating denotes at least ten years' service as a
National official and represents maturity and experience.

I he National rating signifies th-t the holder is capable of
of I ichiting any game anywhere in the United States Tins rating is for
the most highly 'skilled official

Specific requirements for all ratings are outlined below.

Intramural Official

I. Minimum grades theory, 70, practical 70.
2. heoretical examination special intramural examination or

national examination, nnunnum 70
.3 Practical examination satisfactorily calling one wiliest
4. Age no requirement.
5. Duration two years from next June I
6. Recommended fees minimal fees as established by the insti-

tution, iJ dewed

Associate Official

I. Minimum grades average 01 theory and practical, 75
2. Theoretical examination national examination, minimum 74,
3. Practical examination given by at least one National official,

minimum 75.
4. Age no requirement.
5. Duration t vo years from next
6. Recommended fees 111.1X111111111 $5 plus traveling expenses for

a single game; match, or meet.*

'Note !hese fees c recommended by the xecutie Board as a guide to
Affiliated Boards. i hese boards may WI fees tosser or higher than those
suggested above when the local ituation demand, an adjustment from the
recommended fees.
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Local Official

I. Minimum grades average of theory and practical. 80.
2. Theoretical examination national examination. minimum 78.
3. Practical examination- given by at least two members with

National ratings, minimum 80.
4. Ageno requirement.
5. Duration two years front next June 1.
6. Recommended fees' 57 plus traveling expenses Kir a single

game, match, or meet *

Junior National Official

I. Age below 20 yea is. At 20 years, rating automawally
becomes a National rating.

2. For other requirements. see National Of Juial below

National Official

I. Minimum glades average of theory and practical. 85
2 Theoretical examination national examination, inunum 82.
3 Practical examinations

a. Practical examination given by at least three nmilbers with
National ratings, minimum 85.

b Alternate plan for basketball or volleyball (second year of
Mal)- after holding a National rating with the same board
for four consecutive years, the official may request that
seven different coaches evaluate her officiating (see
appropriate sports packet, for details), in lieu of the
practical rating session.

4. Age minimum 20 years by June I of the year rating is t..ken.
S. Duration two years from next June 1.
6. Recommended fees S9 plus traveling expenses for a single

game. match. or meet If only one uffichi: ,s used. the fee
should be SI8 plus traveling expense. ior a single game.*

National Honorary Rating

I An applicant is eligible to apply atter earning her flph
con.serulive rating at ot,a-vear in ten als. The application
should be made ta the past chilli-mil of the Officiatwo
Sei:ices Area by the affiliated board cnairman and should be
in the hands of the past chairman by March I.

2 Alternate requirement when a lapse of one year has occurred
in the holding of a National rating. twelve years of servile as a

See Y11111:1St ICS Guide I..r Information about ou..lres ratings in gymnastics
and :e exceptions.
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National or Junior National Official are required. 1 his would
be a span of 13 years. Apply after earning the sixth rating

3. Du anon as long as the off icial rem uns active (aefitel}
officiating games, training officials, or JO mg as a ter for an
affiliated board). or reinstatement after being mat five more
than one year, the official must pass the national theore'tal
examination with a 11111111;a1111 Store of 86

Levels of ratings for gymnastics and synchronized swimme j are:

11 Immunts
v ru ttsrt. t 1 he )1e11( al Prat Ill al

National . ...... 90 SO
Regional 80
Lot al 70 50

111,11Intints

SItehlomzed Stt int MI ne 1 hem encal Pra

National 90 5

Regional. 80 5

Local . . 70 i 5

FEE EXCEPTIONS

Swimming 1 he re,:ommended tees tot Natiogally rated swimming
officials arc

When there are three (Oftctals SO plus !raveling expenses per
()lima! for a single meet (tthether dual or g,oup). SO plus
traelmg expenses per offitial I'm meets st ith first and second
teams parfitipating

Where there are fewer than three S9 plu trat cling
expenses per ()Ilium for a single nice (whether dual 1r group).
S12 plus tiaveling t.xpenses per of flow' for meets wr h ;irst and
set and teams parthapating

Tennis. In comphante vith the United States Lawh ; ennis Assot
lion polity, no fees will be charged for oft) idling tennis rmtthes,
although travel expenses may I., act :pled

Track and Field. It is customary for one official to he paid a
qummum of SO per session (a session shall be defined as a period
of time approximately three hour, in length) plus traveling
jxpenses I, the case o, shorter sessions, lees should he adjusted
accordingly When possible. mho officials may he paid.

REGISTRATION OF OFFICIALS

A ''umber of st 'es requite those who olliAate either bo)s or girls
!Mersa( lasti tontests to he registered with the Stale High School
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Athletic Association or other administrative body Ifoldinga DGWS
rating ordinarily does nOl exempt an official from complying with
this regulation

All DGWS officials who officiate any high school or junior high
school games are urged to cooperate fully with their state regulatory
body by registering with the proms organizatum and paying any
required fee, by wearing the official emblem in addition to the
DGWS emblem, and by complying with all requirehtents for sports
officials.

AMATEUR STANDING OF OFFICIALS'
An official who wishes to maintain tier amateur status as a

participant in a sport must be aware of the ruling(s) on amateur
status established by the governing body for that sport.

Amateur status may be defined by groups governing high school
and college level competition. National organizations governing
amateur ..ompelition may also have established rulings on the
amateur status of the participant.

I he official who vvishel, to maintain her status as a Nrticipant is
responsible for investigating the specific regulations of the governing
body who has lunsdiction over her erbc,bdity as a pal ticipant.

Amateur Standing in Basketball, Track and Field, and Swimming

According to 1e Amateur Athletic Union, which has jurisdiction
over amateur basketball. track and field, and swimming, any peron
receiving compensation for officiating in any sport renders herself
ineligible for further ame.teur competition.

An official, without jeopardizing her amateur standmg, may
request, receive. 01 accept expenses in connection well ' participa-
tion in any event which shall net exceed la); Ittures
for travel (eight cents per mile or first c' ....sport:1(ton
fare) and II), her actual expenditures .ntenance to a
nomtemized total of $10 ;it!! day

Amatur Standing in Sot ball

The Amateur Softball Association has ' ken tl.c position that
u:,Ipires who officiar: softball games nd a paid for thcir services
do 0 profewonala them,telve end are thereby eligible to
participate in ASA competition.

Amateur Standing in Volleying

Accordg to the Unite.. it t '. Volley' II sociaion, volleyball
ficials may get :Ally transport Ito-, meals, and lodging and may

receive m hoPoranuip f they %%is', to reta n their amateur sf

r more details see /0//7"12 19 24- 27, °clover
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HOW TO BECOME A RATED OFFICIAL

I. Study the rules, the article on the techniques of officiating,
and the study questions.

2. Attend interpretations meetings and officiating clinics or
training courses conducted in your vicinity.

3. Practice often. To sonic, officiating comes easily, to others it
comes only as the result of hard work and concentration.
Wekome criticism and work hard to improve.

4. Find out from the chairman of the nearest Will:tied hard
when exammatmes for ratings 're to be held. (Consult list of
affiliated boards.)

5. Contact the chairman of the nearest affiliated board for
materials necessary 4o give Intramural ratings.

6. Remember that it is the aim of the Officiating Services Area to
main tam a high standard for National officials Do not be
discouraged if you do not receive a National rating on your
first attempt. Welcome suggestions from the examiners,
practice more, and try again.

INFORMATION FOR AFFILIATED AND PROVISIONAL BOARDS
An affillated board is a board which has at least three "rational

officials in a given sport, it is authorizer to give ratings pt all lesels in
that sport.

A provisional board is a board which has at least three Asr,ociate
officials in a given sport, it is authorized to gise ratings at the
Intramural and Associate levels in that ,port.

When OSA rating films are used :is a medium for rating in
synchronized swimming and gymnastics, these board' may award
ratings at any level and do not need three National or three
Associate office ls

An affilnit,;(1 board which fads it cannot fulfill the requirements
for retaining full affiliation may request permission from the OSA
chairman to become a provisional board. An affdnited board may
request provisional status in sports in which It has fewer than three
Nati,mal officials, while retaining full affiliated status in sports in

has three National officials. Boards giving gymnastics and/or
synchronized swn»ming ratings have affiliated status in those spoils

Boards are urged to nromote the rating of Intramural officials hy
supplying examinations and practical rating forms :a tea.hers ni
nearby schools. Fees to cover operating expenses may be charged to
the candidates for these services, Records of all ratings must be kept
by the boards.

Please write to the Officiating Services Area secretary for
assistance in the organizaanan of new groups desiring to be one
:affiliated or provisional boards.
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The DOC is elected .it her AAIIPER district convention and
serves on the Executive Board.

Boards /l JJtliated and P ro risto rz a l Boards of Women
Off icials) These boards are made up of organized groups of
women throughout the United States who are authorized to give
ratings A listing of these boards follows
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Badminton, Gymnastics,' Softball, Swimming, Synchronized Swimming,:
Tennis, and Track and Field Ratings

t bo 0 does not need to have a specific numl)er of officials in
order to initiate ratings in these sports, xaminafions will be sent to
the board chairman whin she makes application to the chairman 01
the I. xaminations and Ratings ('onimittee of the ;port in whu h
ratings We to be gii en.

x811111)811011 packets are mailed according to the following
schedule.

September 15 badminton. basketball. cwnaming. *min°.
niied swimming. tennis, and volleyball

When rani,' film booking has been confirmed gymnastics
November 15 track and field
January 15 softball

('h,mci' qt t. tree of the he.t_10 tithed Tmliviclu t t I 1 !1L



Officiating Executive Board 1971-1972
zoman CILA.121.011T WI S 1 Southern Illinois LTIIIV Carbon-
dale, l'I. 62901 (1971-72)

Past (haaman W LORI) Winthrop (t ilege, Rock 11111, S C
29730 (197( -71)

Cluzirman-elect ELSIE J ('01313, North Texas St..te Univ.. Denton,
eras 76203 (1972-71)

Seoetart. LAURIE MA3 RY. Illinois State Univ., Normal. Ill 61761
(1970-721

Freavirer J1 ANN' ROWLANDS, 215 Elsinoie St ( oncoid, Mass
01742( I 969-73)

Chairmen of Standing Committees

Primiples and Technupics of Officiating PA1 SENI. Pennsy ama
State Univ., Unn crsity Park. Pa 16802(1970-72)
He( t PA I RICIA DUNCAN. H. Mayes State College. Et, Hayes,

Kans. 67601 (1972-74)
Examinations and Ratings ELEANOR SANDRSON, Southern

Connection State College. New !Liven, Conn. 06515 (1971-72)
isot late Chairman. CAROL SWIM. Bemidji State College.

Bemidji. Minn 56601 (1972-73)
Editorial and Publications MARY BELL. Northern Illinois

DeKalb, Ill. 60115 (1971-73)

District Officiating Coordinators
Central JUDY CLARKE. Univ. of Iowa. loss a City. Iowa 52240

(1970-72)
hie( t WANDA GREEN. Univ. of Northern Iowa, Cedar halls.

Iowa 50613(1972 -74)
Lantern EDITH COBA"F. State VIM'. of New York. Albany,

N.Y. 12203 (1971 -73)
ihdwect PAT ROY. East Gary High School. East Gary, Ind

46405(1971 -73)
Northwest. JAN BOYINGS. Central Washington State College.

Ellensburg, Wash. 98926 (1970-72)
Elect JEAN NI ELY, Eastern Oregon College. La Grande.

Ore. 97850 (1973-75)
Southern. JILL UP1 ON, Box 1400. Mississippi State College for

Women, Columbus, MISS. 39701 (1970-72)
'.lest AILEEN BRITTON, Edward White Senior Iligh School.

Jacksonville. Ha. 32210 (1972-741
Southitest. KAREN JOHNSON. California State College. Los

Angeles. Cain. 90032 (1970-72
Elect. FERN GARDNER. Utah State Univ., Logan 84321

(1972-74)
OFFICIATING EXECUTIVE BOARD 75

The official shirts and emblems are available from TE.: 1Linold
Company. Sebago Lake. Maine 04075 The to upany can also
provide approved players, V hen ordering. send dress sue . diet h
or money order for correct amount Anyone may order the oftival
shirt. A current rating Lard must accompany an individual's order for
an emblem. howeter. it is not necessary to send a Eking card when
ordering a shirt,

An affthatt,d hoard may wish to have a supply of shirts or
emblems for distribution to newly rated officals A quantity order
may be plated min' by the affiliated board chairman. It is not
necessary that the chairman entlose her own rating card. but lull
payment must accompany the order

Prices: Shirt S5.00. knit jersey. S8 00. doeskin blaiir. $28 00.
National and Junior National emblems, SI 75, I otal, A ssooate, and
Intramural emblems. SI.

St ,



rated official in each sport for which the Board anticipates
giving ratings.

4. Send to the Officiating Services Alea Secretary the completed
application form, two copies of the local constitution, and a
check for S5 annual dues (made payable to the Officiating
Services Area). If basketball ratings are to be given, an affiliated
board must send a list of three National of ficials, and a

provisional board must send a list of three officials with a least
an Associate rating. If volleyball ratings arc to be given. an
affiliated board must send the name of one National official,
and a provisional board must send the name of one official with
at last an Associate rating. A list of four interested women must
he sent if the board wishes to give rating in sports other than
basketball or volleyball. If a board wishes continued affiliation
in any sport, at the end of two scars, an affiliated board will be
required to have at least thrcc National chficials, a provisional
board will be required to hay . at least three officials with at
least an Associate rating. Approval of the application will come
from the Officiating Services Area Chairman who will request
that examination packets be sent to your Affiliated Board
Chairman for all sports in which your Board is authorized to
gi' ratings. The process of accepting an application for
affiliation of a new f3oard and of requesting that the proper
examination packets be sent ordinarily takes several weeks,
Prospective Boards, therefore, should file for affiliation at least
a month before they wish to hold rating sessions.

5. Administer Form A of the National Theoretical Fxammation.
To cover the operating expenses, charge a small fee payable at
the time of taking the written examination. Form 13 of tA.
N ihonal Theoretical Examination may be administered to those
w Ito did not pass Form A.

6. Conduct practice sessions in rating officials. Ail persons on the
exanum-g committee who have not previously rated officials
should .lave a minimum of three practice session% prior to
actually rating. Seem- the assistarce of a rated official in these
practice sessions if at all possible.

7. Give practical examinations to individuals who pass the writ tea
examination. These should be conducted by three membe7s of
the examining comnutte:.

8. Request appropriate rating cards from the OSA Secretary for
distribution to those Wm pass the theoretical and practical
e> amnia hon.

9. Se-id lists of al proved officials to schools and other organiza-
tic ns in the aica. his notice should indicate the maximum fees
fo officiatur, in accordance with the OSA policy and should

OGWS TRACK AND FIELD GLIDE



give the name, address, rating, and telephone number of each
offmal.

1 9. Keep accurate lists of all persons receiving ratings. Forward
these lists to the chairmen of the Examinations and Ratings
Committees in those sports in which your Board was authorized
to give ratings.

HOW TO ESTABLISH A BOARD OF OFTICIALS 91



AFFILIATED BOARDS OF OFFICIALS
1971-1972

I ach board listed below oilers ratings as indicated. All
boards may have rated officials at each grade level Iron) National
official to Intramural 01 Demi, Provisional boards may have idled
officials at the Associate and Intramural grade levels, they are
indicated below by an asterisk (*), 11pon request, the board
chairman can supply a list of names, addresses, and telephone
numbers of these officials

Where it is indicated that the annual report was not received, the
Fxammations and Ratings chairman will not send the current
e ammation packet to the board chairman until she receives this
annual report.

For lists of boards giving ratings, consult the appropriate Guides.
The Basketball Guide lists all boards which give ratings in any sport.

CENTRAL DISTRICT
District Officiating Coordinator. Judy Clarke, Univ. of Iowa

Iowa City, Iowa 52240 (1970-72)
Elect. Wanda Green, Univ. of Northern 1014d,

Cedar Falls, 10W11 50613 (1972-74)

COLORADO

Colorado Board of Women Officials
Chairman. Rosemary Fri, Univ. of Northern Colorado, Greeley

80631
Chairman-elect Gloria Rodriguez, Univ. of Northern Colorado,

Greeley 80631
Track Field Chad-man: Helen McCall, Ulm of Denver, Univ

Park, Denver 80210.
Ratings given in basketball, tennis. track & field, volleyball

EASTERN DISTRICT
Doti ict Officiating Coordinator: Fdith Cobane, State Univ. of

New York, Albany, N, Y 12203 (1971 -73).

MAINE
Southwestern Maine Board of Coaches and Officials of Women's
Sports

Chairman: Pat Raybouhl, Univ. of Marne, Portland-Gorham,
Gorham 04038.
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Information Needed Source
Board Policy Officiating Services Area hair-

man
Polmes and practites handbook . . Officiating Services Area Secre-

tary
Rules mterpretatio JEWS rules n itecpreter for each

sport. Secure the name from
the current Grade of the
sport.

x pansion and aft %hail() a Officiating Si ivices Area Secre-
tary

Dues , Officiating Services Arca Trea-
surer

Officiating standards for each sport. Chairman of the Princi Ai-. Ind



Chairman-elei I Daryl Hemming, Biddeford Junior High School,
Biddeford 04055.

Track a: Field Chairman: Diane Perkins, Sacopee Valley Regior .:
High School, South Ihrman 04080

Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, tennis, track & held.

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston Board of Women Officials

Chairman: Rose Somentim, 14 Carol Ave., Burlington 01803.
Chairman-elect. Janice Bruce, 310 Lowell St., Reading 01867.
Track & Field Chairman' Amy Hicks, 127 Marked .1 ree Rd.,

Needham 02192.
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, softball, track & field,*

volleyball.*

NEW JERSEY
North Jersey Board of Women Officials

Chairman. Marilyn Taigia, 166 B Main St., Little Falls 07424.
Track & Field Chairman' Betty Logan, 300 Walnut St., Engle-

wood 07631.
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, softball, swimming, track

& field,* vol:eyball.

NEW YORK
Central New York Board of Women Officials

Chairman. Margaret Robb, 23 Circle Dr., Cortland 13045.
Track & Field Chairman: Natalie Smith, 4241 Lyra Course,

Liverpool 13038.
Ratings given in basketball, gymnastics, swimming, track & field,*

volleyball.

MIDWEST DISTRICT
District Officiating Coordinator Pat Roy, East Gary high School,

ist Gary, Ind. 46405 (1971-73).

ILLINOIS

Northern Illinois Board of Women Officials
Chairman: Judy Kretzsehmar, 7301 Fullerton, Elmwood Park

61920.
Track & Field Chairman Mary O'Brien, Larkin High School,

Elgin 60120
Ratings given m oasketball, gymnastics, softball, swimming, track

& field,* volleyball.
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TRACK AND FIELD STUDY QUESTIONS
1972-74

Directions
Read all questions carefully. Select t he one nein which heti

answers the question. Place the letter 01 that item in the space
provided on the answer sheet.

Sample Question. Wh it is the direction of all running events"'
a. Count e rcloe I,. wise
b. Clockwise
c. With the sun to the runners' backs
d. Depends on the layout of the track

Answer a

i .



At what precise moment should a timekeeper stop her watch'
a. When the entire body of the runner she is timing has crossed

the finish line
b. When the runner she is timing has stepped on or over the

finish line
c When any part of her runners trunk or .!ck reaches the

nearest edge of the finish hne
d The moment any part of her runner's body reaches the

nearest edge of the finish line.

6 Who notifies the clerk of course of the competitors eligible for
semifinal and fmal faces?
a. Scorer
b. Funs!' judge
C. Recorder
d. The competitors themselves, after they have been told their

respective places in the trials

7. Which of the follovving is the responsibility of the track remeree/
J. Rule on all questions concerning the start of each race.
b. Signal to the timers and judges that the runners ale ready.
c. Supervise the drawing of lane assignments prior to each trial

e1 at.
d. Determine the number of heats by the number of con-

testants and the number of lanes available.

8. What is the longe >t distance recommended for the high school
age group in a cross ,ountry meet?
a. one mile
b, one and a half miles
c. twc
d. two and a half miles

9. Which of the following is NO'I included in pentathlon compe-
tition?
a. Shot put
b. Discus
c. High Jump
d. Running long jump

10. In a 100 meter hurdle race the lust place fnushei knocked down
two hurdles and hit a third as she set a new national recoid.
What is the official decision/
a. 1 he record stands.
b, The runner is disqualified
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The record may be established as a meet record but not as a
national record.

d The runner is declared the winner of the race but no new
record can be established.

11. In the start of a dash, after the starter said "set," one of the
competitors was rolling forward just before the gun was fired.
I he starter should do which of the following?
a. Warn the runner of the infraction- no false start is charged.
b. Let the race continue-no false start occurred.
c. Call runners back-charge no one with a false start.
d. Call runners back-charge the runner with a false start.

12. After a preliminary heat, a ielay team discovers one of its
runners is too ill to compete. Another girl takes her place, is this
action legal or illegal?
a. Illegal- team is disqaalified for substituting a runner.
b. Legal-if illness is certified by meet physician
c. Legal-if her coach says that she is too to compete.
d. Legal-one substitution is allowed.

13. In the 880 yard run, Mary continues to veer to the right forcing
Jane to run wider and wider in her attempt to pass. There is no
contact between the two runners. What is the official decision?
a. Legal-no one is disqualified.
1). Legal Mary is given a warning.
c. Illegal-both runners are disqualified.
d. Illegal Mary is disqualified.

14. After receiving the baton and having moved just outside the
passing zone the runner drops the baton. Who must pick up the
baton)
a. The runner nearest to the baton.
b. The runner who passed the baton,
c. The runner who dropped the baton.
d. It does not matter, for the team is immediately disqualifiee.

IS. Which one of the following statements does NOT apply to a
shuttle relay race
a. The baton must be passed within the designated passing

zone.
b. The runners may use either a standing or crouched starting

position.
c. The runners must stay in their respective lanes.
d. The hands and feet of the next runner must be behind the

restraining line.
TRACK AND FIELD STUDY QUESTIONS 95



16. In the 440 yard run, the runner in lane three, who is five yards
in front of the nearest runner, temporarily steps out of her lane.
Should this runner be disqualified?
a. No, the following runners have ample time to change lanes.
b. No, she has not interfered with another runner.
c. Yes, she has committed a foul.
d. Yes, she has impeded the progress of the other runneis.

17. During the high jump competition, a contestant leaves to run
the 100 yard dash. On her return, tli bar is four inches above
her scheduled height. What is the decision of the official?
a. Ile bar is lowered io her previous height and she is

permitted three attempts.
b. The bar is lowered two inches and she is permitted three

attempts.
c. Hie bar is lowered two inches and she is permitted one

attempt.
d. The bar remains at its present height and all previous heights

are considered passes

18 In which of the following situations is the shot delivery
considered legal?
a. The shot is put from behind, but not below, the shoulder.
b. The shot is put from in front of but below the shoulder.
c. The shot is put from in front and above the shoulder.
d. The shot is put from above the shoulder with two hands.

19. Which of the following is the correct procedure in measuring a
discus throw?
a. From the outside edge of the circle to the nearest mark made

by the fall of the discus.
b. From the nearest mark made by the fall of the discus to the

inside circumference of the circle, on a line from the mark of
the discus to the center of the circle

c. From the inside edge of the circle to the nearest mark made
by the fall of the discus.

d. From the nearest mark made by the fall of the discus to the
outside circumference of the circle, on a line from the mark
of the discus to the center of the circle.

20. In a case of a tie in the high jump which of the following
procedures is correctly applied first in an attempt to break a tie
for second place?
a. The jumper with the lowest number of total misses wins.
b. The junrer with the lowest number of trials in the event

wins.
96 DGWS TRACK AND FIELD GUIDE
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c. The juniper with the lowest number of trials at the height at
which the tie occurs wins.

d. Except for first place ties, the jumpers divide the points for
the position for which they tied.

21. In attempting her second put in the shot put competition. a
contestant steps on but not over the toeboard. The shot falls
within the sector lines. What is the decision?
a. The put is measuied and the contestant is permitted a iii

attempt.
b. The put is measured and if longer than her previous put, it is

counted.
c. The put is not measured and the contesta,,i. ., giveii a third

attempt.
d. The put is not measured and the contcstata c no: allowed a

third attempt.

22. Which of the following is considered a foul in all throwing
events?
a. Leaving the circle from the back half after the throw has

been marked.
b. Bringing the foot in the air over or outside the circle.
c. Touching any area or surface outside the circle or on the

scratch line before the throw is marked
d. Failing to take one of the allotted throws

23. In the standing long jump competition which of the following
techniques is legal?
a. Executing the take-off from one foot
b. Leaning forward over the scratch line prior to take-off
c. Executing a double jump (both feet conic off the ground

twice) on the take-off
d. Scraping the toes of one foot along the ground on take-off.

24. Which of the following is a violation of the rules in the high
jump?
a. Using an approach which is greater than 60 feet
b. Placing marks in the runway to aid the juniper in her

approach
c. Using a two foot take-off
d. Placing an object on the crossbar to assist the jumper in

focusing for her jump

25. In the javelin throw which of the following throws would be
ruled a legal throw?
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n. When cutting in is alhmed, the starter shall inform the

contestants where and when they may cut to the inside

lane alter completing the first turn.

POSITION OF STARTER

b. On staggered starts

i

a. On even starts

0



a. 1 he point of the Jaelin strikes the ground lust but it lady tohold and lands ilat on the ground
b. During a portion ot the approach the Jakehn r. wrtrrd in thetight hand and steadied with the lett hand... During the end of the approach but prior to release thethrow er posit oins herself so that her back is in the directionot the throw.

hde in flight a legally throw n ,taxelin breaks and thenstrikes the ground point lust.

2(. In the basketball throw for distante w Ina of the follow mgnations is legal'
a Using both hands to execute the throwh. ( ontuanng in the competition alter touting on the first ducethrows

aking a fifteen toot running approach prior to release ot theball
d. Stepping on the scr.,tch line lust atter the ball has lett thehand

27. I he esents in the pentathlon compenton are to be held in aspetili. order Which 01 the following lists of et etas militates1 he turret t order'
a. hurdles. shot put, high lump, long lump. dashb. hurdle,. lugh rump. dash, shot poi. long lumpt. dash. shot put, high jump, long Jump, hurdles
d dash. long Jump, high )tii np. shot put, hurdles
It a meet has awarded live plates and there Is .1 (W.third plate. how many points does eat competitor reten,e'

29

a 5.0
b. 4 5

3.0
d. '.5

it tour places are going to be awarded w Inch of the following
storing methods should be used
a. 6, 4, 2, I
b.
L.

5,
5

3,
5.

1

2,
2.

I

d. 4, 3 2, I

30. In computing tot 11 team stores. it two or more teams hale theidenDcal score what the procedure''
a. I he 1 enn with the ntividual tompetit or st oling the mostpoints s deflated t ht. w
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31

0. I he team placing the highest in the last event
competition is declared the v. inner.

c. I he team scoring the greatest number of hrst places
declared the winner.

d. i he teams are deL .rred tuners of the meet.

W, huh tttttei.il has the whd un an) dispute tth IIL h iti m
covered m the rules and is resporsible for the proper condu,t
the entire Meet '
a. I he marshal
h, I Ile Meet ',hie, for
L I he meet rcleree
.I. 1 he scorer

32. As Jane Is atvaiting tier second trial in the running 'mg lump
Lompetition the announcer talk 101 her to report to the starting
line for the 100 tard dash. 11 hat procedure should Jane tollovv '
a tine must v ithdravc brow the long lump .0)1011003,m and

repot t to het track event.
Jam must vvart and take her long Jump trial and then tcport
to the track event
Jane must use the distance of her bust long rump as het onih
trial in that event and report to track event.

d Jane must leave the long rump and report to the track event
and then relt1111 to the trek! event and report to the 1,n,:!
Jump Judge.

33. In LIY.,0,-Lo11111Q., running shat does a %%lute 11a,
a. ( ollISC continues straight ahead
h. An incline ahead
c. A turn to the right
d. A tut n to t he lets

34, lion many points does the lust place competitor in a
troSs-LOUlltr race veceive)
a. one
h tsso
c, lice

d ten

35, Intormat ion on vvmd conditions for all records shall be
measured by an anemometer 1 or the track events that require
wind intormat ion s% here is the anemometer to he placed'
a At the starting lute
h. At the Itnish line
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ti Nt the edge of the 11.1,K, ht:tm. et ti the ,tact and tht
tnitsh toting the tunsh lute

t.1 NI the edge ot the track, nint.o.as helm. een the start &Id the
1t111,1 trig the starting line

INTERPRETATIONS

Ititutn, otncerning track and 111(1 stud). tita shot]. ot
eviunnations should he addressed to the ( hantnan ot the
I rat.t. and I leld I xatninations and 1(atIngs ( otnnotteL
hathrn Russell. Department it! Mrs sk,a1 1 titn..ttion tor

onn..11 ( illCrs11) col Ariiona, I lison, xru.nn,t x5721

ANSWERS AND RULE REFERENCES

iqs / Ride Referenct

I b I ()1 iciating Procedures tor 1 geld ()I Imals,
11

.1 I t.k.liniqucs (,1 ()11m. ting, Plokedures tol \lett (Mk hils,
St,

tt hint" t.es ut t )1 nom ing, Proedures tot 1 rack (Uncials
bt

4 h 1 tchillt {ties ot 0111.-lating, Ptoedtiles tt,t Ita,k Ottloals,
(1111

5 , I ehitiques ot (111mattng Procedure, tor I rack OH
7b

6. a I echnuntes ot Ott-mating. Procedures or Ott mak,
tib

7 d I ...chimp:es of Officiating, Procedures tot I rack ()111ciels,
la 111. 2e. 3h.1

ti, c 1, 1

h 1, 3,1, h
10. a 3, 2g
11. d 3, Id
12. h 1. 31

13. d 3 1k
14. c 3, 3c
15. a 3. 4.t, h
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TECHNIQUES OF TRACK AND FIELD OFFICIATING

Revised by the PRINCIPLES AND 11-CHNIGUES
OF OFFICIATING COMMITTEE

1)esiiblc Qualities for \faking a Good Official
track and tic id o.ent, demand, much In,te than ;us:

anti interim:11m: the rill.. I 1%4 C hcioA aft s.[I,C tits'
qualdies &suable In good
I. I :ch should be !minim; %c ith the trat,k and tick; -ales a,

ot.tlined in the etnient I)(, \\ ti I rack and I ield (,oils',
her. ,t 1.1olation occurs %%hid., 1, nor detititrety m the

rules the oil !chi! should reflect the spilt: of lair pial. and apply
de, al ()hie,. P0111111C

2. Being a good oft icial deni,m(1, something more than rust
per tot flung the duties listed ID the (,lade. disillIst pciscqaili \
dssIrahlt.', silt! 1110\1 it able to IIIake prompt, immediate. and
a.t(nat( tlCCt,ioth on Ma* 0111p1C's lilIk'stIons. X peIsoll k% ith all
element of timidity 1:1 her personalit VIII Lind 11 difficult ti,
impress °am off ILIA'. and io111pehloi, 111 Iosc1 soillesIshd
sfilIat lolls N1111 her competence

1. In the cAcileinent of competition Ina* untortunatt Int.Rients can
ot.cur to ,rill the meet. An othcial must he obit. to anticipate
such incidents and. l%1111 d tunel vcarning of firm action pro.ent
,t :f+,,(1 meet trom helm! inatied.

-; I t' II 1 pe II lellt or the part of an offishicial must be kepi ID dlCsis
fist as ti1C it niperaint nt nt ,t competitor must be. She should 1,t
courteous. inst. and oblecto.t at all times

'. Being a good lodge of track and field el. ckn's demand,
a. Hie abtlit to co:ice:Mate on thc immediate task Ot'en

secral dents scheduled suitultancousi, and it is therefore
eas\ for one's attention to loin one el.ent to anothet,

b 1 he ability to (livens,. ith all sentimental and onotional
tendencies 1;fecIst: Innmrnt of Bulging I he puma]
dotti of a imigs. is Io plo1.1de d last and .10.11ratk :(suit of lilt
t:t.en1.

Suggested Officials for a Meet.
I lk numbei of ofticials neccssait to conduct d met' tales Dhal

met!. trill not I-C(11111C as \ huger meet.... I ot
inamitun (Alit woo, the tollocing olhtl,it, ale suggested for meets
vt het e Once of more places ate being ,marded

I meet director I c'istodtan ()1 equIpinclit
1 I rat k trtelec. I marshal
I field icier(; I so,fer
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1 ,ierb , 1 ,id,,.. .1}011, J11, ,1

,tape! (i 1,1

7 ..,;11,! indildm; I

t1Illt.Is dm; I imoiklei II m\\
ti in \pc, tor, ,1V,,irk1,

3 field ;ridge, ps:r ei.en(
It nei...,,ar) nia hi pr.o.RILtl 1,i1

is(IrSe iht r, the inaNtial, the ...hiet

and Oh= No ; ..1 in a dual ipa, It'
!Iq" sholl1(1 lak.k 'Cant t.1 ,nth katt nian.utLr ad a, .in ,iit It 1,11 al
a fad\ ,ind I Will LihtillplolIshlr IIICk

1ECEINIQUES OF OFFICIATING"

General Procedures:
I \ n nIIICIal ',We 01 dal t: hint- Platt V, ,.11

-i2t1Ilit .111 AssIg11111ilit,
It unable to keep an appoint merit an oil!, tal ,hoiii(1 ;1.'1;1, tht
meet kitio.tol at 2 I !lulu-, ul adilL,
\ II SI101111 aunt at the tiakk 30 minute, hi:1"R t h.

/Ill CI I, s.bedidk.d tt,
4. \n ;it; haft .C.11 .111 appropriat If I

ithicr ,oied ,}het, Jr), In \\ eat the tilt itlsl IK,\\ \
unll,,rin.
\ introkirri.L 1Krseil 1,i the nett butts": tea i

antt tield ;Octets, .irid tither el 1
\n ,h.o.11,1 get the .iy.agnment ;loin the meet
and person lu t. he e\ellt 11 she r di
khan.% ail an n1 she shiiiilt1 her 0111,1,11s .is the\

rk-1(,11

Procedures for Meet Officials:

I, Nice( Dircelor
'I' Ili (11'"I 1,''1'01111'ic l',1 the Ilfri,titing ',1 Ine 11,11, itsL II

Ind tut iterIMIt 1011A thi.r the 011Krals e,,,(1), 11(1 III,
running nt the meet.

1, °Kiln Ilit am..irkk
L. Send ltlAt VIII r 1)1.11;io and 11.. their reatpient when rilk.

JR. returned \Het all entric,,ire in the Meet dire, I or shall
Hun ri,,,er I lit list t Lonlpettloi name, It, the Ii.it N. and
held referees, along 111L rirtltl of Lrinipkrition.

*NC\\ prntcdurr, or k }tango,. in \\r,r 1111g Ire 111111t Sled INN it a`al.14,
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d Ride neon ell i iti .niti., 01' -.111)N1 lift Ills
all nt'tt'ssar:. 1,)1 1110 101111114! ot

nirel

Ha% e eight, and mi.aisule, a% ailable on t lit Id I,r
.pecking field eellt equipment..
(ue the ,upie)ot a hit it the rent, filth the (al wal
veiniii_at ion, tot the marking of Ilk thick and Ii. Id

h Obtain tin: tom plett d result, and reLord, of the meet I (I'M
the SLOIer.

Marshal
a. Poifte the tia(k and make me that all unauthtnird

pi.t,o0,.ire kept out of the turiu;.ilw die I,
Se1 that the [tad, 1, kept lean at all tones and that
.pet.tattiis du not mt m I e udges: acid toner: s es.

I Sur, or
a ()Main a IN 01 cLnt, !tom the !met due,toi

Plot and Tall) mark all thimt. mg area, and tra(k
and line, ,ki.ording lit utft.tal 11.11111shed

the meet dirt:L.1ot
*t_ 10 iuntly eent, indkat," ea ...1) halt nnle of I In.

ow/ se It> plaLCIIICIII ui led t lap
4 ( ustodlan ot Egtopment

a B (harge it all implement, and item, used in the met.
Issue equipment to a l l hit Indite, and k timekeeper,,
keeping teond of all ol n oils name, and number, to
s'quipment
tine that all IS relutnetl

5 ( u.torhan ot Awards
a 'lase k.u,tods 01 all assarth,

(Main a IN (A v.innel,' name, doculy It in the ,,oim
1/4, (t that all ginner, Irtrne thtu ay. ad,

6 Announcer
a Itil 0I in all athlete, it cai.h went and mild) intah,t, it,

report to their iespekiie eent,,
lotion the pulp. of the progtes, ot the meet ..ont-
petitin,' name,. and the result, ot ra.h iat.e it es cot.

7. Recorder
a II tse 'large of applkation, TION rc...ord, It MIN fet

are looken, she ,hall have Inc te,poiniability 01 seeing that
the .pplications afc duly tilled out .ettitl.d, and slit
the propel ant horltles.

S. Scorer
a !lase ,haire of ell ,.otopkted tin and Judge,'

card, and I ran,,L the the result, onto a master
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\,>i it) the oi Lour, ot the siinitii.titois
ilia semitmais and finals.
Deicimme pia.einutt 1 runners a, tan:, tor semi-tinals
ino t111,ds ut running .sent, h) i.hanse tarts.

d \Ilot points tor PULL., \x on ia> teams \S ho are en I eftel iii
imici that The team tiopla nia he aviaided

e See that the ,1111101.111L ei t-IsIs results St:1110111,1k ;Mal,
4>10l en I et olds, etc.
11.11.e ail iecoids Lheskedipproxed and sitincil h) the
referees
I urn oi.'r all sompleted resords to Oh nwet direoor

Procedures for Track Officials:
1 frail, Referee

a. Ohtani a list ut all aiiiipetitors trolls the meet !lute >i
and, p lot 1() the stall oi the meet. playa sompetitrx in
heats

to nitrite tin numb( t >f h( alt 111 ilia frztortho ,,t
t,mi( tant% and ilk nun/ be/ ail Imp t alai/411)1c I X
1111 p e six talk, .1S,111,1hIC and 3) contestants
entered the went legumes lie.its six cash I hen
itso tartest ,iintestants from eat h heat ituaha tot the
seinitinals (tyro ot six eashi. the three !torn
rath Mal 11'0,1111> It/1 a total ,n1/4 ;MIN

12> Win n past pt./to/mane(
S art Inuit PI al(

fast( fl gill% and 1,:tl« the in in 411110( 111 /WU 11
\ MPit. Sr% heats. sts, tastes girls, one In eak.h heat.

Sesenih fastest girls is plated in heat zn, eighth lastest
in heat zs, ninth in heat -74, tenth in heat -;:3,
lee 'II in twelith in -1=1 I he thirteenth fastest is

then l a,,ed in heat I Lontinile plaong the guts
tunes %kinking 11(1111 heat through ::(), and from zo

I I r not to place use teammate against another
in the same heat.
When hint s uir nin A/omit //hoe ion/es/ant% in ant
/nat. Nit/v.; ,lot to plate them against a teammate in
ih( same ht a/

11.Re tharg, ot all !tinning eents and the responsibilit lot
the proper k.a.II.Ing out ot the tra.k program.
Inspeo the prop et marking ot the Itat.k.

\(4( 1 ten though ko people are assigned to officiating. one a track
referee and one a held referee, it as furls common practice for one person toissue- the responsibilit for both Iler title v(oold be Meet Relcree and she is
responsible for the entoReineut of ,tie rules ind decisions,
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-ntet with the chief fudges, clerk of course, scorer, and
starlet ping to the meet to be sure that each has suf ficient
personnel
liltorin the head otticials of the number of heats and the
number of compctitois who will quality toi the sennimals
and finals I Refer to chart on page 107)

I In cooperation with the appointed marshal, ensure that
only the authorized persons are allowed in the immediate
area of the held or arena.

g, 'see that all rules are observed and decide any technical
points , Inch arise during the Meet 11 there are no set rules
cowing a dispute, the track referee %hall hare the sisal
mdgment m the matter.

h. Have the powu to exclude any competitor or of ficial for
improper conduct or apparel, and decide onnediatrly any
protest of objection about the conduct of a competitor or
oft

k After the meet, inspect, approve, ind sign the scorer's
records.

2. Clerk of Cour a:
a. Always leek the starting hne and finish lute of each

running ./ent for the proper distance.
`1% I he full wing diagram presents the starting line and finish

Imes toi races Lai on the curve and 'm a (waiter mile

track.

A Start and finish: 140, 880, 880 yd. medley relay, 1 mile, and 1 mile

relay, 220 (finish only)

B Start: 220,200 relay
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NOII The follov,ing table can he used in forming heats for dashe..
reh*s. and hurdles

FOR SIX LANES

NO of No Trial No No Scmi
Entries Heots Quo laying final Heats

No.
Qualifying

Nc in
FinGI

1 to 6 0 0 6

7 to 12 2 3 0 6

13 . 18 3 4 2 3 6

19 24 4 3 2 3 6

(25 or more requires qvalterfinals following above pattern )

FOR SEVEN LANES

1 7 0 0 7

8.14 2 2 0 6

15.21 3 4 2 3 6

22.28 4 3 2 3 6

(29 or more requires quarterfinals following above pattern )

FOR EIGHT LANES

1 8 0 - 0 8

9.16 2 4 0 8

17 . 24 3 4 2 4 8

25.32 4 4 2 4 8

33 -40 5 3 2 4 8

(41 or more requires quarterfinols following above pattern )

FOR NINE LANES

1 -9 0 0 9

10.18 2 4 0 8

19 27 3 3 0 9

_28.36 4 4 ^ 4 8

37.45 5 3 2 4 8

46.54 6 3 2 4 8

(55 or more requires quarteriinals following above pattern.)
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c. Have assistants to help with assigned duties and to carry
messages.

d. Obta i from the track referee the name and number of all
competitors in their respective events and heats

e. Supervise the drawing of each lane prior to each trial ent
if the track event is being run in lanes.

*f. Determine placement of runner in lanes for semifinals and
finals of running events by chance drawing of lots.

g. Have the announcer notify competitors to appear at the
starting line before the start of each event in which they
are entered.

h. Make sure each competitor is in her proper lane. The lane
closest to the curb of pole shall be numbered "1". The
remaining lanes shall be numbered consecutively from
there outward.

1. Have runners lined up several heats in advance if there ate
a number of heats to be run in any event.

J. Obtain the names and numbers of all qualifiers for
semifinal and final heats from scorer and make sure that
the list has been certified by the track referee. These
competitors will have been assigned to lanes according to
time so that the fastest girl will be placed in the center
lane, the second fastest girl placed in the lane to her right,
the third fastest girl placed in the lade to the left. The
other girls are placed from right to left according to times
until each lane is filled. The two outside lanes will contain
girls with the slowest times.

k. Place each competitor in her assigned lane for the
semifinals and finals. WIrin the conpetitor who has
qualified in a preliminary trial withdraws from the
competition in the semifinals or finals, no substitute may
replace that competitor.

1. In relay races, see that the members of each starting team
have been properly selected from the original relay entry
blank. If any organization enters more than one relay
team, see that each of Its teams has a different letter. e.g.,
Blue A, Blue B

in. After making sure that each competitor is placed in her
respective station for the relay, be responsible for the
readiness of batons for the leadoff runners.

n. 1 he clerk of the coarse, before the starting of each race,
shall give the head finish judge a card with the names of
the competitors, their numbers, and the lanes in which
they are running (See example on page 110).
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3. Starter
a. Wear a colored sleeve on the gun arm that will be clearly

discernible to the Judges and timers.
b. Rule on all questions concerning the start and have entire

control of the competitors on their marks.
c. Issue instructiofis to each flight of competitors about the

signal for starting, which shall be to call "Take yourmark," "Set," wait until all runners are motionless
(approximately two seconds) and fire the gun or another"gnal.

d Fo-. races in which all runners are using standing starts the
starter, having placed the runners on their mark will use
the command, "Set," and fire the gun. Runners should beso instructed.

e. When using standing starts the starter may use whistle
commands, rather than vocal to insure her being heard. A
long, loud blast should be used for each voice command,
then the gun fires. Runners should be so instructed.

f. If competdors on the mark are nervous or unsteady, have
them stand up and attempt to steady their nerves. This
must be done before the gun, or it is a false start.

g. Make sure that each competitor is on her mark and that
everyone's hands and feet are behind the starting line.

h. Warn or disqualify any runner disconcerting other com-
petitors.
Signal to the timers and Judges that runners are ready.

j. Be sole Judge of anyone making a false start and if the gun
has already been fired, recall the runners by again firing
the gull. If a competitor makes a false start before the gun
has been fired, the starter shall call everyone oft' her mark,
and the clerk of course shall reassemble the runners.

k. Warn all competitors prior to the start of each race that
any competitor making two false starts shall be eliminated
from the race. The starter should warn the competitor by
saying, "You have one false start; one more and you will
he disqualified."

1. In races where competitors start in an even line, stand on a
Ime directly opposite the start and approximately ten fet
from the competitors.
In races where competitors start on a staggered start or
uneven line, stand so that the position of each runner may
be clearly seen. Stand in such a position that both timers
and Judges may have a .tear view of the gun, no matter
which side of the track you are on.
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semifinals or finals, the tying competito:s shall bothqualify if lanes or positions are available. If not, the tying
competitors shall compete again for the available lane orposition.

f. In the event that a competitor should be overlooked by all
the judges, i.e., if she did finish in a placing position but
was not picked by the place judges, the chief judge mayplace the girl so overlooked in the position in which thesaw her finish. The chief judge may so act only if theproblem cannot be solved by the judges in the mannerprescribed above If the chief judge cannot make adecision, she should confer only with the track referee.g. Provisions should be made for the ta1'ing of officialpictures of finishes in championship meets, and suchpictures shall be taken from a point on the finish line
extended which adequately shows the finish of each
contest, then the decision of the judges of the finish shallbe subject to review and revision or affirmation by thereferee, who shall be guided by the evidence of suchpictures.

h. Make arrangements to place the judges of the finish andthe timers on elevated stands at a minimum distance of 16feet from the edge of the track.
i. The Chief finish judge shall instruct the finish judges towatch the race until the competitors are within ten yardsof the finish line, and then concentrate on the finish line.j. At the conclusion of each race, the chief finish judge will

write on the heat card received from the clerk of course,the places of the competitors as indicated to her by thejudges. She will sign the card and hand it to the chieftimekeeper.
5. Finish Judge

a. Whenever possible, stand on the side of the track directly
opposite the finish line. preferably on an elevated plat-form, in order to have an unobstructed view of the finishline.

b. At least two judges shall be assigned to each place to bepicked and should serve at opposite sides of the track.c. As the runners approach the finish, focus eyes on thefinish line; do not watch the progress of the race. Ifpicking third place, it helps to count mentally white
focusing on the finish line. Look straight across and count
"one, two, three" as the runners cross the finish line.d. Pick the competitor at the moment any part of the body
(i.e., torso, including neck- as distinguished from the head,
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arms, legs, or feet) reaches the nearest edge of the finish
line.

e. At the finish of each race, immediately notify the chief
finish judge of your decision.

f. There shall be no discussion with other judges about the
outcome of race until after chief finish judge has been
notified.

6. Chief Timekeeper
a. Obtain from the track referee a list of meet, American and

world records.
b. Have one or more heat assistants help with the duties and

carry messages, such as heat cards to the scorer's table.
c. Be sure all watches are numbered and that the name of the

person using each watch is recorded with the number.
d. See that watches are synchronized before being assigned to

timekeepers. Test them by touching the stems of two
watches together to start and stop them, to see if they are
running in time with each other. All watches should be
checked this way. The watches that run closest together
should be assigned first and second place.

e. Assign place finishes to all timekeepers.
f. When the starter blows her whistle and raises her gun,

check to see that all timekeepers and finish judges are
ready, and signal back to the starter that all are ready. Also
call out, "Gun is up."

g. Be in such a position as to time first place and more places
if possible. In a case where the watches fail to catch a time
for a place, no time shall be recorded for that place.

h. Check each watch as the time is given by the timekeeper,
record the times of the contestants and hand the card to
the scorer. (See card on page 110).

i. Rule on the official time as follows.
(I) If there are three watches on om place and all three

watches show different times, the chief timekeeper
will consider the middle time as official (not the
average of the three).

(2) If two of the three watches are the same and one is
different, the time in which two are identical will be
official.

(3) If there are only two watcaes on a place with each
showing a different time, the slower of the two shall
be considered official time.

j. In the case of a second place time being faster than the
first place time, consider the second place tIme to be
wrong and adjust the time accordingly. If a decision
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cannot be maue, the chief timekeeper shall confer with the
track referee.

k. Atter all the times have been duly inspected, order all
watches cleared and made ready for the next race.

7. Timekeepers
a. Check the watch before the start of the meet with the

chief timekeeper and become familiar v. nth the type of
watch. Cheek periodically to make slue the watch is
properly wound during the progress of the meet.

b. Start watch exactly with the flash of the gun and sic»
watch at the moment when any part of the competitor s
body (torso, including neck as distinguished from Ole
head, arms, legs, or feet) reaches the nearest .dge of toe
finish line.

c. There should he no discussion with the other tunckeerers
about the times of the ull'er in the event.

[TIME FIN SH
KEEPERS LINE

rJFINISH 1

JUDGES

Elevated stand for timekeepers and finish judges.

d. Use good timing techniques.
( I) Hold the watch lightly in the right hand with the

index finger on the stem. The index finger must be
given full freedom to move.

(2) Practice starting and stopping the watch until you get
the feel of the action of the stem. When preparing to
time, take up the slack (extra movement) in the stem
by pressing it until the slightest extra movement will
start the witch,

(3) Squeeze the stem slowly, as you would the trigger of a
gull; only tine index finger moves.

(4) The time is taken from the flash of the pistol to the
moment that any part of the body (torso) of the
competitor reaches the nealest edge of the finish line.

(5) If the hand of the watch stops 5etween the two lines
indicating the time, the nearest slowest tenth shall be
accepted (i.e., 12.1+ shall be 12.2).

(6) For races of one mile or less, the timing shall be to
1/10 second.

(7) The timekeepers should be placed at least 16 feet from
and in line with the finish. In order that they have a
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good view of the finish line, an elevated stand should
be provided whenever piactiLal.

e. Walt until chief timekeeper goes instructions before
clearing watch.

I. Return the watch to the chief timekeeper and make sure
your name is checked oft at the end of the running events.

8. Inspectors
a. Ihere should be at least six track inspectors, one of whom

is designated as the head inspector.
b. Inspectors have no right or authority to make decisions

but must report all infractions.or gregularnies of the rules
to head inspector nnmediately after the race. The head
inspector will report directly to the track referee. When all
the facts concerning any infractions have been viewed, the
referee decides if there has been a violation of the rules.

c. In hurdle razes and dashes, two inspectors should stand
behind the starting line. The others are stationed at
intervals along the track.

d. In races where each competitor runs in a lane and must
round a curve, it is the duty of the inspector, stationed on
the curve, to see that each competitor stays in her lane and
makes no foul.

e. For races in lanes around turns, an inspector should be
assigned two lanes for the entire turn with the responsi-
bility for seeing whether or not the runners remain in their
respective lanes.

t. Pour inspectors should be used when the 440, 880, and/or
the mile is being run. The inspectols watch for a runner
cutting in too close in front of another runner on the
curve.

0 0

PASSING ZONE

START OF DASHES AND HURDLE RACES START OF RELAYS
AND RACE AROUND TURN

Suggested placement of inspectors.
X inspectors
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g. Its relay races. inspectors should be placed to cover each
passing /one and she must be stne the baton is passed
within the passing lone.

h Inspectors must watch to see that a competitor who has
finished her baton pass does not interfere with the baton
passing of the runners on competing teams.

Procedures for Field Officials:
1. Field Referee

a. Be in charge of all Inild events and responsible for the
proper carrying out of the held event program,

h. Inspect all throwing areas to determine if sectors and
scratch lines ale clearly marked

L. Inspect _lumping pits. runways, ind crossbars for jumping
events

d. Make certain that equipment for all field events is
available.

e. Inspect equipment to make sure it is of official standard
size and weight. (May need a weighing device 1

f. Rule on use of contestant's personal equipment (shot,
discus, in javelin). Any such implement which is ruled
official may be used by any contestant if so desired.

g. Make certain theie are sufficient judges aid assistants for
all held events.

h. Make sure all field Judges and assistants know and
understand their duties, methods of measuring, and what
constitutes a foul in that event.

i. Obtain the list of contestants for field events fioni the
meet director and determine the order of competition and
number of finalists before the day of the meet. When
completed, turn (ice' to head field fudge in charge of each
event. I he order of comnetition is usually deferinmed by
the number of participants, time for events, amount of
equipment, and number nf assistants available. Possible
methods of conducting conwetition are as follows,
( I) ( ontestants each have one trial in first round ... One

second, etc.
(2) Contestants could have two successive trials in first

round and one in second round.
(3) Contestants could be divided into flights. All those in

one flight complete all preliminary throws of rumps.
Next flight does the same,

( Hie above methods more commonly pertain to throwing
events.)

I. See that I ield events start on time.
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k Rule on all questions pet Luning to held events
1. tier the meet is finished. insPe,:t. approve. Id sign the

scorer's tecotds.

lead Field Judge of Each Event
a. If the ordei of competition has not be-n decided in

advance, supers Ise the draw mg of lots by using one of the
following cue balls, papel, straws, etc.

b Sec that the necessary equipment is available (Implements,
measuring instruments, mai kei s, rakes, crossbars, powdered
resin I or take -oft board). bad) fudge inspects het Mk!) area
inspecting ronW ay s, juiaping pits, and throwing areas.

c. Instinct field judges and assistants as to their duties,
methods of measming, what constitutes a tout, etc.

d Refer anyone wislung to use her own implement (Javelin,
shot, discus) to field referee,

c, .1(.1vise contestants as to runways, sectors, and scratch
Imes, order of competition, number to quality for finals,
etc

1 Make sure contestant who are competing in other events
understand that they are to report back to head field judge
Shen they have finished participating in the other event,
01 after each trial flight or iound it it is another field
event, Running events take piecedence over field events.

g. Instruct contestants to be ready to pertorm as soon as the
contestant preceding them has finished het trial

li In the high jump, announce the starting height and the
subsequent heights to which the bar skill be raised at the
end of each iound.

t. Call off names of contestants in onto of competition as
follows. ''Bros n up, Smith on deck, Jones in the hold."

j. ('all fouls the instant they occur by calling out "Foul.-
k, In the long Mini) and throwing events, iceord a throw or

lump on which a foul occuis as a (Hal or thro», but do not
count the distance,

I. Fo watch tot fouls, stand in the following positions,
I I In the shot put, discus, and standing broad jump to

the side of the pelf °ruler.
(2) In the runaing broad jump beside the take-oft boaids,

locus eyes on feet of jumper.
(3) In the javelin, basketball and softball throws at the

scratch he
(4) In the high 1111111) beside one of the jumping stan-

dards.
in. In the high jumpinnounce misses in this way "bust miss,

second miss, final miss.-
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n In the high jump. reLord misses at each height.
o Read and record measurements.
p. Recoid distances uncles 100 feet to nearest quarter inchand. if (nei 100 feet to nearest halt inch below distant.eo(ered. (Ignore fractions less than a quarter and a haltinch.)
q. After jumps, signal to assistants to rake the pit and when

pit is In Older, announce the next contestant In the high
jump, wait until bar is replaced and make sure that the bar
is still, not shaking in the wind.
Measurements for shot put and long jump shall be made
immediately al ter each throw or Jump.

s. (se the following measuring techniques:
( I) Measurements ot shot put and discus throw. Measure-

ments shall be made trom nearest mark made by tall
of implement to inside edge of circle orcuniterencealong a line from mark of implement to center of
circle Zero end ot tape should be held at mark of
implement. Measuiement may be found by moving the
tape through an .tic along inside edge of circle until
the slum test distance is found.

(2) Measurement of basketball, softball, and javelin
throws (when javelin is thrown flow a scratch line)
shall be Made from nearest mark made by implement
to inside edge of scratch line at the center of the
scratch line. Zero end of tape should be held at mark
01 implement.

(3) Measurement ot javelin, basketball and sot tball throws
where scratch line arc is used, shall be taken at the
inner ed,,,e of the circumference of the arc. Such
measurement shall be made on a line &oil] the nearest
mark made by the point of the javelin to the center of
the dick ot which the arc is a part. Zero end of tape
should be at mark of implement,

1,11 Measurement of long jump is made from nearest mark
in pit made by any part of body or limbs to edge of
take-off board nearest the pit. (Zero end of tape
should be held at break in pit- use knife or pencil
through metal loop of tape.) Tape must be stretched
at right angles to take-off board or its extension.

(51 Measurement in the high jump shall be made in a
perpendicular line from the lowest point on the top
side 01 the crossbar to a point on the same level as the
take-off, Measurement of height of crossbar shall be
made each time the bar is raised to a new height.
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Long
Jump

CHARTS FOR MEASURING FIELD EVr.,ITS

READ TAPE)
ZERO END OF TAPE

MARK OF THROW

READ HERE

HOLD TAPE
HERE

Javelin

PIT

TAKE-OFF BOARD

ZERO END OF TAPE

High Jump
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MARK OF
THROW

READ HERE

HOLD TAPE HERE

Shot Put

r MARK OF
---- THROW

READ HERE

Discus

HOLD TAPE
HERE
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t. Determine who shall throw in the finals. (Select one more
than there are places awarded.)

u. Determine the order of competition in the final. This is
done in reverse order of performance in the preliminaries;
Le., the one with the best throw in the preliminaries
should be the last to throw in the finals.

v. Send names of those who qualify for finals to scorer.
Results should he announced a id contestants informed as
to those who qualified for finals.

w. Credit each competitor with the best of all her preliminary
and final trials.

x. After finals are completed, determine how contestants
finished, sign event sheets, and send final results to scorer.

y. See that field judges or assistants collect and return
equipment to custodian.

3. Field Judge
a. In the throws, keep an eye on the implement and

immediately mark the spot where it first touched the
ground. Do not retrieve the implement until the throw has
been properly marked.

b. With the exception of the shot put, markers should be
identified with the contestant. (Example: No. I uses sticks
marked with figure I, No. 2 uses sticks marked with figure
2, etc., or each competitor can use the number on her
uniform.)

c. In marking of throws, if a second throw is obviously
greater than the first throw, the first marker may be taken
up. Should a girl's second throw be obviously less than her
first throw, the second throw need not be marked. if there
is a question, place a marker for each throw.

d. Measure distances after all preliminary throws are com-
pleted,

e. Remove markers after measurements of preliminary
throws.

f. See that implements are returned to throwing area at
proper time (not when a contestant is throwing).

g. Measure long jumps and shot puts distances immediately
after each trial.

h. All measurements of height and distances should be made
with a steel tape graduated in quarter inches.

i. In the high jump, replace crossbar with same surface
uppermost and same surface to the front each time.

j. In the high jump, raise bar when necessary, as indicated by
head field judge.
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k. Have assistants to help carry out duties (retrieving imple-
ments, carrying messages, replacing crossbar, raking
jumping pits, measuring, marking throws).

I. See that rakes are not where contestants might land onthem. Do not rake pit when contestant is making her
approach.

ni. In jumps, stand back away from the runway, jumping pit,
and/or jumping standards so you do not distract the
contestant.

n. Collect the equipment at the end of preliminaries or finals
and return it to the custodian of equipment.
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EVENT

PLACE

HEAT #1

HEAT #2

HEAT #3

HE4- #4

SEMIFINALS
#1

SEMIFINALS
#2

FINALS

SAMPLE TRACK EVENT SHEET

DATE

ht Place 2nd Place 3rd Place 4th Place 5th Place 6th Place Time

1 F
i

,,

1

,

1

1

SCORER

TRACK REFEREE

NOTE THREE FASTEST FROM EACH HEAT QUALIFIED FOR SEMIFINALS.
THREE FASTEST FROM EACH SEMIFINAL HEAT QUALIFIED FOR
FINALS.
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TECHNIQUES OF CROSS-COUNTRY OFFICIATING

DIAGRAM OF SINGLE CHUTE
x

0

0

4- Finish line

V#

Free ores

30"

#

#0

521

0

o Finish lodges o
x Timers x
x Chute inspectors #

Colter ( = )
Checkers 0

length of chute:
( = ) 100 feet or more

(for 100 girls)

Rope
Height of rope-40 in.

Suggested Officials for a Cross-Country Meet
The number of officials necessary to conduct a meet varies. Dual

meets will not require as many officials as larger meets.
Meet director 1 doctor
1 referee 3 timers
1 starter 1 surveyor
4 finish judges 4-6 course inspectors
1 clerk of course 2-4 chute inspectors
1 marshal 1 caller
1 scorer 2 checkers
1 announcer

TECHNIQUES OF OFFICIATING

The following techniques should be studied by officials for the
efficient execution of their jobs.

Duties of the following officials are omitted from this section.
(See Techniques of Officiating beginning on page 103.)

Meet director Announcer
Referee Doctor
Clerk of course Timers
Marshal Surveyor

Starter

Duties of the starter are the same as listed in techniques of
officiating under "Starter," page 109, with the following exceptm:
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The starting command shall be: "On your mark," and firing of
the gun or another signal.

Finish Judges

The finish judges stand outside the chute and on the finish line,
and determine the order in which runners enter the chute. Their
decision is final.

Course Inspectors
The course Inspectors observe the activity of the runners. If any

runner fails to run the proper course of otherwise violates the
contest rules, the inspectors report the infraction to the referee.

Chute Inspectors
The chute inspectors supervise the runner after they enter the

chute and see that they are properly checked to prevent any
irregularity in the order of finish. They see that any runner who
crosses the finish line is given her pope: order as the contestants go
through the chute. Sonic officials instruct contestants in the chute
to place a hand on the shoulder of the one in front of her to prevent
gaps in the line.

Caller

The caller calls the number of r Ph contestant in the order of her
proper place in the chute.

Checker
The checkers hand a numbered card indicating the order of finish

as announced by the caller, to each competitor as she leaves the
chute.

Scorer

I. !lave charge of all completed timers' finish slips and place the
results upon a master sheet.

2. Receive from each contestant that finished the race a
numbered card which indicates the order of finish.

3. Allot points for places won to teams which are entered, in
order that the team trophy may be awarded.

4. See that the announcer gets final results.
5. All scorer's records must be checked, approved, and signed by

the referee.
6. Turn over all completed records to the meet director.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR CONDUCTING TRACK AND FIELD MEETS

The following items aie not rules, but are offered here as
suggestions for organizing competitive events.

1. 18" hurdles may be used for elementary schools.
2. When planning a dual meet plan to include at least one

jumping, one throwing, two running, and one relay event.
3. Do not have more than six relay teams run at one time.
4. Novelty events may be included in a meet in addition to the

official events.
5. Records will be considered for publication if the only rule not

adhered to is the use of an anemometer in Rule 9.
6. Every precaution should be taken to insure discretion in the

types and styles of uniforms worn for competition.

SUMMARY OF RULE CHANGES
1972.1974

The 1970-72 DGWS Track and Field Committee is pleased to
announce the following changes in the rules.

The rules have been renumbered with appropriate sections under
each rule. New additions to the rules are indicated with an asterisk
(*). Clarifications in rules are indicated with a dagger (1. ). A
summary of the changes is listed below.

Rule 1, Sections 1 & 2, allows the addition of these events. 220-yard
dash, 440-yard dash, and mile cross country for elementary, 11/2-mile
cross country for junior high; 2-mile cross country and 200-meter
hurdles for high school, and 60yard (indoor), 50-yard hurdles
(indoor), and 21/2-mile cross country for college.
The standing long jump is deleted in the college group.

Rule 2, Section 10, allows a girl to enter three track events, but
limits the distance to two races of 440 yards or longer.

Rule 2, Section 1 j, limits junior high girls to two races of 440 yards,
or one of 880 yards, but not both, she may run in an additional
shorter race.

Rule 2, Section I ,k, limits elementary school girls to three events per
meet.

:ule 2, Section 2,1, makes the common start for races run around
the curve mandatory, as indicated by the diagram. Also indicates the
finish lines.
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Rule 3, Section 3,a, clarifies that the feet of both passer and receiver
must be within the passing zone during the relay exchange.

Rule 3, Section I,f,g, indicates that races run around the curve must
start with staggered starts, unless 880 yards or longer, when a scratch
start may be used.

Rule 3. Section 2,d, identifies the heights and distances of hurdles.

Rule 3, Section 2,f. mattes it mandatory that the 200-meter hurdles
be run around one turn.

Rule 3, Section 2,g, indicates that runners in all hurdle races must
run in lazies.

Rule 3, Section 3,h, lists the order of the 880-yard medley relay.

Rule 4, Section 1,e, makes it a foul to land outside the pit in the
long jump.

Rule 4, Section 2,a, deletes the use of the beat board in the standing
long jump and clarifies that the event is both indoor and outdoor.

Rule 4, Section 3,p, clarifies that in a tie in the high jump, the tic
breaker points are to be tollowed at each tie until they no longer
apply.

Rule 4, Section 7,d, allows the use of the javelin throwing area for
the basketball and softball throws.

Rule 5, Section 3, clarifies that a girl may compete in either the
track meet or the pentathlon events when the two are held together,
but not in both.

Rule 7, Section I,c, changes lane assignments to be by chance for
races around the curve.

Rule 8, specifies that with the removal of cross country to a separate
heading, records becomes Rule 8
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OFFICIAL TRACK AND FIELD RULES FOR GIRLS AND WOMEN
RULE 1. TRACK AND FIELD EVENTS

SECTION 1. Track events at all official track meets for girls andwomen Ina} include any of the following'

RUNNING
lententar%

(Grades 4-6)

50-Yard Dash

75-Yard Dash
100-Yard Dash
*220-Yard Dash
`440 -Yard Dash
*1-Mde Cross

Country

PURSUI I AND

220- Yard Pursuit
220-Yard Shuttle
440-Yard Pursuit
(4x )10)

IIURDLI S

50-Yard

J101101 High
(Grades 7.9)

50-Yard Dash

100-Yard Dash
220-Yard Dash
440-Yard Dash
880-Yard Dash
1 -Mile Cross
Country

*1"4 -Mile Cross
Country

SI1U isLAYS
220-Yard Pursuit
440-Yard Pursuit
(4 x 110)

880-Yard Pursuit
(4 x 220)

880-Yard Medley
(220- 10.110-
440)

50-Yard 2'6"

80-Y rd 2'6"

Senior High
(Grades 10-12)

50-Yard Dash

100- Yard Dash
220-Yard Dash
440-Yard Dash
880-Yard Dash

1500-Meter Run
(or 1 mile)

11,2-Mile Cross
Country

*2Mde Cross
Country

440-Yard Pursuit
(4 x 110)

880-Yard Pursuit
(4 x 220)

880-Yard Medley
Pursuit (220-
HO-110-440)

1-Mile Relay

50-Yard 2'6

80-Yard 2'6-
100-Meter 2'9"

*200-Meter 246"

SECTION 2. I i -Id events at all official track andgirls and women ay in lode any of the tollowlng
Heinen tap r
(Grade 4.6)

Shot I' t
(6lbii

* New 1. vent

130

Junior thgli
Grades 7-9)

Shot Put
(8 lbs.)

Senwi lliyat
((,racles 10-12)

Shot l'ot
(8 lbs.)

Collett
(and Open)

*60-Yard Dash
(indoor)
100-Yard Dash
220-Yard Dash
440- Yard Dash
880-Yard Dash
1500-Meter Run
(or 1 mile)

2-Mile Cross
Country

*21/2-Mile Cross
Country

440- Yard Pursuit
(4 x HO)

880-N and Pursuit
(4 x 220)

880-Yard Medley
Pursuit (220-
110-110-440)

1 Mile Relay

*50-Yard 2'9"
(indoor)
80- Yard 2'6"

100-Meter 2.9"
200-Meter 2'6"

field meets tot

Callege
(and Open)

Shot Put
(4 kilo
8 lbs. I 3 074
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I brows. I hrosss I brows I hrosss.
Basketball Basketball Basketball Basketball
Softball Softball Softball Softball

Long Jumps. I ong Jumps I >isc us Discus
Standing Standing las elm Javelin
Running Running Long Jumps. Long Jumps

Running High Running High Standing Running
Jump Jump Running Running HO

Running I ligh Jump
Jump ....

SECTION 3. Hie pentathlon may he included in an official track
and field meet for girls and women.

a. I he pentathlon for junior high (grades 7-9) shall include the
follow ing events

50-yard hurdles
lb. shot put

High jump
Running long jump
200-meter dash

b. The pentathlon for high school (glades 10-12) and college and
open shall mclude the following events

100-meter hurdles
4-kilo shot put
High jump
Running long jump
200-meter dash

RULE 2. MEET ORGANIZATION

SECTION 1. GENERAL RULES.
a. 1 he Meet Director shall determine the events and the number

of entries that she deems appropriate for conducting an
orgainied meet.

b. Upon arrival at the place of the meet, cacti competitor must
register. If a number is provided, it Must be worn on the hack
of the blouse.

c. 1 ach contestant shall inform herself of the starting time of
each event in which she is enteied and shall report to the
official at the starting point promptly atter the event has been
called.

d. Any competitor who let uses to obey the directions of the
referee or any other official, or who conducts herself in a
manner unbecoming a lady or of fensive to the officials,
spectators, or other competitors, can he disqualified front any
event by the track or field referee.
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e. The order of events as published in the official program shall
not be changed, nor shall the announced arrangements of
heats or events be added to, or altered, except by the track or
field referee.

f. If the competition cannot be conducted or completed in a
satisfactory manner and in fairness tc the competitors, the
track or field referee shall have the power to call off or
postpone to a future date any event, even though the event
has been started.

g, An event that has been started but not satisfactorily completed
shall be conducted between the original competitors at a
future date in the same manner as if it had never been started.

h. No official records for an event may be claimed unless all
official standards for that event have been met. All records
must be made in competition.

*i. In any competition. excluding the pentathlon, a girl may enter
a maximum of four events per meet. If four events are entered,
the competitor may enter no more than three track events or
three held events, provided that no more than two of these
events are 440 yards or longer.

*). A Junior high girl may compete in two races of 440 yards,
including the relay leg, or one race of 880 yards, but may not
compete in both a 440-yard race and an 880-yard run.

*I:. Elementary school girls are limited to three events per meet.
*1. The following races shall start on a common starting hie as

indicated by the diagram: 440-yard dash, 440-yard relay,
880-yard run, 880-yard relay, I mile run and 1 mile relay.
l'hese races shall begin on a common starting line: 220-yard
dash, 220-yard relay, 200-meter hurdles.

E1

A

A- Start and finish: 440-yard dash, 440-yard relay, 880-yard run,
880-yard relay, 1 mile run, 1 mile relay
Finish. 220-yard dash, 220-yard relay, 200-meter hurdles (ap-
proximate)

B- Start: 220-yard dash, 220-yard relay, 200-meter hurdles
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RULE 3. RUNNING EVENTS

SECTION 1. DASHES AND RUNS.

a. The direction of running shall be counterclockwise.
b. A competitor must start with hands and feet behind the

starting hne, toes in contact with the ground.

c, A runner shall be placed at the finish in the order in which
any part of the torso reaches the finish line. A runner or
hurdler who falls at the finish is not considered to have
finished the race unless the entue body has crossed the finish
line.

d. Any competitor making two false starts shall be disqualified
from that parti:allar event. A false start shall be called if a
competitor leaves the mark with hand or foot, or if she is in
motion after the "set" before the shot :s fired.

te. Each contestant shall stay in her respective laae from start to
finish in all of the following races: 50-yard dash, 60-yard
dash, 75-yard dash, 100-yard dash, 220-yard dash, 220-yard
relay, 440yard dash, 440-yard relay, plus all hurdle races.

*f. In races which include at least one turn, the starting line must
be staggered by measurement for each lane to compensate for
varying distances of those lanes around the curve. (See Chart,
pg.

*g. In races of 880-yards or longer, a scratch start line may be
used,

tit. In races where a runner is permitted to cut in, she may cut as
soon as it is allowed unless she is within two running strides
ahead of another runner.
Cutting in is permitted in the 880-yard run, 1500 -meter run,
and I mile run. When a one turn staggered start is used,
runners may not cut m until the lust turn is finished. In races
where scratch start is used, runner may cut m as soon as
possible.

A runner may not jostle, or in any manner force a following
runner to change her course. She may not obstruct another
runner so as to impede her progress. She may not compete to
lose or to coach another runner. I he penalty for the
aforementioned shall be disqualification.
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k. If a claim of foul or Interference is made in any preliminary,
semifinal or final race, the track referee shall have the powerto disqualify the competitor who was at fault. If she considersthe foul intentional or due to culpable carele -ess, the trackreferee shall also have the power to order a new race between
those competitors whom she deems entitled to such privilege.Any runner who, in the progress of a race, steps out of herlane, off the track, or upon the inner border thereof is subjectto disqualification if, in the judgment of the track referee, thecompetitor by such action has interfered with the conduct ofthe race or has gained an advantage thereby.
No competitor, after leaving the track, shall be permitted torejoin a race.

n. Any runner who, in the opinion of the track referee, has inany material way been aided by a coach, teammate, or anyoneelse during competition shall be disqualified.
o. It shall be permissible in races of 880 yards or more for anofficial tinier to call out lap times.

1.

SECTION 2. HURDLE EVENTS.

a. A hurdle shall be made of wood or metal, and shall consist oftwo bases and two uprights supporting a rectangnlar framereinforced by one or more crossbars, the uprights being fixed
at the extreme ends of the base. The hurdle may be adjustablein height, but shall be rigidly fastened at the required heightfor each event. The hurdler shall be designed so that(irrespective of its height) a force of at least 8 pounds and notmore than 8 pounds 13 ounces applied to the center of thetop edge of the (top) crossbar is required to overturn it.
Adjustable counterweights shall be placed at the ends of thebases farthest from the uprights, so that at each height a forceof at least 8 pounds 13 ounces is required to overturn thehurdle.

b. The measurements of a hurdle shall be the munnunn width of3 feet 6 inches, the extreme base length of 2 feet 31/2 inches.The top bar shall be 21/4 inches wide and shall be striped inblack and white.
c. '1 he hurdles shall be so placed on the track that the feet of thehurdles shall be on the side of the approach of thecompetitor.

*cl, Recognized distances and heights for hurdles races shall be asfollows:
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Distance Number Distances Distance DiotanceDiotan fromof race of from start to between last hurdle
I Itn dies first hurdle hurdles to finish50 yards 4 :9 ft. 41/2 in. 26 ft. 3 in. 31 ft. 10'1,2 in.80 yards 7 42 ft. 73/4 in. 27 ft. 1()1/2 in. 30 ft.200 meters 10 52 ft. 6 in. 62 ft. 4 in. 42 ft. 7 Yt in.

(ALL HURDLE HEIGHTS FOR THE ABOVE
RACES SHALL BE 2 ft. 6 ill.).

50 yards 4 42 ft. 7-1/4 in. 27 ft. 101/2 in. 23 ft. 8'/4(indoor)
100 meters 10 42 H. 7 4 in. 27 ft. 101/2 in. 34 ft. 51/2 in.

(ALL HURDLE HEIGH rs FOR THE ABOVE
SHALL BE 2 ft. 9 in.)

The height of hurdles shall be either 2 ft. 6 in. or 2 ft 9 in. as
indicated by the above table. Elementary school girls in
regular class activities may use 18-inch hurdles.
The 200-meter hurdles shall be run around one turn.
Runners shall stay in their respective lan(.3 for all hurdle races.
A competitor who runs around or carries her leg or foot
alongside any hurdle shall be disqualified.
A competitor is not disqualified if she knocks down any
hurdle, nor does it prohibit her from claiming a record.
All rules listed under Section 1, "Dashes and Runs," alsoapply to hurdle events.

SECTION 3. PURSUIT RELAYS.
+a. in pursuit relays, a line shall be drawn parallel to and I 1 yardsf.-oin each side of the starting line of each relay leg (at each

qoarter mark). This 22-yard space shall be :filled the passing
qit.. Each runner must pass the baton to the succeeding
runner within this passing zone. The feet of both funnei's
must be within the passing zone

b. lu pursuit relay races up through 880 yards or 800 metei
members of the relay team or other than the first runner may
take a position on the tr.:ck and commence running no' morethan I I yards outside the passing zone, BUT the baton must
be passed only wit Inn the passing .ione. Thg extended area
shall be refelied to as the "International Zone' and shall be
indicated by a broken line of a different color.
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c. File baton is a tube -like object made of wood, metal, or
paper, which is passed from one runner to another in a relay
race. The length shall not be more than 11.8 inches (300
min.) or less than 11 inches, the circumference shall not be
more than 4.7 niches (120 mm.) or less than 4 inches: the
weight shall not be more than 1,76 ounces (50 gm.) If the
baton is taped it must cont win to these specifications.

d. In relays without marked fines, receivers shall line up in the
same relative position to each other as their incoming
teammates hold relative to each °du t the leaders will pass in
the first lane, the second place holders in the second lane, etc.
When no interference is possible, receivers may move to the
pole lane.

e. The baton mint be passed by a competitor and received by
the runner succeeding her. The baton must be carried in the
hand throughout the entire distance of the race. If it is
dropped during the exchange, the passer must pick up the
baton. If it is dropped atter the exchange has been completed
or outside the passing zone, the runner who dropped it must
pick up the baton. Violation of any of these rules shall
disqualify the team.

t, I he fourth runner in the 880-yard medley relay and the third
runner in the 880-yard pursuit relay may cut for the inside
lane as soon as the baton is received, provided the runner is
two running strides ahead.

g. No competitor may run more than one leg of a relay.
*h. Hie 880-yLrd medley inlay shall be run in the following

order. 220, 110, 110, 440.
i. Attar a relay team has competed in the preliminary heats, its

composition may not be changed for any subsequent heat or
final race except in the Lase 01 injury to, or illness ot, an
Original member of the team. Such injury or illness must lie
certified by the meet physician to be such as to make it
unwise fen the Jinpetitor to run. In such instance, the track
referee may permit a substitute toi the injured or ill runner.
Only one such substitution may be made for any one tea nn.

j. Ihe older 01 running may be changed between the Mal heat
and succeeding heats of final race except in medley relay
races.

k. Relay teams most draw (or position in the trial heats.
1, bight contestants may be named for each relay tea inn, I he

team (lour) to start must be selected from these eight.
All rules listed under Section 1, "Dashes and Runs,'' also
apply to pursuit relays.
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SECTION 4. SHUTTLE RELAYS.

a. A competitor, with hands and feet behind the restraining line,
shall be touched on the right shoulder. She may be in an
upright position or in a crouch position at the time of being
tagged. If the hands or feet of the runner's body are over the
restraining line bel'ore she has been tagged, the team shall be
disqualified.

b. All rules listed under Section I, "Dashes and Runs," also
apply to shuttle relays.

RULE 4. FIELD EVENTS

SECTION 1. RUNNING LONG JUMP.
a. The length of the runway is unlimited.
b. The landing pit for the running long jump shall have a

minimum length of 15 feet and a minimum width of 9 feet. It
shall be filled with sand, sawdust, or other soft material which
shall have an elevation equal to that of the takeoff board.

c. The takeoff board shall be at least 4 feet long and 8 inches
wide. It should be painted white i_nd set flush with the
ground.

d. If any competitor in the process of jumping touches the
ground beyond the scratch line (takeoff board), the jump
shall not be measured. It shall be counted against the
competitor as one jump.

*e. The competitor must land within the jumping pit in order for
her jump to be measured. A jump outside the pit is a foul and
is not to be measured, but counts as one jump.

f. The measurement of the jump shall be made at right angles
from the nearest mark in the ground (made by any part of the
body of the competitor) to the scratch line (takeoff board) or
scratch line extended.,

g. Each competitor shall be allowed three jumps, and the seven
best competitors shall be allowed three more jumps. Each
competitor shall he credited with the best of all her jumps.
(Common practice is to qualify one more finalist than there
are places to be awarded. if three awards are given, four
qualify for the finals.)

SECTION 2. STANDING LONG JUMP.
'a. The standing long jump may be executed from the floor using

a scratch line or from the ground using a scratch line or board
which is sunk flush with the ground. Common practice
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indoors, for safety purposes, is to have the competitor jump
onto mats.

1,1% A competitor may rock forward and nackward, lifting heels
and woes alternately from the surface, but she may not lift
eitht r foot completely from the ground (floor) nor slide it
along in any direction on the ground (floor).

c. fie feet of the competitor may be placed in any position, but
..Int.1 leave the floor simultaneously in making an attempt to
jump. If the feet are lifted from the ground twice, or two
springs are made in the attempt, the jump counts without
result.

d. If any competitor, in the process of jumping, touches the
floor beyond the scratch line or beatboard with any part of
her body, such jump shall net be measured, but shall count as
a jump.

e. The measurement ot the jump shall be made at rght angles
from the nearest start, on the floor or mats, made by any part
of the body of the competitor, to the scratch line or front line
of the beatboard extended at right angles.

f. Each competitor shall lie allowed three jumps, and the seven
best competitors shall be allowed three more jumps. Each
competitor shall be credited with the best of all her jumps.
(Common practice is to qualify one more finalist than there
are places to be awarded; if three awards are given, four
qualify for the finals.)

SECTION 3. RUNNING HIGH JUMP.
a. The mininium dimension of the high jump pit shall be 16 feet

4 inches in length and 13 feet 11/2 inches m width. It should be
filled with sawdust, shavings, or other suitable material. It
shoul6 not be built up more than 28 inches nor less than 12
inches above takeoff.

b. Standards or uprights for the high jump must be rigid. 'i 'icy
shall be placed not less than 12 feet nor more than 13 feet
apart.

c. The crossbar shall be a single bar of wood, metal, fiberglass,
bamboo, or other resilient material. It shall be not more than
13 feet 11/2 inches long.

d. The length of the runway, shall be unlimited and, where
conditions permit, shall be not less than 59 feet.

e. The height of the crossbar at starting and at each successive
elevation shall be determined by the judges m charge of the
running high jump event.
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f. The competitor may place marks in the runway to assist her
in the runup and takeoff. She may also place a mark on the
crossbar for sighting purposes.

g. A competitor may, at her discretion, commence jumping at
the starting height or at any subsequent height. She may pass
a jump at any height and it will not be counted as a triaL
Three consecutive failures, regardless of the height or heights
at which such failures occur, disqualify her from further
jumping.

h. If a competitor leaves this event to compete in another and
fails to return before all other competitors have finished
jumping at one height, the bar will be raised and her absence
recorded as a pass.

i. After all other competitors have failed, a competitor is
entitled to continue jumping until she has forfeited her right
to compete further.

j. The field judge may permit a contestant who reports after the
competition has begun to start at the height of the bar at the
time of her arrival. The bar will not be lowered for any
contestants reporting late.

k. The uprights or posts shall not be moved during the
competition unless the field referee decides that the takeoff
or landing pit has become unsuitable. In such case, the change
shall be made only after a round has been completed.

1. The competitor must take off from one foot.
m. Knocking the bar off the supports or touching the ground

beyond the plane of the uprights with any part of the body
(without clearing the bar) shall count as a failure.

n. The crossbar must be replaced each time with the same
surface uppermost and the same surface to the front.

o. All measurements must be made with a steel tape or bar
graduated in quarter inches and shall be made pcipendicularly
from the around to the lowest part of the upper side of the
bar. Any measurement of a new height shall be made betore
competitors attempt such height. A new measurement shall
also be made when a new crossbar is substituted for a broken
one. In all cases of records the judges must check the
measurement after the height has been cleared.
In the event of a tie in the high jump apply points, beginning
with (1) at each tie.
(1) I he competitor with the lowest number of trials at the

height at which the tie occurs shall be awarded the higher
place.

(2) If the tie still remains, the competitor having the fewest
misses or failures throughout the competition up to and
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including the height at which the tie occurs shall be
awarded the higher place.

(3) If the tie still remains, the competitor having the fewest
attempts or trials (whether successful or not) throughout
the competition up to and including the height at which
the tie occurs shall be awarded the higher place.

(4) It the tie still remains after applying I, 2, and 3 above,
the tying competitors shall each be awarded the same
place in the competition (see diagram).

RESOLVING TIES IN TIIE IIIGH JUMP

Total
4 ft. 4 ft. 4 ft. 4 ft. 4 ft. 4 ft. 4 ft. Fall- Total
01n. 1 In. 2 In. 3 In. 4 In. 5 in. 6 In. ures Trials Pos.

A XX XXX 4 8 2
11 X... X XX XXX 4 9 3
C XX XX XXX 5 4X XXX

Key: passed.
= = cleated

Explanation
A, 13, C, and I) all cleared 4 feet 5 niches and all faded at 4 feet 6 inches.

Because 1) cleared 4 feet 5 inches on her second attempt, while all others
cleared on their third attempt, D is the winner. Applying Rule p. 2, one sees
that A and B each had four misses up to and including 4 feet 5 inches, while C
had five misses, C therefore gets fourth place. Applying p. 3, to break the tie
still existing between A and B, one sees that A took a total of eight trials or
attempts (successful or not) up to and including 4 feet 5 inches while 13 took
nine attempts, A therefore gets second place and B gets third place.

SECTION 4. DISCUS THROW.
a. The discus shall be thiown from a circle 8 feet 21/2 inches in

diameter. The circle shall be made of band iron, steel, or
wood and shall be sunk on the ground. It should be painted
white.

b. The discus shall consist of a wooden body permanently
framed by a metal run rounded in a true circle. Metal plates
shall be set flush in the sides of the wooden body. A means of
securing the correct weight shall be the exact center of the
discus.

c. The discus shall have the following specifications. minimum
weight of 2 pounds 3V: ounces: a minimum diameter of 7
3/32 inches, and a maximum diameter of 7 5/32 inches. A
metal discus complying with all specifications of measure-
ment, conditions, and weights may be used. A hard rubber
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discus may be used in all meets except for a national
ch a ntpionship.

d. To be valid, all throws must fall within a 60-degree sector
marked on the ground. The radial Imes, 2 inches wide, which
form an angle of 60 degrees, shall be extended from the
center of the circle. The inner edges of these lines shall mark
the sector (Figure I. page 144).

e. A foul throw is not measured but counts as a trial.
f, If a competitor touches the ground on or outside the circle

with any part of her body before the throw is marked, the
throw shall be declared a foul and shall not be measured. It
shall count as a trial.

g. If the competitor leaves the circle before the implement has
touched the ground, it shall be called a foul and count as a
tria I.

h. The competitor must remain standing in an upright position,
and upon leaving the circle, she must leave from the rear half.

i. Letting the discus go in making an attempt shall be counted as
a trial.

j. The measurement of each throw shall be from the nearest
mark made by the fall of the discus to the inside circum-
ference of the circle, on a line from such a mark made by the
discus to the center of the circle.

k. Each competitor shall have three throws, and the seven best
competitors shall have three more throws. Each competitor
shall be credited with the best of all her throws. (Common
practice is to qualify one more finalist than there are places to
be awarded, if only three awards are given, four will qualify
for the finals.)

SECTION 5. JAVELIN THROW.
a. The javelin shall be made of metal o: solid wood with a metal

point. The length shall not be less than 7 feet 21/2 inches
complete as thrown. It shall weigh not less than one pound
5.2 Ounces complete as thrown. It shall have a grip, binding,
or cord about the center of gravity. The grip shall be 5 7/8
inches long.

b. 1 he runway for the javelin throw shall be unlimited in length
but may not be less than 98 feet 6 inches. It shall be marked
by two parallel lines 13 feet 11/2 inches apart and terminated
by a scratch line arc. The throw shall be made from behind
the scratch line arc of a circle drawn with a radius of 26 feet 3
inches. The scratch line arc shall be a board of wood or metal
Vti inches in width, and sunk flush with the ground. It should
be painted white.
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c. For informal meets the javelin may be throe n from behind a
straight line 10 feet long and 2 inches wide. It should be
painted white.

d, To be valid, a throw must fall within the inner edges of the
lines marking the sector The sector is formed by extending
the radii through the ex, ...mines of the are for a distance of
295 feet. The ends of the sector lines shall be marked with
flags (Figure 2, page 144).

e. Measurements for informal meets where a straight line is used
shall be made from the nearest mark of the implement to the
inside of the center of the scratch line.

f. Measurements where the scratch line arc is used shall be taken
at the inner edge of the circumference of the arc. Such
measurement shall be made on a line from the nearest mark
made by the point of the javelin to the center of the circle of
whioh the arc is a part.

g. The javelin must be held by the grip, with one hand only, so
that the little finger is nearest to the point.

h. The javelin shall be thrown over the shoulder or upper part of
the throwing arm, and may not be slung or hurled with an
underhand motion.

i. No throw shall be counted in which the point of the javelin
does not strike the ground before any part of the shaft.

j. A foul throw is not measured but shall count as a trial.
k, It is a foul throw if a competitor touches or steps over the

runway lines.
1. It is a foul if a competitor touches the scratch line arc with

any part of the body or apparel before her throw has been
marked.
At no time after preparing to throw, until the javelin has been
discharged into the air, may the competitor turn completely
around so that her back is toward the throwing area.

n. If the javelin breaks while in the air, the throw shall not count
as a throw (provided it was in accordance with the rules).

o. Each competitor shall have three throws, and the best seven
competitors shall have three more throws. Each competitor
shall be credited with the best of all her throws. (Common
practice is to qualify one or more finalist than there are places
to be awarded; if only three awards are given, four will qualify
for tl:, finals.)

SECTION 6. SHOT PUT.

The shot shall be a solid sphere of iron, brass, or any metal
not . -fter than brass, or a shell of such metal filled with lead
or other material. The minimum weight for the college or
open division shall be 8 pounds 13 ounces (4 kilograms), the
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minimum weight for junior and senior high school girls shall
be 8 pounds; the minimum weight for elementary school girls
shall be (. pounds. The minimum diameter shall be P/, inches
and the maximum shall be 4 11/32 inches. A leather-bound or
plastic covered indoor shot of the above weights shall be used
only for indoor meets.

b. Elie shot shall be put from a circle 7 feet in diameter. A chalk
or painted circle shall be used for indoor meets and a
toeboard shall be used with a circle for outdoor meets.

c. In all official meets the toeboard shall be made of wood in the
shape of an arc, so that the inner edge coincides with the
inner edge of the circle, and so that it can be firmly fixed to
the ground. The toeboard is 4 feet long on the inside. 41/2
inches wide, and 4 inches high. The board shall be painted
white (Figure 3. page 144).

d. To be valid, all puts must fall within the sector lines. These
Imes shall be formed by extending the radii through the
extremities of the toeboard. Ends of sector lines shall be
marked with flags.

e. File shot shall be put hum the shoulder with one hand only.
During the attempt, the shot shall not pass behind or below
the shoulder.

f. A fair put shall be one in which no part of the competitor's
body touches the top of the toeboard, the circle, or the
ground outside the circle

g. Foul puts and releasing the shot in making an attempt shall be
counted as puts without result and need not be measured. If
the competitor steps on or over the toeboard it shall be
considered a foul. Leaving ie circle before the distance has
been marked also constit. , a foul. The competitor must
remain standing in an uprignt position. and when leaving the
circle she must leave from the rear half.

h. No device of any kind which can be used as an aiding support
in putting the shot shall be allowed. A cotton 01 elast
bandage and one layer of adhesive tape around the wrist is
permissible.

I. The measurement shall be taken from the nearest mark made
by the fall of the shot to the inside of the circumference of
the circle, on a line from such mark by the shot to the center
of the circle.

3. Each competitor shall have three puts, and the seven best
competitors shall have three more puts. Mach competitor shall
be credited with the best of all her puts. (Common practice is
to quality one more finalist than there are places to be
awarded, if only three awards are given, four will qualify for
the finals.)
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SECTION 7. BASKETBALL, AND SOFTBALL THROWS.
a. An official basketball, and official 12-inch softball shall be

used.
b. The throw may be made with either hand, but not with both

hands simultaneously.
c. he throws may be made from either a stand or a run.

*d. The throws shall be made from the javelin throwing area (see
pg. 144), or from behind a scratch hne ten feet long and two
inches wide. Properly marked, this line shall be a board sunk
flush with the ground (outdoors) or a similar line painted
white (indoors).

e. Stepping on or over the line before the throw has been
marked constitutes a foul.

f. A foul throw is not measured but counts as a trial.
g. Measurement ,hall be taken from the nearest mark made by

the fall of the ball to the inside edge of the center of the
scratch line.

li Each competitor shall have three throws and the seven best
competitors shall have three additional throws, Each com-
petitor shall be credited with the best of all her throws.
(Common practice is to qualify one more finalist than there
are places to be awarded, if only three awards are given, four
will qualify for the finals.)

SECTION 1. the pentathlon is governed by the rules listed below
and is scored in accordance with the International Pentathlon
!able.'
SECTION 2. The pentathlon for girls and women consists of five
events which must be held in two sessions on one day or two
consecutive days. The order of events shall be'

50 -yard/100 -meter hurdles Running long jump
6 pound/4-kilo shot put 200-meter dash
High jump

1-SECTION 3. When the pentathlon is held in conjunction with a
track meet, competitors may compete in either the pentathlon
events or the track meet events, but not both.
SECTION 4. Unless otherwise indicated below, all of the rules
which govern the events of the pentathlon apply when these events
are included in the pentathlon.

a. Any girl fading to start or to make a trial in any one of the
five events of the pentathlon, shall not be allowed to take part
in the following events. She shall be considered to have

ANL 3400 \V. 86th St.. Indian:woks, Ind 46268
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abandoned competition and shall not figure in the final
scoring.

b. In running events, no penalty will be imposed for the first or
second false start, but the third false start will disqualify the
offender from that event,

c. In the running events each heat shall have three or more, but
never less than two competitors, drawn from lot, except that
one heat of the 200-meter dash shall consist of the leading
competitors at that point. The referee shall have the power to
rearrange any heat if in her opinion it is desirable.

d. In a Pentathlon Meet, if the number of competitors warrant
it, the Director of the Meet may divided the competitors into
groups of not less than six nor more than ten girls each. These
groupings shall continue throughout the entire competition.
The order of the competition within each group shall be
determined by lot.

e. The winner shall be the girl or woman who has scored the
highest total number of points in the five events. If two or
more competitors are tied, the winner shall be the competitor
who has re,eived the highest number of points in a majonty
of events. If this does not resolve the tie, the winner shall be
the competitor who has the highest number of points in any
one of the events. This procedure shall apply to ties for any
place in the competition,

RULE 6. SCORING

SECTION 1. INDIVIDUAL EVENTS AND RELAYS.
a. The 'otal points accumulated by any team shall be reflected

by the following:

No. of Places
To lie Counted

2
3
4
5
6

1st
Place

5
5
5
5

10

2nd
Place

3
3
3
4
8

3rd
Place

1

2
3

6

4th
Place

1

2
4

5th
Place

1

2

6th
Place

1

b. If there is a tie between two or more competitors for any
place which receives a score in either a track or field event,
the sum of the points of the places involved shall be divided
equally between the tying competitors.

c. Points given for the various places are awarded to the
competitors' team and totaled at the conclusion of the meet.
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SECTION 2. TOTAL TEAM SCORE.
a. The final score for a team at the conclusion of a meet will be

the sum of all points awarded in accordance with Section 1.
The team receiving the highest number of points shall be
declared the winner of the meet.

b. When two more teams have the same number of points, the
team scoring the most first places shall be declared the
winner. If the tie still exists, the team scoring the most second
places shall be the winner.

RULE 7.,16.ATING
Note: The rules included here are particular to the rights of the

individual performer. In addition, the techniques of officiating the
rules included in the Techniques of Officiating Section must be
followed.

SECTION 1. TRACK EVENTS.
a. The referee shall be responsible for having the meet con-

ducted in accord with the rules. She shall have the final
judgment in deciding any protest, any technical point, and/or
any dispute which Involves a situation not covered in the
rules,

b. The referee shall have the power to exclude any competitor or
official for improper conduct or apparel.

*c. When runners are placed in lanes according to their best times,
the two fastest lanes shall be the middle lanes on a
straightaway. Lanes are drawn by chance on races on the
curve.

d. When a competitor who has qualified in a preliminary trial
withdraws from the competition in the semifinals or the
finals, she may not be replaced by a substitute.

e. The starter shall have complete control of the competitors on
their marks.

f. The commands for starting a race shall be: "Take your mark,"
"Set," and the firing of the gun or another like

g. The starter shall warn all competitors prior to the start of
each race that any competitor making two false starts shall be
eliminated from the race. The starter should warn the
competitor by saying, "You have one false start; one more
and you will be disqualifieC."

h. The starter shall be the sole judge of a false start, and if the
gun has already been fired, recall the runners by again firing
the gun. If a competitor makes a false start before the gun has
been fired, the starter shall call everyone off her mark.
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i. The chief finish judge shall make a final judgment in anydisagreement between finish judges. She must base alldecisions on the judges' decision and on what she has seen. If
the chief finish judge cannot make a decision, she may conferonly with the icferoe.
If there L ? t.tc in any heat which affects qualifications for thenext semifinals or finals, the tying competitors shall bothqualify if lanes or positions are available. If they are notavailable, the tying competitors shall compete again for theavailable lane or position.

k. A competitor shall be picked for place at the moment anypart of her body (i.e., torso, including the neckas distin-
guished from the head, arms, legs, or feet) reaches the nearest
edge of the finish line.

1. All watches must be synchronized before the start of a meet.If there is any discrepancy between watches, the best watch
shall time first place.

in. The chief timekeeper shall be in position to time first place
and more places if possible. In a case where the watches fail tocatch a tune for a place, no time shall be recorded for that
place.

n. The chief timekeeper shall rule on the official time as follows.I. If there are three watches on one place and all three
watches show different times, the chief timekeeper will
consider the middle time as official (not the average of thethree).

2. If two of the three watches are the same and one isdifferent, the time in which two are identical will beofficial.
3. If there are only two watches on a place with each showing

a different time, the slower of the two shall be considered
official time.

4. In the case of a second lace time being faster than thefirst place tune, consider the second place time to be
wrong and adjust the time accordingly. if a decision cannotbe made, the chief timekeeper shall confer with the trackreferee.

5. For all races of one mile or less, the tuning shall be to1/10.

o. The timekeepers shall start their watches exactly with theflash of the gun and stop their watches at the moment whenany part of the competitor's body (torso, including neck as
distinguished from the head, arms. legs, or feet) reaches the
nearest edge of the finish line.

J.
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SECTION 2. FIELD EVENTS.
a. All mplements used In compete must conform to official

standard size, weight, and comp awn. If so demred, any
implement declaied official by the referee may be used by
any ot the contestants.

b. Running events take precedence over field events, i.e.. it a
contestant is participating in a held event and her run'iing
event is called, she i leave the field event. The contestant
Is 'esponsible for reo tiag back to the field event judge when
she Nt urns.
A competitor shall be credited with the best of all hei
preliminary and final

d. In all measurements, distances ':rider 100 feet are to be
i corded to the nearest IA inch aelow the distance covered.
Distances over 100 feet are to be recorded to the nearest L2
inch below the distance covered.

e. In all measurements, the zero end of the tape must be held at
'the point 01 the mark made by the implement or body part.

RULE 8. RECORDS

SECTION 1. National recoils shall be recogiazed in the events and
divisions as listed in Rule 1.

SECTION 2. No record shall be accepted unless it has been
approved by the I rack and Field Committee
SECTION 3. 1 he following, prosisions shall apply to all track and
field records'

a No records shall be acceptable unless made in a bona tide
competition open to two or moie schools or colleges and
conducted in accoidance with DOWS rules.

b. Records made in heats to (111,110)111g trials will be accepted. 1'04,
case ot a record made in i dead heat or tie, each contestant s
tying shall be entitled to the let or, .

c No record claimed for any event m which 01," is taken shall
be allowed unless it has been timed by official tinieis in
accordance with the lechmuaes of Otticiatiry Section and
Rule 7, Sec. 1, n.

(1. all records up to and including 220 yards, and tot the
limning long Jump, information on wind conditions should he
piovided.
(1) An anemometer shall be placed tour feet above t he

ground at the edge ot the track, midway between the
start and finish lines and facing the starting line.
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(2) II the average velocity of the wind, measured in the
direction of the running behind the competitor, either
directly or in a slanting direction, exceeds 4.47 miles per
hour (393.7 feet per minute) the record will not be
accepted.

(3) The periods for which the wind will be measured (after
the gun has been fired) are as fo,lows.
a) 100 yards and hurdles 10 seconds
b) 200 yards (straight) and 200-meter hurdles 20 sec-

onds
t.) 220 yards ( curve) and 200-mete' hurdles (curve) the

avt rage wind shall be measured for a period of 10
seconds. commencmg when the runners enter the
st raight away,

Bureau of Weights and Measures. Records in field events must
be measured by two held Judges and the reteree

1. \o record claimed for the discus. Javelin, shot. basKetball, or
softball shall be allowed unless it has been made with an
Implement which complies with the specifications for of ficial
implements, and it must also be certified as to weight
measurement and material on the date of competition.

SECTION 4. ,"\ national record application shall be accepted toi
consideration by tl.F I rack and held Committee if the record
application tom (page 58) submitted is properly certified by
retelee, moges, tub rs, and all other necessary officials c'rncerningall
pertinent [Min inan0.1, as follows

a. Place
b. Time of day
L. State of weal nei
d Condition of t iaLk or field
e. horde and direction of wind.
t. 1 cvel or gradient of ground
g. Correctness 01 disunite run, announced time, distance of height.
h. Specifications 01 weight. measurementind material of imple-

ment.

RULE 9 CROSS-COUNTRY RUNNING

SECTION 1. I he Li oss-codntry run shall be over a course 11/2 miles
in length. Measurements shall be along the middle 01 the course. Fhe
course shall be clearly mai ked. A wide line marked with a sub.aance
not injurious to the eyes or skin may be used, or a signpost with
',lige directional arrows wherever the course turns, or flags about one
root squaw mounted on stakes which hold them two or mole feet
above the ground.
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The start and finish of the race may t within an athletic stadium
and It may cross paving. The course shall be laid out so there are no
sharp turns at the beginning of the course. The course shall not be
less than 10 yards wide at any point. Runners should encounter an
incline Just prior to the finish of the race.

Flag Designations. A red flag indicates a turn to the lett. A white
flag indicates a turn to the right. A blue flag indicates a course
straight ahead.

SECTION 2. Flags should be placed about every 125 yards.

SECTION 3. Running regulations and penalty for failure to follow
the course are the same as for other track events. See Rule 3, Section

SECTION 4. In .lual meets, a maximum of 12 members may be

entered, but only the first seven on each team sf all ei;tsr Into the
scoring. In all other competitions the cross ex uniiy team shall
consist of seven members.
SECTION 5. SCORING.

a. Scoring shall be as shown in the following table

Total number 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th

to finish Place Place Place Place Place Place, etc.

7 1 2 3 4 5 6, etc.

b. All competitors who finish the race shall be ranked and tallied
in accordance with the above table. I he team score shall be
determined by totaling the points scored by the fast five
finishers of each team. The team which scores the smallest
number of pt n's is the winner.

c. If fewer than five (or an, number specified by the meet
committee) competitors of a team finish, the places of all
members of that team shall be disregarded. It is considered a
tie event if two or more teams score the same number of
points

Note. Team ties are generally bro::en in cross-country
meets by one of two ways (a) the position (highest) of the
fifth girl on the teams in question, or (b) the highest positions
of fourth persons if a tie still exists. Individuals who tie in the
race have their place points divided between them.

d. While the sixth and seventh finishers of a team do not score
points toward their team's total, their places, if better than
those of any of the first five of an opposing team, result in an
inci eased ( pool er) score for the opposing team..
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CURVED STARTING LINE
FOR SCRATCH STARTS

The starting line for all races not run in Lines shall be curved so
that all competitors run the same distance going into the first curve

The curved starting line ina3, he established by placing a row of
stakes 10 feet apart, 12 inches from the curb The first stake is to be
12 inches from the curb at the start. For a 32 foot track, 10 stakes
are sufficient.

Using a steel tape 100 h. q longer, use the pin farthest ((') from
the start (A) as a center, scribe an arc from the pole to the outer
curb of the track.

This will not be an arc of a circle, as the radius will change since
the tape loses contact with each successive stake.

Note. The distance for spacing the stakes ( I 0 feet or 3 meters) is
arbitrary and is a sufficiently accurate interval

Figure I Curved Line for Scrotch Starts

A Juncture of Straightaway and Curve
AB Curved starting 'one

C Last stake
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SUGGESTED TIME SCHEDULES

PLAN 1

AFTERNOON MEET HIGH SCHOOL

4'00 Hurdles (50-Yard, 80Yard)

4 15 880-Yard Run
4 30 100-Yard Dash
4 45 440-Yard-Dash
5 00 220 Yard Dash
5 15 1500-Meter Run or 1-Mile Run
5 30 440-Yard Relay
5 45 880-Yard Medley Relay or
5 45 880-Yard Pursuit Relay

Shot Put
High Jump

Discus Throw
Running Long Jump

Softball Throw

ALL DAY MEET COMBINED GIRLS AND OPEN

Trials

9 00 Hurdles-Girls
9 20 Hurdles-Open
9 40 100-Yard Dash-Girls

10 00 100 Yard Dash--Open

10 20 220-Yard Dash Girls
10 40 220 Yard Dash-Open

Sony/mak.

11 00 440 Yard Dash-- Girls
11 15 440 Yard Dash Oil n
11'30 Hurdles-Girls
1145 Hurdles- Oper
12 00 100 Yard Dash -Girls
12 15 100 Yard Dash Open
12 2.9 220 Yard Dash -Girls
12 41 220 Yard Dash- Open

Finals'

1 30 Hurdles-Girls
1 40 Hurdles Open
1 50 880 Yard Run Girls
2 00 880-Yard Run- Open
2 10 1O0 -Yard Dash Girls

9 00 Shot Put- Girls
High Jump --Girls

10 00 Discus Throw- Open
Long Jump-Girls

11 00 Softball Throw-Girls
Javelin Throw-Open

12 30 Shot Put Open
Long Jump -Open
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2 20 100-Yard Dash-Open
2 30 440-Yard Dash-Girls 2 30 Softball Throw-Open

2 40 440-Yard Dash-Open Javelin Throw-Girls
2 50 220-Yard Dash- Girls
3 00 220-Yard Dash-Open 1 30 Discus Throw-Girls
3 10 1500-Meter or 1-Mile Run-Girls High Jump- Open

3 20 1500-Meter or 1-Mile Run-Open
3 30 440-Yard Relay-Girls
3 40 440-Yard Relay Open
3 50 880-Yard Medley Relay-Girls
4 00 880-Yard Medley Relay-Open

PLAN

ALL DAY MEET-COMBINED GIRLS AND OPEN

9 00
9 20
9 40
9 55

Hurdles Trials-Girls
Hurdles Trials-Open
Hurdles Semifinals- Girls
Hurdles Semifinals -Open

10 10 100-Yard Dash Trials- Girls 9 00 Shot Put-Girls
10 30 100 Yard Dash Trials-Open High Jump-Girls
10 50 100-Yard Dash Semifinals Girls
11 05 100 Yard Dash Semifinals- Open 10 00 Discus Throw- Open
11 20 440 Yard Dash Semifinals-Girls Long Jump-Girls
11 35 440-Yard Dash Semifinals Open
11 50 220-Yard Dash Trials Girls 11 00 Softball Throw Girls
12 10 220-Yard Dash Trials-Often Javelin Throw-Open
12 30 220-Yard Dash Semifinals Girls
12 45 220-Yard Dash Semifinals -Open

FIllaiS:

1 30 Hurdles Girls 12 30 Shot Put Open
1 40 Hurdles-Open Long Jump Open
1 50 880-Yard Run Girls
2 00 880 Yard Run- OWN]
2 10 100-Yard Dash Girl,-
2 00 100-Yard Dash Open
2 30 440-Yard Dash Girls 1 30 Discus Throw Girls
2 4C 440 Yard Dash Open High Jump Open

2 50
3 00
3 10

220 Yard Dash- Girls
220-Yard Dash Open
1500 Meter or 1 Mile Run Girls
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3.20 1500-Meter or 1 Mile Run-Open
3.30 440 Yard Relay-Girls
3 40 440-Yard Relay-Open
4 00 880-Yard Medley Relay-Open

2'30 Softball Throw-Open
Javelin Throw-Girls

PLAN III

AFTERNOON MEET COLLEGE

3 00 80-Yard Hurdles or 2 30 High Jump
100-Meter Hurdles 2 30 Long Jump

3 10 440-Yard Dash 2 30 Discus
3 15 50-Yard Dash
3 20 880-Yard Run
3 25 100-Yard Dash 3 00 Javelin
3.35 220-Yard Dash
3 45 440-Yard Relay 3 30 Shot Put
4 00 880-Yard Medley Relay

PLAN IV

AFTERNOON MEET COLLEGE

3 00 200-Meter Hurdles 2 30 High Jump
3.15 100-Meter or 80-Yard Hurdles 2 30 Long Jump
3 20 440-Yard Dash 2 30 Discus
3 20 880-Yard Run 3 00 Javelin
3 35 100-Yard Dash
3 45 220-Yard Da th 3'30 Shot Put
3 55 440-Yard Relay
4 05 880-Yard Medley Relay
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METRIC AND ENGLISH DISTANCE EQUIVALENTS

Track Events

Meters Miles Yards Feet Inches Yards Meters
1 0 I 0 3 37 40 36.58
2 0 2 0 6 74 50 45.72
3 0 3 0 10 11 60 54 86
4 0 4 1 1.48 70 64 01
5 0 5 1 4.85 75 68 58

10 0 10 2 9 70 100 91.44
20 0 21 2 7.40 110 100 58
30 0 32 2 5 10 120 109 73
40 0 43 2 2 80 220 201 17
50 0 54 2 .50 300 274 32
60 0 65 10 20 440 402 34
70 0 76 7 90 600 548 64
80 0 87 5 60 880 804 67
90 0 98 3 30 1000 914.40

100 0 109 1 00 1320 1207 01
110 0 120 1 10 70
200 0 218 2 2 00 Miles Meters
300 0 328 I 3 00 1 1,609 3
400 0 437 4 00 2 3.218 7
500 0 546 2 5.00 3 4.828 0

1000 0 1093 I 10.00 4 6.437 4
1500 0 1640 I 3 00 5 8,046 7
2000 1 427 0 8.00 6 9,6561
2500 1 974 0 1.1)0 7 11,265 4
3000 1 1520 2 6 00 8 12,874 8
5000 3 188 0 2 00 9 14.484 I

10000 6 376 0 4 00 10 16,093 5

26 Miles 385 yards 42 kilometer. 195 I meters

Field Events
Feet Meters Feet Meters Feet Meters Feet Meters

I 0 305 6 1.829 20 6 ,1711 70 21 336
2 610 7 2 134 10 9 144 80 24 384
3 914 8 2 438 40 12.192 90 27432
4 1 219 9 2 743 50 15.240 100 30 480
5 1 524 10 3 048 60 18 288 200 60 960

Relation of metric to English scale. For measuring or checking
courses where no metric tape is available the following table is ac-
ceptable.

1 meter 39.37 int.he., 3 2808 feet I 0936 yartk
1 kilometer 1.000 meter,. 0 1,21370 mules
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BOWS PERFORMANCE RECORD FORM*
t....,

Event Time or Distance

Name Age Grade

Address City State

School City State

Date of Meet

Place of Meet

1 ime of Day

State of Weather

Force and Direction of Wind

Level or Gradient of Ground

Correctness of Distance Run, Announced Time, Distance or Height, Hurdle

Height

Specifications of Weight, Measurement and Materials of Implement

Authorized Signatures We certify that DGWS rules governed this meet and
that this application has been completed accurctely

Physical Education Instructor Or Coach

Meet Director

Referee

Judge or Timer

Recorder

' Duplicate this form and send complete information to
Dr. Donnis Thompson
University of Hawaii
1333 Lower Campus Rd,
Honolulu 96822
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Girls and Women's Track and Field
Records*

Compiled by LINDA LANGLEY

TIME OR
EVENT DISTANCE NAME AND CITY YEAR

50-Yard Dash

75-Yard Da sh

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL RECORDS

6.3 sec

9.0 sec

Debra Biehora 1966
(Glendale, Ariz )

Debra Bieliora 1966
(Glendale, Ariz )

100-Yard Dash
220-Yard Pursuit Relay
220-Yard Shuttle
440- Yard Pta.szat
50-Yard Pursuit
Shot Put (6 lbs )
Basketball Throw 66' Susan Eiquiha 1963

(Woodland, Wash.)
Softball Throw 1 7 1 5" Sara Coe 1969

(Wilinctte, III.)
Standing Long Jump 7' 10" Jeanne Knight 1964

(Ilolmes Beach, Fla )Running Long Jump I 7' 1/2- Nance Viera 1963
( Lcmoore, Calif )

Running High Jump 4' 5" Doreen Henry 1970
(Webster, N.Y )

50-Yard Dash

100-Yard Dash

220-Yard Dash

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOOL RECORDS

5 7 sec Ambro Walters 1966
(Idaho Falls, Idaho)

11.5 sec Janice Green 1970
(Titusville, Fla.)

26.6 sec. Patti Robins 1970
(Ellenwood, Kans.)

Refer to Rule 8, Records.
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440-Yard Run I 01.0 set. Vickie Atmstut7 I 971
(Grabill, Ind )

880-Yard Run (New event)

220-Yard Pursuit
Relay 27 7 sec Schroeder, Arnoldy 1970

Cordel, Mort I/
ipton, Kans 1

4401 ard Pursuit 52.7 sec. Stienselfer, Haynes, 1971
Relay Gordon, Fames

(Beaverton, Ore)
X80 -) ard Minna 2.04.5 sec. 1971

Relay
(Ellsworth, Kans )

50-Yard Hurdles (2'6") 7.7 Debbie Lansky 1967
(Taylor, Mich )

SO-)ard Ilurdlo (2'6") (No results received)
Sh,,i Put (8 lb\ ) 37' 4',:" Paula Ilelsby 1968

(Hillsboro, Ore 1
Basket ball Throw 98' I ov.i" ViLtoria Johnson 1966

(Youngstown, Ohm)
Sidtball 7hross. 225' Denise Ambrose 1965

(Bladensburg, Md 1
Standing I one Jump 9' 2 y: Pain Fraser 1967

(Cincinnati, Ohio)
Running Long Jump 17' 4" Carol Mayle 1966

(Crescent City, Calif )
Running High Jump 5' 4" Susan Tracey 1971

(State College, Pa.)

SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL RECORDS

50-Yard Dash 5 9 seL C Cooley 1966
(Holt, MiLh )

100-Yard Dash 10.3 sec M. Gillette 1967
(Park Forest, 111.1

220-Yard Dash 23 8 sec Margaret Johnson 1966
( Lebanon, Ore 1

440-Yard Run 56.6 sec. Nancy Shafer 1968
(North Canton, Ohio)

/ !tid Rut. 5.09.2 sec. Debbie Roth 1971
(Eugene, Ore )

1500 Meter Run (No results received)
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880-Yard Run 2 18 8 sec

440-Yard Pursuit
Relay

880-Yard Pursuit
Relay

880-Yard Alva ley
Relay

I Mile Relay

50-Yard Hurdles
( 2'6")

80-Yard Ilw dle v
(2'6")
00-1Ieter Hurdles
(2'6")

Shot Put 18 lbs 1

Basket ball Throlt

Softball Throw

Discus Thron

Javelin Tin ow

S;anding Long Jump

Running Long Jump

I 00-Yard Davi'

220-Yard Davi'

47 8 sec

1 43 4 sec

1 48.3 sec

4 26 5 sec

6 7 sec

11 7 sec

14 3 sec

47'9')"

97'

233'10"

147'10"

145'91Y'

9

8'7"2"

Sherry Wells 1968
(Florence, Ore )

Boyd. Nelsen, 1966
Johnson, Iluges

(Lebanon, Ore )
Boyd, Nelsen, 1966
McCombs, 1 hrush

(Lebanon, Ore )
Boyd, Nelsen, 1966
Ilughes, Johnson

(Lebanon, Ore )
Allen, Cunningham, 1971

Ilawney
(Seattle, Wash )

Gail Boyd 1966
(Lebanon. Ore )

Carol Donne{ 19'1
(Seattle, Wash )

I lent) Davidson 1970
(Fugene, 0-e.)

Mary Jacobson 1969
(Florence, Ore)

Kathy Bleau 1968
(SeheneLtady, N V )

Pat Crain 1970
Calit )

Beth Smith 1971
(Spell, Ore.)

Arlene Pratt 1971
(Eugene, Ore )

Pat Walton 1967
(Hialeah, Ha )

Fran Aver 1970
(Coors Bay, Ore )

COLLEGE (AND OPEN) RECORDS

10 9 sec.

10.9 sec

24 8 sec

('hi Cheng 1971
(Aiusa, Calif )

Chris I vet son 1966
(San Luis Obispo, Calif.)

Kathy Smallwood 1971
(San Jose, Calif )
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440-Yard Dash 59 4 sec Chris Iverson 1966

59.4 sec.
(San Luis Obispo, Calif.)

Cis Shafer 1971
(Pomona, Calif.)

880-Yard Run 2'20.0 sec. Ped low 1967
(Indianapolis, Ind )

1500 -Meter Run (No results received)

440-Yard Pursuit
Relay

50.8 sec Patterson, Smith,
Longoria, Murphey

1970

(Denton, 'lex.)
880-Yard Pursuit

Relay
1 55.2 sec. Smolka, Longoria,

Woodrow, Byer
1969

(Denton, Tex )
880-lard Th'dley
Relay

1.44 3 sec. Smallwood, Hughes,
Clardy. Cheng

1971

(Pomona, Calif.)
I Mile Run (No results received)

80-Yard hurdles
(2'6")

15 0 sec, Kathy Ross
(Athens, W Va.)

1971

100-Meter Hurdles 14 6 sec Carla Coffey 1971
(2'9") (Somerset, Ky.)

200-Meter Hurdles 29 I sec. Dee Kurth 1968
(Chico, Calif.)

Shot Put (4 kilo) 47'61/2" Mayen Seidler 1971
Darien, Ill )

Basketball Throw 101'2" Ivorsue Burroughs 1971
(Iluntington, W Va.)

So/tball Throw 239' Marstie Burroughs 1971
(Huntington, W Va )

Dmett 5 Throw 154'7" Marlene Kurt 1971
(Eugene, Ore )

Running long 20'4'i" ('hi Cheng 1971
Jump (Azusa, ('AI)

Running High 5'71/2" Tara Shelton 1969
Jump (Portland, Ore 1

WOMEN'S OLYMPIC RECORDS

100-Meter Dash 11 0 sec

200-11eter Dash 22.5 sec.

Wyonna Tylis 1968
(U.S.A )

Irena Szewinsk a 1968
(Poland)
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400-Meter Dash 510 sec

800-Meter Auti 2'00.9 sec

80Meter Hurdles 10 3 sec.

400-Meter Relay 42 8 sec.

Running High 0'2 7/8"
Jump

Running Long 22' 41/2"
Jump

Shot Put (4 kilo) 64' 4"

Discus Throw 191' 2"

lareloi Throw 198' 7V.I"

Pentathlon 5246 points

Betty Cuthbert 1964
(Australia)

Colette Bessor 1968
(France)

Madeline Manning 1968
(U.S.A )

Maureen Caird 1968
(Australia)

Ferrell, Billies, 1968
Netter, ryas

(U.S.A.)
Yolanda Batas 1964

(Rumania)
VIOCICa Viscopoleanu 1968

(Rumania)
Margit ta Gummel 1968

(East Germany)
Lia Manohu 1968

(Rumania)
Mihaela Penes 1964

(Rumania)
Irma Press !964

(U S S R )
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GLOSSARY

AAU Amateur Athletic Union
Anchor The final or fourth leg of a relay
Approach- The ion and/or adjustmen, used by the participant priorto the actual take -off

Baton-- A tubelike object usually made of metal, wood, or paperwhich is used in a relay race and which is passed from one runnelto another.

Blind pass- A rz.lay pass with the receiv:r moving forward and
receiving the baton without looking to the rear.

Break-Leaving the starting blocks before the gun sounds Making amovement from a set position
Break in the pit-The mark made by the contestant when landing inthe pit

Breaking for the pole --Cutting over to the inside of the track
Circle -Competitive area for the shot and discus
Clapboard Two pieces of hoard connected by a hinge and &red bythe starter in place of a gun Sometimes referred ta as "theclappers

Clear the watches Setting the watches back to zero in order to beready for the next race.

Contestant numbers- Numbers worn on the hacks of competitors for
identificat ton

Course A general term used to indicate the path of a runner
Crossbar The bar over which the high jumpers Jump
Cut-down-The dropping of the lead leg in hurdle clearance.
Curb- Inside border of the track
Dead heat A race in which two or more tunnels cross the finish lineat ex' stly the same moment

Drive leg The leg exerting the foice during stride or take-off
Exchange zone An area the width of one lane 22 yards long used inrelay races The baton must be passed from a runner to herteammate while they are in this /one
False start Leaving the starting blocks before the gun soundsMaking a movement from a set position
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Field event sheets- Tabulating pape,s used to record attempts made
by competitors in the held event

Field shoes -Rubber-soled track shot s worn by competitors in field
events

Finish posts-- Posts to which the finish tape or string is at tached

Finish yard or tape -The cord stretched across the track directly
above the finish line to aid the finish judges in determining which
runner first crosses the finish line

Flight A round of trials for all contestants in the throwing events
and long jumps. In a flight, each contestant is given her first trial
before any contestant starts on the second flight Tilt; term is also
used to indicate the hurdles to be used by a contestant

Follow-through The movement of a part or parts of the body
allowing the release of a missile or object

Foul jump- A jump which is counted as a trial, but which is not
m eaS tired because of some violation of the held event rule

Foul throw A throw which is counted as a trial but which is not
measured because of some violation of the field event rule

Grip- The handhold on a baton or other object.
"Gun is up"- A winning signal to men and judges that the starter

has raised her arm and is about to start the race

Hand-off The passing of the baton from the incoming limner to
outgoing runner in a relay race

Heat A preliminary round of a lace, the inners of which
participate in the semifinals and finals

Heat sheet A foul' on \kiwi' the names of the ct estants in a lace
are placed, indicating in which heat they .will tan.

High jump standards- Uprights which ale i.sed .o hold the ciossbar
for the high jump

Inside lane The lane on the inside on cad) of the track (the one
closest to the min Id). It is often retei red to as the pole position

International Zone -An area the width of one lane. 11 yards lone
which may be used by a relay runner to helix' running before she
teceies the baton in the exchange zone

Jog Slow, easy, shortshide running action

Kelly pool balls Small numbered balls used in dravt mg for lanes
Sometimes called "shake balls
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KickIncreased leg speed used at the end of a race.
Lane- The path which is marked on the track for a race or that part

of the race during which the runner must stay in the prescribed
path

Lap- One complete circuit of the entire track.
Lead leg- -The -st leg, or kicking leg, of junipers l'he first leg over a

hurdle

Lead-off runner The first runner on a relay team
Leg of a relay The distance over which one member of a relay team

must run

Medley relay- A relay race in which the members of the relay learn
run different distances.

NCAA National Collegiate Athletic Association.
Nonvisual exchange- A baton exchange 01 pass in which the

outgoing runner toes not look backward while receiving the
baton.

Olympic star: Staggered start on the curve
Pace "I he rate of speed used according to the distar..e to be run and

the available energy of the runner
Pass 'I he voluntary giving up of one of a contestant's prelnumary or

!mai throws or jumps, Also refers to the actual exchange of a
baton

Passer -1 he relay runner who "Hands oft" the baton.
Passing zone- A zone the width of one lane 22 yards long used in

relay races The baton must be passed from a runner to Lei
teammate while they are in this zone

Pickup zone 1 he area I I yards in front of the relay passing /one
An outgoing runner may commence running any where in this
zone

Pit 'I he area in which a long ji mper or high jumper lands, usually
Idled with sand. sawdust or foam rubber

Pole The inside or curb lane of a Irack
Preliminaries In runaing events, they are a series of heats in the

same event (used when there are more competitors than there are
lanes) In the throws and long jump, preliminaries consist of three
trials per competitor The best are then placed In the finals

Pursuit relay A relay in which all runners run in the same
counterclockwise direct ion
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Put-The action of pushing the shot away from the body for
distance

Recall-The calling back of runners after a false start.
Receiver--The runner receiving the baton in a relay race

Reverse -A follow-through after releasing the shot or other missile.

Runway The approach to the take-off board or scratch line for field
events

Scratch-Decision not to compete in an event after being listed on
event card

Scratch line-The takeoff line winch may not be crossed in the
softball throw and Javelin throw.

Scratch start Curving line used in races of 880 yards or longer

Sector lines ijoundary lines within winch a throw must land in
order to be a fair throw, as in the Javelin throw and discuss throw,

Shot An iron or brass sphere 4, 6, 8 pounds, or 4 kilos in weight

Shuttle relay A relay run on a straightaway, with half of each relay
team at opposite ends of the prescribed distance. Alternate
runners run back and forth over the same course

Spikes Low-cut, lightweight spiked shoes worn by runners to give
them faster starts and surer looting

Staggered start The start of a race in which runners do not stall on
a straight line Usually used in races which are run around . curve

Starting block \n implement against which runners may place their
feet In order to get a fast start at the beginning of a race

Straddle Method of high Jumping, clearing the bar face down

Straightaway Straight area of the track between one curve and the

next

Stride The distance covered by one step

Tagging I °itching a relay runner instead ol givaig her a baton

Takeoff board \ board I rom which a long jumper makes her rumps

Takeoff foot 1 he toot that drives a contestant from the pound

Takeoff mark A spot at which a contestant leases the ground, as nn

the high rump and long jump
Toeboard A culvert piece of woad used as a foul line lot a throve

Torso 'That part ol the body as distinguished from the head, neck,
aims, legs. feet, of hands
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Trail leg-Take-off leg or the rear leg in hurdling

USTFF United S'ates Track and held Federation
Visual exchange -A baton exchange in which the receiver watches

the incoming runner until the pass is completed

Warm-up- Preparation of the body through light exercise for more
vigorous e \ercise

Western roll -A method of high jumping, clearing the bar on the side
or back
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DGWS SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS

DGWS Research Report' Women on Sports. 1971 (243 06920)
Forward Riding Manual for Teachers (243-07342)
GAA Manual. 1966 (243.07730)
Handbook for Teaching Basketball Officiating. 1969 (243 08038)
Manual for Teaching Western Riding 1243- 25106)
Philosophy and Standards for Girls and Women's

Sports. 1970 (243. 07988)
"Polly" Cartoons. Revised 1968 (243 07846)
"Polly" Cartoons II. 1971 (243-25170)
AIAW Handbook. 1971 published annually (243-25228)
Selected Archery Articles. 1971 (243 25160)
Selected Aquatics Articles. 1971 (243.07596)
Selected Basketball Articles. 1970 (243 07066)
Selected Fencing Articles. 1971 (243.25134)
Selected Field Hockey and Lacrosse Articles. 1971 (243 25162)
Se'ected Gymnastics Articles 1971 (243 25164)
Selected Riding Articles. 1969 (243 08036)
Selected SoccerSpeedball Articles. 1971 (243 25152)
Selected Softball Articles. 1969 (243.08044)
Selected Tennis Badminton Articles. 1970 (243-06894)
Selected Track and Field Articles. 1971 (243-25166)
Selected Volleyball Articles. 1970 (243 06896)
Sports Programs for College Women (243 25124)
Training of Judges for Gins Gymnastics. 1971 (243 06922)
Technique Charts

Archery. 1969 (243 08046)
Badminton. 1967 (243-07842)
Basketball. 1965 (743.06878)
Diving. 1969 (243 08048)
Softball. 1967 1243 06874)
Swimming. 1971 (243- 25130)
Speedball. 1969 (243 080501
Tennis. 1967 (243 07844)
Volleyball 1969 (743 08052)

Second National Institute on Girls Sports. Fencing, (living, canoeing
and I. ayaking, track and field, and gymnast if s (243 01220,

Third National Institute on Gals Sports. Skiing and
figure (243 07768)

Fifth National Institute on Girls Sports. 1969 Basketball,
gy(rinasiics. and track and field coac hang and of f 1(1M .ng 12,1 s CV n8, 4 I

orme R `ROM
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